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Introduction

IN A MODERN THRILLER the hero generally saves the world. Traditional
adventure stories are more modest: The central character merely saves his own
life, and perhaps the life of a faithful friend or a plucky girl. In less sensational
novels—the middlebrow, well-told narratives that have been the staple diet of
readers for more than a century—there is less at stake, but still a character′s
efforts, struggles, and choices determine his destiny in a dramatic fashion.

I don′t actually believe that life is like that. In reality, circumstances quite
beyond our control usually determine whether we live or die, become happy or
miserable, strike it rich or lose everything. For example: Most rich people inherit
their money. Most well-fed people simply had the luck to be bom in an af fluent
country. Most happy people were born into loving families, and most miserable
people had crazy parents.

I′m not a fatalist, nor do I believe that everything in life is blind chance. We do
not control our lives the way a chess player controls his pieces, but life is not
roulette either. As usual, the truth is complicated. Mechanisms beyond our
control—and sometimes beyond our understanding—debermine a person′s fate,
yet the choices he makes have consequences, if not the consequences he
anticipated.

In The Modigliani Scandal I tried to write a new kind of novel, one that would
reflect the subtle subordination of individual freedom to more powerful machinery.
In this immodest project I failed. It may be that such a novel cannot be written:
Even if Life is not about individual choice, perhaps Literature is.

What I wrote, in the end, was a lighthearted crime story in which an assortment
of people, mostly young, get up to a variety of capers, none of which turns out
quite as expected. The critics praised it as sprightly, ebullient, light, bright,



cheery, light (again), and fizzy. I was disappointed that they had not noted my
serious intentions.

Now I no longer look on the book as a failure. It is fizzy, and none the worse for
that. The fact that it is so different from the book I intended to write should not
have surprised me. After all, it rather proves my point.

—KEN FOLLETT, 1985

___________________________________



PART  I

Priming the Canvas.

″One does not marry art. One ravishes it.″
—EDGAR DEGAS, Impressionist painter

I

THE BAKER SCRATCHED HIS black mustache with a floury finger, turning
the hair gray and unintentionally making himself look ten years older. Around him
the shelves and counters were full of long loaves of fresh, crusty bread, and the
familiar smell filled his nostrils and swelled his chest with a quietly satisfied pride.
The bread was a new batch, the second that morning: business was good because
the weather was fine. He could always rely on a little sunshine to bring the
housewives of Paris out into the streets to shop for his good bread.

He looked out of the shop window, narrowing his eyes against the brightness
outside. A pretty girl was crossing the street. The baker listened, and heard the
sound of his wife′s voice, out in the back, arguing shrilly with an employee. The
row would go on for several minutes—they always did. Satisfied that he was safe,
the baker permitted himself to gaze at the girl lustfully.

Her summer dress was thin and sleeveless, and the baker thought it looked
rather expensive, although he was no expert in such things. The flared skirt
swung gracefully at midthigh, emphasizing her slim bare legs, promising—but
never quite delivering—delightful glimpses of feminine underwear.

She was too slender for his taste, he decided as she came closer. Her breasts
were very small—they did not even jiggle with her long, confident stride. Twenty
years of marriage to Jeanne-Marie had not made the baker tire of plump,
pendulous breasts.

The girl came into the shop, and the baker realized she was no beauty. Her face
was long and thin, her mouth small and ungenerous, with slightly protruding
upper teeth. Her hair was brown under a layer of sun-bleached blonde.

She selected a loaf from the counter, testing its crust with her long hands, and
nodding in satisfaction. No beauty, but definitely desirable, the baker thought.

Her complexion was red-and-white, and her skin looked soft and smooth. But it
was her carriage that turned heads. It was confident, self-possessed; it told the
world that this girl did precisely what she wanted to do, and nothing else. The
baker told himself to stop playing with words: she was sexy, and that was that.

He flexed his shoulders, to loosen the shirt which was sticking to his perspiring
back. ″Chaud, hein?“ he said.



The girl took coins from her purse and paid for her bread. She smiled at his
remark, and suddenly she was beautiful. ″Le soleil? le l′aime,″ she said. She closed
her purse and opened the shop door. „Merci!“ she flung over her shoulder as she
left.

There had been a trace of accent in her French—an English accent, the baker
fancied. But perhaps he had just imagined it to go with her complexion. He stared
at her bottom as she crossed the street, mesmerized by the shift of the muscles
under the cotton. She was probably returning to the flat of some young, hairy
musician, who would still be in bed after a night of debauchery.

The shrill voice of Jeanne-Marie approached, shattering the baker′s fantasy. He
sighed heavily, and threw the girl′s coins into the till.

Dee Sleign smiled to herself as she walked along the sidewalk away from the
shop. The myth was true: Frenchmen were more sensual than Englishmen. The
baker′s gaze had been candidly lascivious, and his eyes had homed in accurately
on her pelvis. An English baker would have looked furtively at her breasts from
behind his spectacles.

She slanted her head back and brushed her hair behind her ears to let the hot
sun shine on her face. It was wonderful, this life, this summer in Paris. No work,
no exams, no essays, no lectures. Sleeping with Mike, getting up late; good coffee
and fresh bread for breakfast; days spent with the books she had always wanted
to read and the pictures she liked to see; evenings with interesting, eccentric
people.

Soon it would be over. Before long she would have to decide what to do with the
rest of her life. But for now she was in a personal limbo, simply enjoying the
things she liked, with no rigid purpose dictating the way she spent every minute.

She turned a comer and entered a small, unpretentious apartment block. As
she passed the booth with its tiny window, there was a high-pitched cry from the
concierge.

″Mademoiselle!″
The gray-haired woman pronounced each syllable of the word, and managed to

give it an accusatory inflection, emphasizing the scandalous fact that Dee was not
married to the man who rented the apartment Dee smiled again; an affair in Paris
would hardly be complete without a disapproving concierge.

″Telegramme,″ the woman said. She laid the envelope on the sill and retired into
the cat-smelling gloom of her booth, as if to dissociate herself entirely from loose-
moraled young girls and their telegrams.

Dee picked it up and ran up the stairs. It was addressed to her, and she knew
what it was.

She entered the apartment, and laid the bread and the telegram on the table in
the small kitchen. She poured coffee beans into a grinder and thumbed the
button; the machine growled harshly as it pulverized the brown-black nuts.

Mike′s electric shaver whined as if in answer. Sometimes the promise of coffee
was the only thing that got him out of bed. Dee made a whole pot and sliced the
new bread.

Mike′s flat was small, and furnished with elderly stuff of undistinguished taste.
He had wanted something more grand, and he could certainly afford better. But



Dee had insisted they stay out of hotels and classy districts. She had wanted to
spend summer with the French, not the international jet set; and she had got her
way.

The buzz of his shaver died, and Dee poured two cups of coffee.
He came in just as she placed the cups on the round wooden table. He wore his

faded, patched Levi′s, and his blue cotton shirt was open at the neck, revealing a
tuft of black hair and a medallion on a short silver chain.

″Good morning, darling,″ he said. He came round the table and kissed her. She
wound her arms around his waist and hugged his body against her own, and
kissed him passionately.

″Wow! That was strong for so early in the morning,″ he said. He gave a wide
California grin, and sat down.

Dee looked at the man as he sipped his coffee gratefully, and wondered whether
she wanted to spend the rest of her life with him. Their affair had been going for a
year now, and she was getting used to it. She liked his cynicism, his sense of
humor, and his buccaneering style. They were both interested in art to the point of
obsession, although his interest lay in the money to be made out of it, while she
was absorbed by the whys and wherefores of the creative process. They stimulated
each other, in bed and out they were a good team.

He got up, poured more coffee, and lit cigarettes for both of them. ″You′re quiet,″
he said, in his low, gravelly American accent. ″Thinking about those results ? It′s
about time they came through.″

″They came today,″ she replied. ″I′ve been putting off opening the telegram.″
″What? Hey, c′mon, I want to know how you did.″
″All right.″ She fetched the envelope and sat down again before tearing it open

with her thumb. She unfolded the single sheet of thin paper, glanced at it, then
looked up at him with a broad smile.

″My God, I got a First,″ she said.
He leaped to his feet excitedly. ″Yippee!″ he yelled. ″I knew it! You′re a genius!″

He broke into a whining, fast imitation of a country-and-western square dance,
complete with calls of ″Yee-hah″ and the sounds of a steel guitar, and hopped
around the kitchen with an imaginary partner.

Dee laughed helplessly. ″You′re the most juvenile thirty-nine-year-old I′ve ever
met,″ she gasped. Mike bowed in acknowledgment of imaginary applause, and sat
down again.

He said: ″So. What does this mean, for your future?″
Dee became serious again. ″It means I get to do my Ph.D.″
″What, more degrees? You now have a B.A. in Art History, on top of some kind

of Diploma in Fine Art. Isn′t it time you stopped being a professional student?″
″Why should I? Learning is my kick—if they′re willing to pay me to study for the

rest of my life, why shouldn′t I do it?″
″They won′t pay you much.″
″That′s true.″ Dee looked thoughtful. ″And I would like to make a fortune,

somehow. Still, there′s plenty of time. I′m only twenty-five.″
Mike reached across the table and held her hand. ″Why don′t you come work for

me? I′ll pay you a fortune—you′d be worth it.″
She shook her head. ″I don′t want to ride on your back. I′ll make it myself.″



″You′re quite happy to ride on my front,″ he grinned.
She put on a leer. ″You betcha,″ she said in imitation of his accent. Then she

withdrew her hand. ″No, I′m going to write my thesis. If it gets published I could
make some cash.″

″What′s the topic?″
″Well, I′ve been toying with a couple of things. The most promising is the

relationship between art and drugs.″
″Trendy.″
″And original. I think I could show that drug abuse tends to be good for art and

bad for artists.″
″A nice paradox. Where will you start?″
″Here. In Paris. They used to smoke pot in the artistic community around the

first couple of decades of the century. Only they called it hashish.″
Mike nodded. ″Will you take just a little help from me, right at the start?″
Dee reached for the cigarettes and took one. ″Sure,″ she said.
He held his lighter across the table. ″There′s an old guy you ought to talk to. He

was a pal of half a dozen of the masters here before World War One. A couple of
times he′s put me on the track of pictures.

″He was kind of a fringe criminal, but he used to get prostitutes to act as
models—and other things sometimes—for the young painters. He′s old now—he
must be pushing ninety. But he remembers.″

The tiny bedsitter smelled bad. The odor of the fish shop below pervaded
everything, seeping up through the bare floorboards and settling in the battered
furniture, the sheets on the single bed in the comer, the faded curtains at the one
small window. Smoke from the old man′s pipe failed to hide the fishy smell, and
underlying it all was the atmosphere of a room that is rarely scrubbed.

And a fortune in post-Impressionist paintings hung on the walls.
″All given to me by the artists,″ the old man explained airily. Dee had to

concentrate to understand his thick Parisian French. ″Always, they were unable to
pay their debts. I took the paintings because I knew they would never have the
money. I never liked the pictures then. Now I see why they paint this way, and I
like it. Besides, they bring back memories.″

The man was completely bald, and the skin of his face was loose and pale. He
was short, and walked with difficulty; but his small black eyes flashed with
occasional enthusiasm. He was rejuvenated by this pretty English girl who spoke
such good French and smiled at him as if he was a young man again.

″Don′t you get pestered by people wanting to buy them?″ Dee asked.
″Not anymore. I am always willing to lend them out, at a fee.″ His eyes twinkled.

″It pays for my tobacco,″ he added, raising his pipe in a gesture like a toast.
Dee realized what the other element in the smell was: the tobacco in his pipe

was mixed with cannabis. She nodded knowingly.
″Would you like some? I have some papers,″ he offered.
″Thank you.″
He passed her a tobacco tin, some cigarette papers, and a small block of resin,

and she began rolling a joint.



″Ah, you young girls,″ the man mused. ″Drugs are bad for you, really. I should
not corrupt the youth. There, I have been doing it all my life, and now I am too old
to change.″

″You′ve lived a long life on it,″ Dee said.
″True, true. I will be eighty-nine this year, I think. For seventy years I have

smoked my special tobacco every day, except in prison, of course.″
Dee licked the gummed paper and completed the reefer. She lit it with a tiny

gold lighter and inhaled. ″Did the painters use hashish a great deal?″ she asked.
″Oh yes. I made a fortune from the stuff. Some spent all their money on it.″ He

looked at a pencil drawing on the wall, a hurried-looking sketch of the head of a
woman: an oval face and a long, thin nose. ″Dedo was the worst,″ he added with a
faraway smile.

Dee made out the signature on the drawing. ″Modigliani?″
″Yes.″ The man′s eyes now saw only the past, and he talked as if to himself. ″He

always wore a brown corduroy jacket and a big, floppy felt hat. He used to say that
art should be like hashish: it should show people the beauty in things, the beauty
they could not normally see. He would drink, too, in order to see the ugliness in
things. But he loved the hashish.

″It was sad that he had such a conscience about it. I believe he was brought up
quite strictly. Also, his health was a little delicate, so he worried about the drugs.
He worried, but he still used them.″ The old man smiled and nodded, as if agreeing
with his memories.

″He lived at the Impasse Falguière. He was so poor; he grew haggard. I
remember when he went to the Egyptian section in the Louvre—he came back
saying it was the only section worth seeing!″ He laughed happily. ″A melancholy
man, though,″ he went on, his voice sobering. ″He always had Les Chants de
Maldoror in his pocket: he could recite many French verses. The Cubism arrived at
the end of his life. It was alien to him. Perhaps it killed him.″

Dee spoke softly, to guide the old man′s memory without dislocating his train of
thought. ″Did Dedo ever paint while he was high?″

The man laughed lightly. ″Oh yes,″ he said. ″While he was high he would paint
very fast, shouting all the time that this would be his masterpiece, his chef-
d′oeuvre, that now all Paris would see what painting was all about. He would
choose the brightest colors and throw them at the canvas. His friends would tell
him the work was useless, terrible, and he would tell them to piss off, they were
too ignorant to know that this was the painting of the twentieth century. Then,
when he came down, he would agree with them, and throw the canvas in the
corner.″ He sucked at his pipe, noticed it had gone out, and reached for matches.
The spell was broken.

Dee leaned forward in her hard upright chair, the joint between her fingers
forgotten. There was a low intensity in her voice.

She said: ″What happened to those paintings?″
He puffed his pipe into life and leaned back, drawing on it rhythmically. The

regular suck, puff, suck, puff, drew him gradually back into his reverie. ″Poor
Dedo,″ he said. ″He could not pay the rent. He had nowhere to go. His landlord
gave him twenty-four hours to get out. He tried to sell some paintings, but the few
people who could see how good they were had no more money than he.



″He had to move in with one of the others—I forget who. There was hardly room
for Dedo, let alone his paintings. The ones he liked, he loaned to close friends.

″The rest—″ the old man grunted, as if the memory had given him a twinge of
pain. ″I see him now, loading them into a wheelbarrow and pushing them down
the street. He comes to a yard, piles them up in the center, and sets fire to them.
′What else is there to do?′ he keeps saying. I could have lent him money, I
suppose, but he owed too much already. Still, when I saw him watch his paintings
burning, I wished I had. There, I was never a saint, in my youth any more than in
my old age.″

″All the hashish paintings were on that bonfire?″ Dee′s voice was almost a
whisper.

″Yes,″ the old man said. ″Virtually all of them.″
″Virtually? He kept some?″
″No, he kept none. But he had given some to somebody—I had forgotten, but

talking to you brings it back. There was a priest, in his hometown, who took an
interest in Oriental drugs. I forget why—their medicinal value, their spiritual
properties? Something like that. Dedo confessed his habits to the priest, and was
granted absolution. Then the priest asked to see the work he did under the
influence of hashish. Dedo sent him a painting—only one, I remember now.″

The reefer burned Dee′s fingers, and she dropped it in an ashtray. The old man
lit his pipe again, and Dee stood up.

″Thank you very much for talking to me,″ she said.
″Mmm.″ Half of the man′s mind was still in the past. ″I hope it helps you with

your thesis,″ he said.
ʺIt certainly has,″ she said. On impulse she bent over the man′s chair and

kissed his bald head. ″You′ve been kind.″
His eyes twinkled. ″It′s a long time since a pretty girl kissed me,″ he said.
″Of all the things you′ve told me, that′s the only one I disbelieve,″ replied Dee.

She smiled at him again, and went out through the door.
She controlled her jubilation as she walked along the street. What a break! And

before she had even started the new term! She was bursting to tell someone about
it. Then she remembered—Mike had gone: flown to London for a couple of days.
Who could she tell?

On impulse, she bought a postcard at a café. She sat down with a glass of wine
to write it. The picture showed the café itself, and a view of the street she was in.

She sipped her vin ordinaire and wondered whom to write to. She ought to let
the family know her results, too. Her mother would be pleased, in her vague kind
of way, but she really wanted her daughter to be a member of the dying polite
society of ballgoers and dressage-riders. She would not appreciate the triumph of
a first-class degree. Who would?

Then she realized who would be most delighted for her.
She wrote:

Dear Uncle Charles,
Believe it or not, I got a First! ! ! Even more incredibly, I am now on the track
of a lost Modigliani! ! !
Love, D.



She bought a stamp for the card and posted it on her way back to Mike′s
apartment.

II

THE GLAMOUR HAD GONE out of life, Charles Lampeth reflected as he
relaxed in his Queen Anne dining chair. This place, the house of his friend, had
once seen the kind of parties and balls which now happened only in high-budget
historical movies. At least two Prime Ministers had dined in this very room, with
its long oak table and matching paneled walls. But the room, the house, and their
owner, Lord Cardwell, belonged to a dying race.

Lampeth selected a cigar from the box proffered by the butler, and allowed the
servant to light it. A sip of remarkably old brandy completed his sense of well-
being. The food had been splendid, the wives of the two men had retired in the old-
fashioned way, and now they would talk.

The butler lit Cardwell′s cigar and glided out. The two men puffed contentedly
for a while. They had been friends for too long for silence to be an embarrassment
between them. Eventually Cardwell spoke.

″How is the art market?″ he said.
Lampeth gave a satisfied smile. ″Booming, as it has been for years,″ he said.
″I′ve never understood the economics of it,″ Cardwell replied. ″Why is it so

buoyant?″
″It′s complex, as you would expect,″ Lampeth replied. ″I suppose it started when

the Americans became art-conscious, just before the Second World War. It′s the
old supply-and-demand mechanism: the prices of the Old Masters went through
the roof.

″There weren′t enough Old Masters to go around, so people started turning to
the moderns.″

Cardwell interrupted: ″And that′s where you came in.″
Lampeth nodded, and sipped appreciatively at his brandy. ″When I opened my

first gallery, just after the war, it was a struggle to sell anything painted after
1900. But we persisted. A few people liked them, prices rose gradually, and then
the investors moved in. That was when the Impressionists went through the roof.″

″A lot of people made a pile,″ Cardwell commented.
″Fewer than you think,″ said Lampeth. He loosened his bow tie under his double

chin. ″It′s rather like buying shares or backing horses. Bet on a near-certainty,
and you find everyone else has backed it, so the odds are low. If you want a blue-
chip share, you pay a high price for it, so your gain when you sell is marginal.

″So with paintings: buy a Velazquez, and you are bound to make money. But
you pay so much for it, that you have to wait several years for a fifty percent gain.
The only people who have made fortunes are the ones who bought the pictures
they liked, and found that they had good taste when the value of their collections
rocketed. People like yourself.″



Cardwell nodded, and the few strands of white hair on his head waved in the
slight breeze caused by the movement. He pulled at the end of his long nose.
″What do you think my collection is worth now?″

″Lord.″ Lampeth frowned, drawing his black brows together at the bridge of his
nose. ″It would depend on how it was sold, for one thing. For another, an accurate
valuation would be a week′s work for an expert.″

″I′ll settle for an inaccurate one. You know the pictures—you bought most of
them yourself for me.″

″Yes.″ Lampeth pictured in his mind the twenty or thirty paintings in the house,
and assigned rough values to them. He closed his eyes and added up the sums.

″It must be a million pounds,″ he said eventually. Cardwell nodded again.
″That′s the figure I arrived at,″ he said. ″Charlie, I need a million pounds.″

″Good Lord!″ Lampeth sat upright in his chair. ″You can′t think of selling your
collection.″

″I′m afraid it has come to that,″ Cardwell said sadly. ″I had hoped to leave it to
the nation, but the realities of business life come first. The company is
overstretched; there must be a big capital injection within twelve months or it goes
to the wall. You know I′ve been selling off bits of the estate for years, to keep me in
this stuff.″ He raised his brandy balloon and drank.

″The young blades have caught up with me at last,″ he went on. ″New brooms
sweeping through the financial world. Our methods are outdated. I shall get out as
soon as the company is strong enough to hand over. Let a young blade take it on.″

The note of weary despair in his friend′s voice angered Lampeth. ″Young blades,″
he said contemptuously. ″Their time of reckoning will come.″

Cardwell laughed lightly. ″Now, now, Charlie. My father was horrified when I
announced my intention of going into the City. I remember him telling me: ′But
you′re going to inherit the title!′ as if that precluded any notion of my touching real
money. And you—what did your father say when you opened an art gallery?″

Lampeth acknowledged the point with a reluctant smile. ″He thought it was a
namby-pamby occupation for a soldier′s son.″

″So, you see, the world belongs to the young blades. So, sell my pictures,
Charlie.″

″The collection will have to be broken up, to get the best price.″
″You′re the expert. No point in my being sentimental about it.″
″Still, some of it ought to be kept together for an exhibition. Let′s see: a Renoir,

two Degas, some Picassos, three Modiglianis… I′ll have to think about it. The
Cézanne will have to go to auction, of course.″

Cardwell stood up, revealing himself to be very tall, an inch or two over six feet.
″Well, let′s not linger over the corpse. Shall we join the ladies?″

The Belgrave Art Gallery had the air of a rather superior provincial museum.
The hush was almost tangible as Lampeth entered, his black toecapped shoes
treading silently on the plain, olive-green carpet. At ten o′clock the gallery had only
just opened, and there were no customers. Nevertheless, three assistants in black-
and-stripes hovered attentively around the reception area.

Lampeth nodded to them and walked through the ground-floor gallery, his
expert eye surveying the pictures on the walls as he passed. Someone had hung a



modern abstract incongruously next to a primitive, and he made a mental note to
get it moved. There were no prices on the works: a deliberate policy. People had
the feeling that any mention of cash would be greeted with a disapproving frown
from one of the elegantly dressed assistants. In order to maintain their self-
esteem, patrons would tell themselves that they, too, were part of this world where
money was a mere detail, as insignificant as the date on the check. So they spent
more. Charles Lampeth was a businessman first, and an art lover second.

He walked up the broad staircase to the first floor, and caught sight of his
reflection in the glass of a frame. His tie-knot was small, his collar crisp, his Savile
Row suit a perfect fit. It was a pity he was overweight, but he still cut an attractive
figure for his age. He straightened his shoulders reflectively.

He made another mental note: the glass in that frame ought to be nonreflective.
There was a pen drawing underneath it—whoever hung it had made a mistake.

He walked to his office, where he hooked his umbrella on the coat-stand. He
walked to the window and looked out onto Regent Street while he lit his first cigar
of the day. He watched the traffic, making a list in his mind of the things he would
have to attend to between now and the first gin and tonic at five o′clock.

He turned around as his junior partner, Stephen Willow, walked in. ″Morning,
Willow,″ he said, and sat down at his desk.

Willow said: ″Morning, Lampeth.″ They stuck to the habit of surnames, despite
the six or seven years they had been together. Lampeth had brought Willow in to
extend the Belgrave′s range: Willow had built up a small gallery of his own by
nurturing relationships with half-a-dozen young artists who had turned out to be
winners. Lampeth had seen the Belgrave lagging slightly behind the market at the
time, and Willow had offered a quick way to catch up with the contemporary
scene. The partnership worked well: although there was a good ten or fifteen years
between the two men, Willow had the same basic qualities of artistic taste and
business sense as Lampeth.

The younger man laid a folder on the table and refused a cigar. ″We must talk
about Peter Usher,″ he said.

″Ah, yes. There′s something wrong there, and I don′t know what it is.″
″We took him over when the Sixty-Nine Gallery went broke,″ Willow began. ″He

had done well there for a year—one canvas went for a thousand. Most of them
were selling for upwards of five hundred. Since he came to us, he′s only sold a
couple.″

″How are we pricing?″
″The same range as the Sixty-Nine.“
″They may have been doing naughty things, mind,″ said Lampeth.
″I think they were. A suspicious number of highly priced pictures reappeared

shortly after they had been sold.″
Lampeth nodded. It was the art world′s worst-kept secret that dealers

sometimes bought their own pictures in order to stimulate demand for a young
artist.

Lampeth said: ″And then again, you know, we′re not the right gallery for Usher.″
He saw his partner′s raised eyebrows and added: ″No criticism intended, Willow—
at the time he appeared to be a scoop. But he is very avant-garde, and it probably
did him a little damage to become associated with such a respectable gallery as



ours. However, that′s all in the past. I still think he′s a remarkably good young
painter, and we owe him our best efforts.″

Willow changed his mind about the cigar, and took one from the box in
Lampeth′s inlaid desk. ″Yes, that was my thinking. I′ve sounded him out about a
show: he says he has enough new work to justify it.″

″Good. The New Room, perhaps?″ The gallery was too big for it all to be devoted
to the work of a single living artist, so one-man exhibitions were held in smaller
galleries or in part of the Regent Street premises.

″Ideal.″
Lampeth mused: ″I still wonder whether we wouldn′t be doing him a favor by

letting him go elsewhere.″
″Perhaps, but the outside world wouldn′t see it like that.″
″You′re quite right.″
″Shall I tell him it′s on, then?″
″No, not yet. There may be something bigger in the pipeline. Lord Cardwell gave

me dinner last night. He wants to sell his collection.″
″Ye Gods—the poor chap. That′s a tall order for us.″
″Yes, and we shall have to do it carefully. I′m still thinking about it. Leave that

slot open for a while.″
Willow looked toward the window out of a comer of his eye—a sign, Lampeth

knew, that he was straining his memory. ″Hasn′t Cardwell got two or three
Modiglianis?″ he said eventually.

″That′s right.″ It was no surprise to Lampeth that Willow knew it: part of a top
art dealer′s job was to know where hundreds of paintings were, who they belonged
to, and how much they were worth.

„Interesting,“ Willow continued. ″I had word from Bonn yesterday, after you had
left. A collection of Modigliani′s sketches is on the market.″

″What sort?″
″Pencil sketches, for sculptures. They aren′t on the open market yet, of course.

We can have them if we want them.″
″Good. We′ll buy them anyway—I think Modigliani is due for a rise in value. He′s

been underrated for a while, you know, because he doesn′t fit into a neat
category.″

Willow stood up. ″I′ll get on to my contact and tell him to buy. And if Usher
inquires, I′ll stall him.″

″Yes. Be nice to him.″
Willow went out, and Lampeth pulled toward him a wire tray containing the

morning′s post. He picked up an envelope, its top slit ready for him—then his eye
fell on a postcard underneath. He dropped the envelope and picked up the
postcard. He looked at the picture on the front, and guessed it to be of a street in
Paris. Then he turned it over and read the message. He smiled at first, amused by
the breathless prose and the forest of exclamation marks.

Then he sat back and thought. His niece had a way of giving the impression she
was a feminine, scatty young thing; but she had a very sharp brain and a certain
cool determination. She usually meant what she said, even if she sounded like a
flapper of the 1920s.



Lampeth left the rest of his post in the tray, slipped the postcard into his inside
jacket pocket, picked up his umbrella, and went out.

*     *     *     *     *

Everything about the agency was discreet—even its entrance. It was cleverly
designed so that when a taxi drew up in its forecourt, the visitor could not be seen
from the street as he got out, paid his fare, and entered by the door in the side of
the portico.

The staff, with their mannered subservience, was rather like those at the
gallery—although for different reasons. If forced to say exactly what the agency′s
business was, they would murmur that it made inquiries on behalf of its clients.
Just as the assistants at the Belgrave never mentioned money, so those at the
agency never mentioned detectives.

Indeed, Lampeth had never to his knowledge seen a detective there. The
detectives at Lipsey′s did not reveal who their clients were for the simple reason
that they frequently did not know. Discretion mattered even more than a
successful conclusion to an operation.

Lampeth was recognized, although he had only been there two or three times.
His umbrella was taken, and he was shown into the office of Mr. Lipsey: a short,
dapper man, with straight black hair, and the slightly mournful, tactfully
persistent approach of a coroner at an inquest.

He shook hands with Lampeth and mótioned him to a chair. His office looked
more like a solicitor′s than a detective′s, with dark wood, drawers instead of filing
cabinets, and a safe in a wall. His desk was full, but neat, with pencils arranged in
a row, papers piled tidily, and a pocket electronic calculator.

The calculator reminded Lampeth that most of the agency′s business involved
investigating possible fraud: hence its location in the City. But they also traced
individuals and—for Lampeth—pictures. Their fees were high, which gave Lampeth
comfort.

″A glass of sherry?″ Lipsey offered.
″Thank you.″ Lampeth took the postcard from his pocket while the other man

poured from a decanter. He took the proffered glass and gave the postcard in
exchange. Lipsey sat down, set his sherry untouched on the desk and studied the
card.

A minute later he said: ″I take it you want us to find the picture.″
″Yes.″
″Hmm. Do you have your niece′s address in Paris?″
″No, but my sister—her mother—will know. I′ll get it for you. However, if I know

Delia, she will probably have left Paris by now—in search of the Modiglianis.
Unless it′s in Paris.″

″So—we are left with her friends there. And this picture. Is it possible that she
got the scent, so to speak, of this great find somewhere near the café?″

″That′s very likely,″ said Lampeth. ″Good guessing. She′s an impulsive girl.″
″I imagined so from me—ah—style of the correspondence. Now, what are the

chances that this will turn out to be a wild-goose chase?″
Lampeth shrugged. ″There is always that possibility with searches for lost

pictures. But don′t be misled by Delia′s style—she‘s just won a First in Art History,



and she is a shrewd twenty-five-year-old. If she would work for me I′d employ her,
if only to keep her out of the hands of my competitors.″

″And the chances?“
″Fifty-fifty. No, better—seventy-thirty. In her favor.″
″Good. Well, I have the right man for the job available at the moment. We can

get on to it immediately.″
Lampeth stood up, hesitated, and frowned, as if he did not quite know how to

put what he was about to say. Lipsey waited patiently.
″Ah—it′s important that the girl should not know that I have initiated the

inquiry, you realize?″
″Of course,″ Lipsey said smoothly. ″It goes without saying.“

The gallery was full of people chatting, clinking glasses, and dropping cigar
ash on the carpet. The reception was to publicize a small collection of various
German Expressionists which Lampeth had acquired in Denmark: he disliked the
paintings, but they were a good buy. The people were clients, artists, critics, and
art historians. Some had come simply to be seen at the Belgrave, to tell the world
that this was the kind of circle they moved in; but they would buy, eventually, to
prove that they did not come merely to be seen there. Most of the critics would
write about the show, for they could not afford to ignore anything the Belgrave did.
The artists came for the canapes and the wine—free food and drink, and some of
them needed it. Perhaps the only people who were genuinely interested in the
paintings were the art historians and a few serious collectors.

Lampeth sighed, and looked furtively at his watch. It would be another hour
before he could respectabiv leave. His wife had long ago given up attending gallery
receptions. She said they were a bore, and she was right. Lampeth would like to be
at home now, with a glass of port in one hand and a book in the other; sitting on
his favorite chair—the old learner one, with the hard horsehair upholstery and the
burn mark on the arm where he always put his pipe—with his wife opposite him
and Siddons coming in to make up the fire for the last time.

″Wishing you were home, Charlie?″ The voice came from beside him and broke
his daydream. ″Rather be sitting in front of the telly watching Barlow?″

Lampeth forced a smile. He rarely watched television, and he resented being
called Charlie by any but his oldest friends. The man he smiled at was not even a
friend: he was the art critic of a weekly journal, perceptive enough about art,
especially sculpture, but a terrible bore. ″Hello, Jack, glad you could come,″
Lampeth said. ″Actually, I am a bit tired for this sort of bash.″

″Know how you feel,″ the critic said. ″Hard day? Tough time knocking some poor
painter′s price down a couple of hundred?″

Lampeth forced another smile, but deigned to reply to the jocular insult. The
journal was a left-wing one, he remembered, and it felt the need to be disapproving
of anyone who actually made money out of culture.

He saw Willow easing through the crowd toward him, and felt gratitude toward
his junior partner. The journalist seemed to sense this, and excused himself.

″Thank you for rescuing me,″ Lampeth said to Willow in a low voice.
″No trouble, Lampeth. What I actually came to say was, Peter Usher is here. Do

you want to handle him yourself?″



″Yes. Listen, I′ve decided to do a Modigliani show. We′ve got Lord Cardwell′s
three, the sketches, and another possibility came up this morning. That′s enough
for a nucleus. Will you find out who′s got what?″

″Of course. That means Usher′s one-man has had it.″
″I′m afraid so. There isn′t another slot for that sort of thing for months. I′ll tell

him. He won′t like it, but it won′t harm him all that much. His talent will tell in the
long run, whatever we do.″

Willow nodded and moved away, and Lampeth went in search of Usher. He
found him at the far end of the gallery, sitting in front of some of the new
paintings. He was with a woman, and they had filled a tray with food from the
buffet.

″May I join you?″ Lampeth said.
″Of course. The sandwiches are delicious,″ Usher said. ″I haven′t had caviar for

days.″
Lampeth smiled at the sarcasm, and helped himself to a tiny square of white

bread. The woman said: ″Peter tries to play the part of the angry young man, but
he′s too old.″

″You haven′t met my mouthy wife, have you?″ Usher said.
Lampeth nodded. ″Delighted,″ he said. ″We′re used to Peter, Mrs. Usher. We

tolerate his sense of humor because we like his work so much.″
Usher accepted the rebuke gracefully, and Lampeth knew he had put it in

exactly the right way: disguised in good manners and larded with flattery.
Usher washed another sandwich down with the wine, and said: ″When are you

going to put on my one-man show, then?″
″Now, that is really what I wanted to talk to you about,″ Lampeth began. ″I′m

afraid we′re going to have to postpone it. You see—″
Usher interrupted him, his face reddening behind the long hair and Jesus

beard. ″Don′t make phony excuses—you′ve found something better to fill the slot.
Who is it?″

Lampeth sighed. He had wanted to avoid this. ″We′re doing a Modigliani
exhibition. But that′s not the only—″

″How long?″ Usher demanded, his voice louder. His wife put a restraining hand
on his arm. ″How long do you propose to postpone my show?″

Lampeth felt eyes boring into his back, and guessed that some of the crowd
were now watching the scene. He smiled, and inclined his head conspiratorially, to
try and make Usher talk quietly. ″Can′t say,″ he murmured. ″We have a very full
schedule. Hopefully early next year—″

″Next year!″ Usher shouted. ″Jesus Christ, Modigliani can do without a show
but I have to live! My family has to eat!″

″Please, Peter—″
″No! I won′t shut up!″ The whole gallery was quiet now, and Lampeth realized

despairingly that everyone was watching the quarrel. Usher yelled: ″I′ve no doubt
you′ll make more money out of Modigliani, because he′s dead. You won′t do any
good to the human race, but you′ll make a bomb. There are too many fat profiteers
like you running the business, Lampeth.

″Do you realize the prices I used to get before I joined this bloody stuffed-shirt
gallery? I took out a bloody mortgage on the strength of it. All the Belgrave has



done is to lower my prices and hide my pictures away so nobody buys them. I′ve
had it with you, Lampeth! I′ll take my work elsewhere, so stuff your fucking gallery
right up your arse!″

Lampeth cringed at the violent language. He was blushing bright red, he knew,
but there was nothing he could do about it.

Usher turned theatrically and stormed out. The crowd made a gap for him, and
he walked through it, his head held high. His wife followed behind, running to
keep up with his long-legged stride, avoiding the eyes of the guests. Everyone
looked at Lampeth for guidance.

″I apologize for … this,″ he said. ″Everybody, please carry on enjoying
yourselves, and forget about it, would you?″ He forced yet another smile. ″I′m going
to have another glass of wine, and I hope you′ll all join me.″

Conversation broke out in scattered places, and gradually spread until it filled
the room with a continuous buzz, and the crisis was over. It had been a bad
mistake to tell Usher the news here in the gallery at a reception: there was no
doubt of that. Lampeth had made the decision at the end of a long, exciting day. In
future he would go home early, or start work late, he resolved. He was too old to
push himself.

He found a glass of wine and drank it down quickly. It steadied his shaking
knees, and he stopped sweating. God, how embarrassing. Bloody artists.

III

PETER USHER LEANED HIS bicycle against the plate-glass window of Dixon
& Dixon′s gallery on Bond Street. He took off his bicycle clips and shook each leg
in turn to let the creases fall out of his trousers. He checked his appearance in the
glass: his cheap chalk-stripe suit looked a little crumpled, but the white shirt and
wide tie and vest gave him a certain elegance. He was sweating under the clothes.
The ride from Clapham had been long and hot, but he could not afford Tube fares.

He swallowed his pride, resolved again to be courteous, humble and good-
fiempered, and entered the gallery.

A pretty girl with spectacles and a miniskirt approached him in the reception
area. She probably makes more per week than I do, Peter thought grimly—then he
reminded himself of his resolution, and quelled the thought.

The girl smiled pleasantly. ″Can I help you, sir?″
″I′d like to see Mr. Dixon, if I may. My name is Peter Usher.″
″Will you take a seat while I see whether Mr. Dixon is in?″
″Thank you.″
Peter sat back on a green leatherette chair and watched the girl sit at her desk

and pick up a telephone. He could see under the desk, between the drawer stacks,
the girl′s knees. She shifted in her seat, her legs parted, and he looked at the
smoothstockinged inside of her thigh. He wondered if… Don′t be a fool, he told
himself. She would expect pricey cocktails, the best seats at the theater, Steak
Diane and claret. He could offer her an underground movie at the Roundhouse,



then back to her place with a two-liter bottle of Sainsbury′s Yugoslav Riesling. He
would never get past those knees.

″Would you like to go through to the office?″ the girl said.
″I know the way,″ Usher said as he got up. He went through a door and along a

carpeted corridor to another door. Inside was another secretary. All these bloody
secretaries, he thought: none of them could exist without artists. This one was
older, equally desirable, and even more remote. She said: ″Mr. Dixon is terribly
busy this morning. If you′ll sit down for a few moments, I′ll let you know when he′s
free.″

Peter sat down again, and tried not to stare at the woman. He looked at the
paintings on the walls: watercolor landscapes of no great distinction, the kind of
art that bored him. The secretary had large breasts, in a pointed bra, under her
loose, thin sweater. What if she were to stand up and slowly pull the sweater over
her head ... Oh, Christ, shut up, brain. One day he would paint some of these
fantasies, to get them out of his system. Of course, nobody would buy them. Peter
would not even want to keep them. But they might do him some good.

He looked at his watch: Dixon was taking his time. I could do pornographic
drawings for dirty magazines—I might make some money, too, that way. But what
a prostitution of the gift in these hands, he thought.

The secretary picked up a telephone in response to a soft buzz. ″Thank you, sir,″
she said, and put it down. She stood up and came around the desk. ″Would you
like to go in?″ she said to Usher. She opened the door for him.

Dixon stood up as Peter walked in. He was a tall, spare man with half-lens
glasses and the air of a general practitioner. He shook hands without smiling, and
briskly asked Peter to sit down.

He leaned his elbows on the antique desk and said: ″Well, what can I do for
you?″

Peter had been rehearsing the speech all the way up on his bicycle. He had no
doubt that Dixon would take him on, but he would be careful not to offend the
chap, anyway. He said: ″I haven′t been happy with the way the Belgrave is
handling me for some time. I wonder whether you would like to show my work.″

Dixon raised his eyebrows. ″That′s a bit sudden, isn′t it?″
″It may seem so, but as I say, it′s been simmering for a while.″
″Fair enough. Let′s see, what have you done recently?″
Peter wondered briefly whether Dixon had heard about the row last night. If he

had, he was not saying anything about it. Peter said: ″Brown Line went for six
hundred pounds a while ago, and Two Boxes sold for five hundred and fifty.″ It
sounded good, but in fact they were the only pictures he had sold in eighteen
months.

″Fine,″ Dixon said. ″Now what has been the trouble at the Belgrave?″
″I′m not sure,″ Peter replied truthfully. ″I′m a painter, not a dealer. But they

don′t seem to be moving my work at all.″
″Hmm.″ Dixon seemed to be thinking: playing hard to get, Peter thought. At last

he said: ″Well, Mr. Usher, I′m afraid I don′t think we can fit you into our roster. A
pity.″



Peter stared at him, flabbergasted. ″What do you mean, can′t fit me in? Two
years ago every gallery in London wanted me!″ He pushed his long hair back from
his face. ″Christ! You can′t turn me down!″

Dixon looked nervous, as if fearing the young painter′s rage. ″My view is that
you have been overpriced for some time,″ he said curtly. ″I think you would be as
dissatisfied with us as you are with the Belgrave, because the problem is basically
not with the gallery but with your work. In time its value will rise again, but at
present few of your canvases deserve to fetch more than three hundred and
twenty-five pounds. I′m sorry, but that′s my decision.″

Usher became intense, almost pleading. ″Listen, if you turn me down, I may
have to start painting houses. Don′t you see—I must have a gallery!″

″You will survive, Mr. Usher. In fact you′ll do very well. In ten years′ time you
will be England′s top painter.″

″Then why won′t you take me on?″
Dixon sighed impatiently. He found the conversation extremely distasteful.

″We′re not your sort of gallery at the moment. As you know, we deal mainly in late-
nineteenth-century painting, and sculptures. We have only two living artists under
contract to our galleries, and they are both well-established. Furthermore, our
style is not yours.″

″What the hell does that mean?″
Dixon stood up. ″Mr. Usher, I have tried to turn you down politely, and I have

tried to explain my position reasonably, without harsh words or undue
bluntness—more courtesy, I feel sure, than you would grant me. But you force me
to be utterly frank. Last night you created a terribly embarrassing scene at the
Belgrave. You insulted its owner and scandalized his guests. I do not want that
kind of scene at Dixon′s. And now I bid you good day.″

Peter stood up, his head thrust aggressively forward. He started to speak,
hesitated, then turned on his heel and left.

He strode along the corridor, through the foyer, and out into the street. He
climbed onto his bicycle and sat on the saddle, looking up at the windows above.

He shouted: ″And fuck you, too!″ Then he cycled away.
He vented his rage on the pedals, kicking down viciously and building up speed.

He ignored traffic lights, one-way signs, and bus lanes. At junctions he swerved
onto the sidewalk, scattering pedestrians, looking distinctly manic with his hair
flowing in the wind behind him, his long beard, and his businessman′s suit.

After a while he found himself cycling along the Embankment near Victoria, his
fury exhausted. It had been a mistake to get involved with the art establishment in
the first place, he decided. Dixon had been right: his style was not theirs. The
prospect had been seductive at the time: a contract with one of the old-line,
ultrarespectable galleries seemed to offer permanent security. It was a bad thing
for a young painter. Perhaps it had affected his work.

He should have stuck with the fringe galleries, the young rebels: places like the
Sixty-Nine, which had been a tremendous revolutionary force for a couple of years
before it went bust.

His subconscious was directing him to the King′s Road, and he suddenly
realized why. He had heard that Julian Black, a slight acquaintance from art
school days, was opening a new gallery to be called the Black Gallery. Julian was



a bright spark: iconoclastic, scornful of art world tradition, passionately interested
in painting, although a hopeless painter himself.

Peter braked to a stop outside a shop front. Its windows were daubed with
whitewash, and a pile of planks lay on the sidewalk outside. A signwriter on a
ladder was painting the name above the place. So far he had written: ″The Black
Ga″

Peter parked the bike. Julian would be ideal, he decided. He would be looking
for painters, and he would be thrilled to pull in someone as well-known as Peter
Usher.

The door was not locked, and Peter walked in over a paint-smeared tarpaulin.
The walls of the large room had been painted white, and an electrician was fixing
spotlights to the ceiling. At the far end a man was laying carpet over the concrete
floor.

Peter saw Julian immediately. He stood just inside the entrance, talking to a
woman whose face was vaguely familiar. He wore a black velvet suit with a bow tie.
His hair was earlobe length, neatly cut, and he was good-looking in a rather
public-school sort of way.

He turned around as Peter entered, an expression of polite welcome on his face,
as if he was about to say ″Can I help you?″ His expression changed to recognition,
and he said: ″God, Peter Usher! This is a surprise. Welcome to the Black Gallery!″

They shook hands. Peter said: ″You′re looking prosperous.″
″A necessary illusion. But you′re doing well—my God, a house of your own, a

wife and baby—you realize you ought to be starving in a garret?″ He laughed as he
said it.

Peter jerked an inquiry toward the woman.
″Ah, sorry,″ Julian said. ″Meet Samantha. You know the face.″
The woman said: ″Hi.″
″Of course!″ Peter exclaimed. ″The actress! Delighted.″ He shook her hand. To

Julian he said: ″Look, I wondered if you and I could talk business for a minute.″
Julian looked puzzled and a little wary. ″Sure,″ he said.
″I must be off,″ Samantha said. ″See you soon.″
Julian held the door for her, then came back and sat on a packing case. ″Okay,

old friend: shoot.″
″I′ve left the Belgrave,″ Peter said. ″I′m looking around for a new place to hang

my daubings. I think this might be it. Remember how well we worked together
organizing the Rag Ball? I think we might be a good team again.″

Julian frowned and looked at the window. ″You haven′t been selling well lately,
Pete.″

Peter threw up his hands. ″Oh, come on, Julian, you can′t turn me down! I′d be
a scoop for you.″

Julian put his hands on Peter′s shoulders. ″Let me explain something to you,
old mate. I had twenty thousand pounds to start this gallery. You know how much
I′ve spent already? Nineteen thousand. You know how many pictures I′ve bought
with that? None.″

″What′s it all gone on?″
″Advance rent, furniture, decoration, staff, deposits on this, deposits on that,

publicity. This is a hard business to get into, Pete. Now if I were to take you on, I′d



have to give you decent space—not just because we′re friends, but also because
otherwise it would get around that I was selling you short, and that would harm
my reputation—you know what an incestuous little circle this is.″

″I know.″
″But your work isn′t selling. Pete, I can′t afford to use precious wall space for

work I can′t sell. In the first six months of this year four London galleries went
bankrupt. I could so easily go that way.″

Peter nodded slowly. He felt no anger. Julian was not one of the fat parasites of
the art world—he was at the bottom of the pile, along with the artists.

There was no more to be said. Peter walked slowly to the door. As he opened it
Julian called out: ″I′m sorry.″

Peter nodded again, and walked out.

He sat on a stool in the classroom at seven-thirty, while the pupils filed in.
He had not known, when he took on the job of teaching art classes in the local
polytechnic, how grateful he would one day be for the £20 a week it brought in.
The teaching was a bore, and there was never more than one youngster in each
class with even a glimmering of talent; but the money paid the mortgage and the
grocery bill, just.

He sat silent as they settled behind their easels, wait ing for him to give the go-
ahead or to begin a lecture. He had had a couple of drinks on the way: the
expenditure of a few shillings seemed trivial compared with the disaster which had
overtaken his career.

He was a successful teacher, he knew: the pupils liked his obvious enthusiasm
and his blunt, sometimes cruel assessments of their work. And he could improve
their work, even the ones with no talent; he could show them tricks and point out
technical faults, and he had a way of making them remember.

Half of them wanted to go in for Fine Art qualifications, the fools. Somebody
ought to tell them they were wasting their time—they should make painting their
hobby, and enjoy it all their lives while working as bank clerks and computer
programmers.

Hell, somebody ought to tell them.
They were all here. He stood up.
″Tonight we are going to talk about the art world,″ he said. ″I expect some of you

hope to become part of that world before too long.″ There were one or two nods
around the room.

″Well, for those who do, here′s the best piece of advice anyone can give you.
Forget it.

″Let me tell you about it. A couple of months ago eight paintings were sold in
London for a total of four hundred thousand pounds. Two of those painters died in
poverty. You know how it works? When an artist is alive, he dedicates himself to
art, pouring his life′s blood out on the canvas.″ Peter nodded wryly. ″Melodramatic,
isn′t it? But it′s true. You see, all he really cares about is painting. But the fat
guys, the rich guys, the society women, the dealers, and the collectors looking for
investments and tax losses—they don′t like his work. They want something safe
and familiar, and besides, they know nothing—sweet FA—about art. So they don′t
buy, and the painter dies young. Then, in a few years′ time, one or two perceptive



people begin to see what he was getting at, and they buy his pictures—from
friends he gave them to, from junk shops, from fly-blown art galleries in
Bournemouth and Watford. The price rises, and dealers start buying the pictures.
Suddenly the artist becomes (a) fashionable and (b) a good investment. His
paintings fetch astronomical prices—fifty thousand, two hundred thousand, you
name it. Who makes the money? The dealers, the shrewd investors, the people
who had enough taste to buy the pictures before they became trendy. And the
auctioneers, and their staff, and the salesroom, and their secretaries. Everybody
but the artist—because he′s dead. Meanwhile, today′s young artists are struggling
to keep body and soul together. In the future, their pictures will sell for
astronomical sums—but that′s no good to them now.

″You might think the Government would take a cut on these big art deals, and
use it to build low-rent studios. But no. The artist is the loser, always.

″Let me tell you about me. I was somewhat exceptional—my work started to sell
well during my lifetime. I took out a mortgage and fathered a child on the strength
of it. I was England′s up-and-coming painter. But things went wrong. I was
′overpriced,′ they say. I went out of fashion. My manners don′t quite fit in with
polite society. Suddenly, I′m desperately poor. I′m on the scrap heap. Oh, I′ve still
got enormous talent, they say. In ten years′ time I′ll be at the top. But meanwhile,
I can starve, or dig ditches, or rob banks. They don′t care—you see—″ He paused,
and realized for the first time how long he had been speaking, and how engrossed
he had been in his own words. The classroom was completely silent in the
presence of such fury, such passion, and such a naked confession.

″You see,″ he said finally, ″the last thing they care about is the man who
actually uses his God-given gift to produce the miracle of a painting—the artist.″

He sat down on the stool then, and looked at the desk in front of him. It was an
old school desk with initials carved in the woodwork, and ancient ink stains
soaked into its wood. He looked at the grain, noticing how it flowed like an op-art
painting.

The pupils seemed to realize that the class was over. One by one they got up,
put their things together, and left. In five minutes the room was empty but for
Peter, who laid his head on the desk and closed his eyes.

It was dark when he got home to the small terraced house in Clapham. It
had been difficult to get a mortgage on the place, cheap as it was, because of its
age. But they had managed it.

Peter had turned handyman and created a studio out of the upper floor,
knocking down internal walls and making a skylight. The three of them slept in
the bedroom downstairs, leaving one living room and the kitchen, bathroom and
toilet in an extension at the back.

He went into the kitchen and kissed Anne. ″I relieved my feelings by shouting at
the kids, I′m afraid,″ he said.

″Never mind,″ she smiled. ″Mad Mitch has come to cheer you up. He′s in the
studio. I′m just making some sandwiches for us.″

Peter went up the stairs. Mad Mitch was Arthur Mitchell, who had studied with
Peter at the Slade. He had become a teacher, refusing to go into the risky,



commercial business of being a full-time artist. He shared Peter′s utter contempt
for the art world and its pretensions.

He was looking at a recently finished canvas when Peter walked in.
″What do you think of it?″ Peter said.
″Bad question,″ Mitch replied. ″It invites me to pour out a load of bullshit about

movement, brush-work, design, and emotion. Better to ask whether I would hang
it on my wall.″

″Would you hang it on your wall?″
″No. It would clash with the three-piece suite.″
Peter laughed. ″Are you going to open that bottle of scotch you brought with

you?″
″Sure. Let′s have a wake.″
″Anne told you?″
″She did. You′ve discovered for yourself what I warned you of years ago. Still,

there′s nothing like finding out on your own account.″
″I′ll say.″ Peter fetched two grubby glasses from a shelf, and Mitch poured

whisky. They put on a Hendrix record, and listened to the fireworks from the
guitar in silence for a while. Anne brought cheese sandwiches, and the three of
them proceeded to get drunk.

″The worst of it,″ Mitch was saying, ″the kernel, as it were, of the shit, as it is—″
Peter and Anne laughed at the mixed metaphor. ″Go on,″ Peter said.
″The fundamental piece of godawful bollocks, is the uniqueness of a work. Very

few paintings are unique in any meaningful sense. Unless there′s something very
tricky about it—like the Mona Lisa smile, to take the outstanding example—then it
can be repeated.″

″Not exactly,″ Peter put in.
″Exactly where it matters. A few millimeters of space, a difference in color which

is only just noticeable—these things don′t matter with your average fifty-
thousand-pound painting. My God, Manet didn′t paint an exact replica of an ideal
picture in his head—he just put the paint roughly where he thought it ought to go.
He just mixed the color until it seemed about right.

″Take the Virgin of the Rocks. There′s one in the Louvre, one in the National
Gallery. Everybody agrees that one of them is a fake—but which? The Louvre′s,
say the London experts. The National Gallery′s, say the French. We′ll never know—
but who cares? You just have to look at them to see their greatness. Yet if
somebody found out for certain that one was a fake, nobody would go to see it
anymore. Bullshit.″

He drank from his glass, and poured more whisky. Anne said: ″I don′t believe
you. It would take almost as much genius to copy a great painting, and get it right,
as it would to paint it in the first place.″

″Rubbish!″ Mitch exploded. I‘ll prove it. Gimme a canvas, and I′ll paint you a van
Gogh in twenty minutes.″

″He′s right,″ Peter said. ″I could do it, too.″
″But not as fast as me,″ said Mitch.
″Faster.″
″Right,″ said Mitch. He got to his feet. „We‘ll have a Masterpiece Race.″
Peter jumped up. ″You′re on. Now—two sheets of paper-we can′t waste canvas.″



Anne laughed. ″You′re both mad.″
Mitch pinned the two bits of paper on the wall while Peter got two palettes out.
Mitch said: ″Name a painter, Anne.″
″All right—van Gogh.″
″Give us a name for the picture.″
″Umm—The Gravedigger.″
″Now say ready, steady, go.″
″Ready, steady, go.″
The two began painting furiously. Peter outlined a man leaning on a shovel,

dabbed in some grass at his feet, and started to give the man overalls. Mitch began
with a face: the lined, weary face of an old peasant. Anne watched with amazement
as the two pictures took shape.

They both took longer than twenty minutes. They became absorbed in their
work, and at one point Peter walked to the bookshelf and opened a book at a color
plate.

Mitch′s gravedigger was exerting himself, pressing the shovel into the hard earth
with his foot, his bulky, graceless body bent over. He spent several minutes
looking at the paper, adding touches, and looking again.

Peter began to paint something small in black at the bottom of his sheet.
Suddenly Mitch yelled: ″Finished!″

Peter looked at Mitch′s work. ″Swine,″ he said. Then he looked again. ″No, you
haven′t—no signature. Ha-hah!″

″Balls!″ Mitch bent over the picture and started to sign it. Peter finished his
signature. Anne laughed at the pair of them.

They both stepped back at once. ″I won!″ they shouted in unison, and both
burst out laughing.

Anne clapped her hands. ″Well,″ she said. ″If we ever hit the breadline, that′s
one way you could make a crust.″

Peter was still laughing. ″That′s an idea,″ he roared. He and Mitch looked at one
another. Their smiles slowly, comically, collapsed, and they stared at the paintings
on the wall.

Peter′s voice was low, cold, and serious. ″Jesus Christ Almighty,″ he said.
″That′s an idea.″

IV

JULIAN BLACK WAS A little nervous as he walked into the entrance of the
newspaper office. He got nervous a lot these days: over the gallery, the money,
Sarah, and his in-laws. Which were really one and the same problem.

The marbled hall was rather grand, with a high ceiling, polished brass here and
there, and frescoed walls. Somehow he had expected a newspaper office to be
scruffy and busy, but this place looked like the lobby of a period brothel.



A gold-lettered signboard beside the ironwork elevator shaft told visitors what
was to be found on each floor. The building housed a morning and evening paper
as well as a clutch of magazines and journals.

″Can I help you, sir?″ Julian turned to see a uniformed commissionaire at his
shoulder.

″Perhaps,″ Julian said. ″I′d like to see Mr. Jack Best.″
″Would you fill in one of our forms, please?″
Puzzled, Julian followed the man to a desk on one side of the foyer. He was

handed a little green slip of paper with spaces for his name, the person he wanted
to see, and his business. This kind of screening process was probably necessary,
he thought charitably as he filled out the form with the gold Parker in his pocket.
They must get a lot of screwballs coming along to a newspaper office.

It also made you feel rather privileged to be allowed to speak to the journalists,
he thought. While he waited for the message to be taken to Best, he wondered
about the wisdom of coming in person. It might have been as well just to send out
press releases. He smoothed his hair and straightened his jacket nervously.

There had been a time when nothing made him nervous. That was many years
ago. He had been a champion schoolboy distance runner, head prefect, leader of
the debating team. It seemed he could do nothing but win. Then he had taken up
art. For the umpteenth time, he traced his troubles back to that crazy, irrational
decision. Since then he had done nothing but lose. The only prize he had won was
Sarah, and she had turned out to be a phony kind of victory. Her and her gold
Parkers, he thought. He realized he was clicking the button of the ballpoint
compulsively, and stuffed it back into his jacket pocket with an exasperated sigh.
Her gold everything, and her Mercedes, and her gowns, and her bloody father.

A pair of scuffed, worn-down Hush Puppies appeared on the marble steps and
began to shuffle down. Creaseless brown cavalry twills followed, and a nicotine-
stained hand slid along the brass banister. The man who came into sight was thin
and looked rather impatient. He glanced at a green slip in his hand as he
approached Julian.

″Mr. Black?″ he said.
Julian stuck out his hand. ″How do you do, Mr. Best.″
Best put a hand to his face and brushed a long lock of black hair off his face.

″What can I do for you?″ he said.
Julian looked around. Clearly he was not going to be invited up to Best′s office,

or even asked to sit down. He plowed on determinedly.
″I′m opening a new gallery on the King′s Road shortly,″ he said. ″Naturally, as

art critic of the London Magazine you′ll be invited to the reception, but I wondered
if I might have a chat with you about the aims of the gallery.″

Best nodded noncommittally. Julian paused, to give the man a chance to ask
him up to the office. Best remained silent.

″Well,″ Julian went on, ″the idea is not to get involved with a particular school or
artistic group, but to keep the walls free for all kinds of fringe movements—the
kind of thing that′s too way-out for the existing galleries. Young artists, with
radical new ideas.″ Julian could see that Best was already getting bored.

″Look, let me buy you a drink, would you?″
Best looked at his watch. ″They′re closed,″ he said.



″Well, um, how about a cup of coffee?″
He looked at his watch again. ″Actually, I think the best plan would be for us to

have a chat when you actually open. Why don′t you send me that invitation, and a
press release about yourself, and then well see if we can′t get together later on.″

″Oh. Well, all right then,″ Julian said. He was nonplussed.
Best shook hands. ″Thanks for coming in,″ he said.
″Sure.″ Julian turned away and left.
He walked along the narrow street toward Fleet Street, wondering what he had

done wrong. Clearly he would have to think again about his plan of calling on all
the London art critics personally. He would write, perhaps, and send a little essay
on the thinking behind the Black Gallery. They would all come to the reception—
there was free booze at that, and they would know their pals would be there.

God, he hoped they would come to the reception. What a disaster it would be if
they did not turn up.

He could not understand how Best could be so blase. It wasn′t every week, or
even every month, that a new art gallery opened in London. Of course, the critics
had to go to a lot of shows, and most of them only had a few inches of space every
week. Still, you would think they would at least give the place a once-over. Maybe
Best was a bad one. The worst, hopefully. He grinned, then shuddered, at his
unconscious pun.

Nothing turned to gold anymore. He went back in his mind to the time when he
had begun to lose his touch. Deep in thought, he joined a bus queue and stood at
the curb with his arms folded.

He had been at art school, where he had found that everyone else was just as
good as he at putting on that ultracool, throwaway hip style which had stood him
in such good stead for the last couple of years at public school. All the art
students knew about Muddy Waters and Allen Ginsberg, Kierkegaard and
amphetamines, Vietnam and Chairman Mao. Worse, they could all paint—but
Julian couldn′t.

Suddenly he had neither style nor talent. Yet he persisted, and even passed
exams. It had done him little good. He had seen really talented people, like Peter
Usher, go on to the Slade or wherever, while he had to scrabble around for jobs.

The bus queue moved convulsively, and Julian looked up to see the bus he
wanted waiting at the stop. He jumped on and went upstairs.

He had actually been working when he met Sarah. An old school-friend who had
gone into publishing had offered him the job of illustrating a children′s novel. The
money from the advance had enabled him to kid Sarah he had been a successful
artist. By the time she found out the truth it was too late for her—and for her
father.

The winning of Sarah had made him think, for a little while, that he had got his
old touch back. Then it had turned sour. Julian got off the bus, hoping she would
not be at home.

The house was in Fulham, although Sarah insisted on calling it Chelsea. Her
father had bought it, but Julian was forced to admit the old sod had chosen well.
It was small—three bedrooms, two recep., and a study—but ultramodern, all
concrete and aluminum. Julian unlocked the front door and went in, up the half-
flight of stairs to the main living room.



Three of the walls were glass. Sadly, one enormous window looked onto the road
in front and another to the brick and pine end of a terraced row of houses. But the
rear window had a view of the small garden, kept neatly by a part-time gardener
who spent most of his twenty hours per week smoking hand-rolled cigarettes and
pruning the postage-stamp lawn. And now the afternoon sun streamed in
cheerfully, giving a pleasant glow to the golden brown velvet of the upholstery.

One of the low, wide chairs was graced with the long body of Sarah. Julian bent
over and kissed her cheek perfunctorily.

″Good morning,″ she said.
He resisted the temptation to look at his watch. It was about five o′clock, he

knew, but she had only been up since midday.
He sat opposite her. ″What are you doing?″ he asked. She shrugged. There was

a long cigarette in her right hand and a glass in her left. She was doing nothing.
Her capacity for doing nothing, hour after hour, never ceased to amaze Julian.

She noticed his glance wander to her glass. ″Have a drink?″ she said.
″No.″ He changed his mind. ″All right, I′ll join you.″
″I′ll get it.″ She stood up and walked over to the bar. She seemed to be taking

great care where she put her feet. When she poured his vodka it splashed up out
of the glass onto the polished bar-top.

″How long have you been drinking?″ he said.
″Oh, Christ,″ she said. The blasphemy sounded foul coming from her. She was a

woman who knew how to make swear words count. ″Don′t start that.″
Julian suppressed a sigh. ″Sorry,″ he said. He took the drink from her hand and

sipped it.
Sarah crossed one leg over the other, allowing her long robe to slip aside and

reveal a long, shapely calf. Her beautiful legs were the first thing he had noticed
about her, he remembered. ″All the way up to her shoulders,″ he had remarked
coarsely to a friend at that first party. And her height had obsessed him ever since:
she was a couple of inches taller than he even without her outrageous platform
shoes.

″How did it go?″ she asked.
″Poorly. I felt rather snubbed.″
″Oh dear. Poor Julian, always getting snubbed.″
″I thought we agreed not to begin hostilities.″
″Right.″
Julian resumed: ″I′m just going to send out press releases and hope the hacks

will turn up. It′ll have to be a good do.″
″Why not?″
″Because of the money, that′s why not. You know what I really ought to do?″
″Abandon the whole thing.″
Julian ignored that. ″Give them all cheese sandwiches and draft bitter, then

spend the money on paintings.″
″Haven′t you bought enough?″
″I haven′t bought any″ Julian said. ″Three artists have agreed to let me show

their stuff on a commission basis—if it sells, I get ten percent. What I really ought
to do is buy the work outright. Then if the artist catches on in a big way, I make a
pile. That′s how these things work.″



There was a silence. Sarah offered no comment. Eventually Julian said: ″What I
need is a couple of thousand more.″

″Are you going to ask Daddy?″ There was a hint of scorn in her voice.
″I can′t face that.″ Julian slumped lower in his chair and took a long pull at his

vodka and tonic. ″It′s not just asking that hurts—it′s the certainty that he′ll say
no.″

″Quite rightly. My God, I don′t know what made him fork out for your little
adventure in the first place.″

Julian refused to rise to the bait. ″Nor do I,″ he said. He steeled himself to say
what he had to. ″Look, couldn′t you scrape up a few hundred?″

Her eyes flashed. ″You stupid little bastard,″ she said. ″You touch my father for
twenty thousand, you live in the house he bought, you eat the food I buy, and
then you come to me for money! I have just about enough to live on, and you want
to take that away. Christ.″ She looked away from him in disgust.

But Julian had taken the plunge now—he had nothing to lose. ″Look, you could
sell something,″ he pleaded. ″Your car would raise enough for me to set the gallery
up perfectly. You hardly ever use it. Or some of the jewelry you never wear.″

″You make me sick.″ She looked back at him, and her lips flared in a sneer.
″You can′t earn money, you can′t paint, you can′t manage a bloody picture shop—″

″Shut up!″ Julian was on his feet, his face white with anger. ″Stop it!″ he
shouted.

″You know what else you can′t do, don′t you?″ she said. She pressed on
remorselessly, turning the blade in the old wound to see it bleed afresh. ″You can′t
screw!″ The last word was shouted, flung in his face like a blow. She stood up in
front of him, untied the cord of her robe, and let the garment slip from her
shoulders to the floor. She took the weight of her breasts in her hands, caressing
them with her splayed fingers. She looked into his eyes.

″Could you do it to me now?″ she said softly. ″Could you?″
Rage and frustration made him dumb. His lips stretched bloodlessly across his

mouth in a rictus of humiliated fury.
She put one hand on her pubis and thrust her hips forward at him. ″Try and do

it, Julian,″ she said in the same seductive tone. ″Try and get it up for me.″
His voice was half a whisper, half a sob. ″You bitch,″ he said. ″You bloody

woman, you bitch.″

He rushed down the back stairs to the integral garage, the memory of the
row a twisting pain inside him. He flicked the switch that lifted the garage door,
and got into Sarah′s car. She was the kind of person who always left the keys in
the ignition.

He had never borrowed her car before, having been reluctant to ask; but now he
took it unrepentantly. If she didn′t like it, she would have to lump it.

″Cow,″ he said aloud as he drove up the short, steep drive and turned into the
road. He headed south, toward Wimbledon. He ought to be used to these quarrels
now: he was entitled to a degree of immunity. But the familiar jibes seemed to hurt
more with the passing of the years.

She was to blame as much as he, Julian thought. She seemed to take perverse
pleasure in his impotence. He had had a couple of girls before Sarah. He had not



been spectacular with them, he supposed: still, he had succeeded in doing what
was expected. It had something to do with the very qualities which had attracted
him to Sarah—the perfection of her tall body, her immaculate aristocratic
manners, her moneyed background.

But she could have put things right. She knew what needed to be done, and it
was quite within her power to do it. Patience, kindness, and an unhysfierical
attitude to sex would have cured him years ago. But Sarah had given him
indifference and contempt.

Perhaps she wanted him to be impotent. Maybe it protected her from sex;
guarded her own shortcomings. Julian dismissed the thought. He was simply
evading responsibility by transferring his blame to her.

He entered the drive of his father-in-law′s large house and stopped on the raked
gravel in front of the porch. A maid answered his ring at the bell.

″Is Lord Cardwell at home?″ he asked.
″No, Mr. Black. He′s at the golf club.″
″Thank you.″ Julian got back into the car and drove off. He might have guessed

the old boy would be having a round of golf on a fine evening like this.
He drove the Mercedes cautiously, not using its sprightly acceleration and

cornering stability. The car′s power served only to remind him of his own
ineffectiveness.

The golf club parking lot was crowded. Julian left the car and went into the
clubhouse. Sarah′s father was not in the bar.

″Have you seen Lord Cardwell this evening?″ he asked the bartender.
″Yes. He′s having a round on his own. He′ll be on the seventh or eighth by now.″
Julian went out again and set off around the course. He found Lord Cardwell

putting on the ninth.
His father-in-law was a tall man with very thin white hair. He wore a

windbreaker and fawn slacks, and a canvas cap covered most of his near-
baldness.

″A nice evening,″ Julian said.
″Isn′t it? Well, now that you′re here you can caddy for me.″ Cardwell holed with

a long putt, retrieved his ball, and walked on.
″How is the gallery coming along?″ he asked as he prepared to tee off on the

tenth.
″Very well, in general,″ Julian said. ″The redecoration is almost complete, and

I′m working on the publicity at the moment.″
Cardwell flexed his legs, lined up the ball, and swung. Julian walked beside him

along the fairway. ″However,″ he continued, ″it′s all costing an awful lot more than
I expected.″

″I see,″ Cardwell said without interest.
″In order to ensure a good profit right from the start, I need to spend a couple of

thousand buying paintings. But with the way money is flowing out I shan′t have
it.″

″You will need to be very thrifty at the start, then,″ Cardwell said. ″It won′t do
you harm.″



Julian cursed inwardly. This was the way he had feared the conversation might
go. He said: ″Actually, I was wondering whether you might lay on some extra cash.
It would secure your investment.″

Cardwell found his ball and stood contemplating it. ″You′ve got a lot to learn
about business, Julian,″ he said. ″I may be considered a rich man, but I can′t lay
on two thousand pounds at the drop of a hat. I couldn′t afford a three-piece suit if
I had to find the money tomorrow. But more important, you must learn how to go
about raising capital. You don′t approach a man and say, ′I′m a bit short, could
you lay on a few quid?′ You tell him you′re on to such a good thing that you want
to let him in on it.

″I′m afraid I can′t let you have that extra cash. I put up the money in the first
place against my better judgment—however, that′s in the past.

″Now let me tell you what I shall do. You want to buy some pictures. Now I′m a
collector, not a dealer, but I know that the gallery owner′s necessary talent is the
finding of good buys in the picture market. Find some good buys, and I will give
you that extra capital.″

He braced himself over his ball again and prepared to swing.
Julian nodded soberly, trying hard to keep his disappointment from showing on

his face.
Cardwell swung powerfully, and watched the ball soar into the air and land on

the edge of the green. He turned to Julian.
″I′ll take those now,″ he said, and slung the golf bag onto his shoulder. ″You

didn′t come here to caddy for me, I know.″ His tone became unbearably
condescending. ″Off you go, and remember what I said.″

″Sure,“ Julian said. ″Cheerio.″ He turned away and walked back to the parking
lot.

He sat in a traffic jam at Wandsworth Bridge and wondered how to avoid
Sarah for the rest of the evening.

He felt curiously free. He had done the unpleasant things he had been obliged to
do, and was experiencing a sense of relief, despite the fact that he had achieved
nothing. He had not really expected Sarah or her father to cough up—but he had
been forced to try. He also felt quite irresponsible toward Sarah. He had rowed
with her and pinched her car. She would be furious with him, and there was
nothing to be done for it.

He felt in his jacket pocket for his diary, to see whether there was anything he
could go to. His hand found a slip of paper, and he brought it out.

The traffic shifted, and he moved the car off. He tried to read the piece of paper
as he drove. It bore the name Samantha Winacre, and an address in Islington.

He remembered. Samantha was an actress, and an acquaintance of Sarah′s.
Julian had met her a couple of times. She had called at the gallery in passing the
other day, and asked him to let her know what he was going to put on. The
occasion came back to him: that was when poor old Peter Usher had come in.

He found himself driving north, past the turning for home. It would be rather
pleasant to call on her. She was very beautiful, and a talented, intelligent actress.

It was a poor idea really. She would probably be surrounded by an entourage, or
be out at show business parties all evening.



On the other hand, she did not seem the type for that sort of life. All the same
he would need an excuse for calling. He tried to think of one.

He drove up Park Lane, negotiated Speakers′ Corner, and went up the Edgware
Road, eventually turning into Marylebone Road. He drove slightly faster now,
looking forward to this slightly mad attempt to impose himself on a film star.
Marylebone Road became Euston Road, then he turned left at the Angel.

In a couple of minutes he was outside the house. It looked very ordinary: no
blasts of music, no noise of raucous laughter, no blaze of lights. He decided to try
his luck.

He left the car and knocked on the door. She came herself, her hair wrapped in
a towel.

″Hello!″ she said pleasantly.
″Our conversation was cut off rather abruptly the other day,″ Julian said. ″I was

passing, and I wondered if I might buy you a drink.″
She smiled broadly. ″How delightfully spontaneous of you,″ she laughed. ″I was

just trying to figure out how to avoid spending the evening in front of the telly.
Come in.″

V

ANITA‘S SHOES CLATTERED CHEERFULLY on the sidewalk as she hurried
toward Samantha Winacre′s house. The sun was warm; it was already 9:30. With
luck, Sammy would still be in bed. Anita was supposed to start work at nine
o′clock, but she was often late, and Sammy rarely noticed.

She smoked a small cigarette as she walked, inhaling deeply, enjoying the taste
of the tobacco and the fresh morning air. This morning she had washed her long
fair hair, taken her mother a cup of tea, fed her newest brother with a bottle, and
got the rest of the children off to school. She was not tired, for she was only
eighteen ; but in ten years′ time she would look forty.

The new baby was her mother′s sixth, not counting the one that died and some
miscarriages. Did the old man not know about birth control, she wondered, or
didn′t he care? If he was my husband I′d make bloody sure he knew.

Gary knew all about taking precautions, but Anita wouldn′t let him have it, not
yet. Sammy thought she was old-fashioned, making a fellow wait. Perhaps she
was, but she found it wasn′t half so nice unless you really liked each other.
Sammy talked a lot of nonsense, anyway.

Sammy′s place was a terraced house with a basement, old but quite nicely done
up. Quite a lot of wealthy people had renovated old houses in this part of Islington,
and the area was becoming quite posh. Anita let herself in by the front door and
closed it softly behind her.

She looked at her reflection in the hall mirror. There had been no time to put on
makeup today, but her round, pink face looked well without it. She never used
much, unless she was going up West, of a Saturday night.



The mirror had an ad for ale engraved in the glass, like something in a
Pentonville Road pub. It meant you could never see the whole of your face in it,
but Sammy said it was Art Deco. More nonsense.

She looked into the kitchen first. There were some dirty dishes on the breakfast
bar, and a few bottles on the floor, but nothing much. Last night had not been a
party night, thank God.

She stepped out of her street shoes, took a pair of moccasins from her tote bag,
and slipped them on. Then she went down to the basement.

The wide, low-ceilinged living room took up the whole depth of the house. It was
Anita′s favorite room. Narrow windows high in the walls at front and back let in a
little light, but most of the illumination came from a battery of spotlights trained
on posters, small pieces of abstract sculpture, and vases of flowers. Expensive
scatter rugs covered much of the block floor, and the room was furnished out of
Habitat

Anita opened a window and tidied up quickly. She emptied ashtrays into a bin,
shook the creases out of cushions, and got rid of some flowers which were past
their best. She picked up two glasses from the chrome occasional table; one
smelled of whisky. Samantha drank vodka. Anita wondered whether the man was
still here.

She went back to the kitchen and pondered whether she had time to wash up
before waking Sammy. No, she decided; Sammy had an appointment later in the
morning. Still, she could probably clear the kitchen while Sammy was drinking
her tea. She put the kettle on.

The girl entered the bedroom and pulled back the curtains, letting the sun
pour through like water from a bursting dam. The bright light woke Samantha
instantly. She lay still for a moment, waiting for the last few cobwebs of sleep to
dissolve in the awareness of a new day. Then she sat up and smiled at the girl.

″Good morning, Anita.″
″Morning, Sammy.″ The girl handed Samantha a cup of tea and sat down on the

edge of the bed while she sipped it. Anita′s accent had the broad twang of a
cockney teenager, and her bustling, motherly manner about the house made her
seem older than she was.

″I′ve tidied downstairs and done the dusting,″ she said. ″I thought I′d leave the
washing until later. Are you going out?″

„Mmm.“ Samantha finished her tea and put the cup down beside the bed. ″I′ve
got a script conference.″ She threw the bedclothes aside and got up, crossing the
room to the bathroom. She got under the shower and washed herself quickly.

When she came out Anita was making the bed. ″I got that script out for you,″
she said. ″The one you was reading the other night.″

″Oh, thanks,″ Samantha said gratefully. ″I was wondering what I′d done with it.″
With the huge bath towel wrapped around her, she went to the desk at the window
and looked at the volume. ″Yes, that′s the one. What on earth shall I do without
you, girl?″

Anita busied herself about the room and Samantha dried her urchin-cut hair.
She put on her bra and panties and sat in front of the mirror to make up her face.
Anita was not as chatty as usual this morning, and Samantha wondered why.



An idea struck her. ″Have your A-level results come yet?″
″Yeah. This morning.″
Samantha turned around. ″How did you do?″
″I passed,″ the girl said flatly.
″Good grades?″
″Grade one in English.″
″That′s terrific!″ Samantha enthused.
″Is it?″
Samantha stood up and took the girl′s hands in her own. ″What is it, Anita?

Why aren′t you pleased?″
″It don′t make no difference to anything, does it? I can work in the bank for

twenty pounds a week, or work in the Brassey′s factory for twenty-five pounds. I
could do that without A-levels.″

″But I thought you wanted to go to college.″
Anita turned away. „That was just a silly thing—a dream. I could no more go to

college than fly to the moon. What′ll you wear—the white Gatsby dress?″ She
opened the wardrobe door.

Samantha went back to her mirror. „Yes,“ she said absently. ″Lots of girls go to
college nowadays, you know.″

Anita laid the dress on the bed and put out white tights and shoes. ″You know
what it′s like up my place, Sammy. The old man′s in and out of work, no fault of
his own. My mum can′t earn much, and I′m the eldest, see.—I’ll have to stop home
and work for a few years until the little ones start bringing some money home.
Actually—″

Samantha put down her lipstick and looked past her own image in the mirror to
the young girl who stood behind her. ″What?″

″I was hoping you might keep me on.″
Samantha said nothing for a moment. She had employed Anita as a sort of

maid-cum-housekeeper during the girl′s summer holidays. The two of them got on
well, and Anita had turned out to be more than efficient. But it had never occurred
to Samantha that the arrangement might become permanent.

She said: ″I think you ought to go to college.″
″Fair enough,″ Anita replied. She picked up the teacup from the bedside table

and went out.
Samantha put the final touches to her face and dressed in jeans and denim

shirt before going downstairs. As she entered the kitchen Anita put a boiled egg
and a rack of toast on the small table. Samantha sat down to eat.

Anita poured two cups of coffee and sat down opposite her. Samantha ate in
silence, then pushed her plate away and dropped a saccharine tablet into the
coffee. Anita took out a short filter-tipped cigarette and lit it.

″Now listen,″ Samantha said. ″If you must get a job, I′d be delighted for you to
work for me. You′re a terrific help. But you mustn′t give up hope of going to
college.″

″There′s no point in hoping. It′s not on.″
″I′ll tell you what I′m going to do. I′ll employ you, and pay you the same as I′m

paying you now. You go to college in the term, and work for me in the holidays—



and get the same money all the year round. That way I don′t lose you, you can
help your mother, and you can study.″

Anita looked at her wide-eyed. ″You′re ever so kind,″ she said.
″No. I′ve got much more money than I deserve, and I hardly spend any of it.

Please say yes, Anita. I could feel I was doing somebody some good.″
″Mum would say it′s charity.″
″You′re eighteen now—you don′t have to do what she says.″
″No.″ The girl smiled. ′″Thank you.″ She stood up and impulsively kissed

Samantha. There were tears in her eyes. ″What a bleedin′ turn-up,″ she said.
Samantha stood up, slightly embarrassed. ″I′ll get my lawyer to draw up some

kind of thing to make it secure for you. Now I must fly.″
″I′ll ring for a cab,″ said Anita.
Samantha went upstairs to change. As she put on the flimsy white dress which

had cost more than Anita′s wages for two months, she felt oddly guilty. It was
wrong that she should be able to change the course of a young girl′s life with such
a small gesture. The money it would cost would be negligible—and probably tax-
deductible, she realized suddenly. It made no difference. What she had told Anita
was true. Samantha could quite easily have lived in a stately home in Surrey, or a
villa in the South of France: she spent virtually nothing of her vast earnings. Anita
was the only full-time servant she had ever employed. She lived in this modest
house in Islington. She had no car, no yacht. She owned no land, oil paintings or
antiques.

Her thoughts turned to the man who had called last night—what was his name?
Julian Black. He had been a bit of a disappointment. In theory, anyone who called
on her on the hop had to be interesting: for everyone assumed they would have to
pass through a battery of security guards to get at her, and the duller sort of
visitor never bothered to try.

Julian had been pleasant enough, and fascinating on his own subject, which
was art. But it had not taken Samantha long to find out that he was unhappy with
his wife and worried about money; and those two things seemed to sum up his
character. She had made it clear she did not want to be seduced by him, and he
had made no advances. They had enjoyed a couple of drinks and he had left.

She could have solved his problems as easily as she had solved Anita′s. Perhaps
she ought to have offered him money. He didn′t seem to be asking for it, but it was
clear he needed it.

Perhaps she ought to patronize artists. But the art world was such a
pretentious upper-class scene. Money was spent with no clear idea of its value to
real people: people like Anita and her family. No, art was not the solution to
Samantha′s dilemma.

There was a ring at the door. She looked out of the window. The taxi was
outside. She picked up her script and went down.

She sat back in the comfortable seat of the black cab and flipped through the
script she was going to discuss with her agent and a film producer. It was called
Thirteenth Night, which would not sell any cinema tickets: but that was a detail. It
was a reworking of Shakespeare′s Twelfth Night, but without the original dialogue.
The plot made much of the homosexual innuendoes in the play. Orsino was made
to fall in love with Cesario before the revelation that Cesario was a woman in



man′s clothes; and Olivia was a latent lesbian. Samantha would be cast as Viola,
of course.

The taxi stopped outside the Wardour Street office and Samantha got out,
leaving the commissionaire to pay the driver. Doors were opened for her as she
swept into the building, playing the role of a film star. Joe Davies, her agent, met
her and ushered her into his office. She sat down and relaxed her public façade.

Joe closed the door. ″Sammy, I want you to meet Willy Ruskin.″
The tall man who had stood up as Samantha entered now offered his hand. ″It′s

a real pleasure, Miss Winacre,″ he said.
The two men were such opposites it was almost comical. Joe was short,

overweight, and bald; Ruskin was tall, with thick dark hair over his ears,
spectacles, and a pleasant American accent.

The men sat down and Joe lit a cigar. Ruskin of fered Samantha a cigarette out
of a slim case; she declined.

Joe began: ″Sammy, I′ve explained to Willy here that we haven′t come to a
decision on the script yet; we′re still kicking it around.″

Ruskin nodded. ″I thought it would be nice for us to meet anyway. We can talk
about any shortcomings you might think the script has. And I′d naturally like to
hear any ideas of your own.″

Samantha nodded, collecting her thoughts. ″I′m interested,″ she said. ″It′s a
good idea, and the film is well-written. I found it quite funny. Why did you leave
the songs out?″

″The language is wrong for the kind of film we have in mind,″ Ruskin replied.
″Right. But you could write some new ones, and get a good rock composer to

write tunes.″
″That′s an idea,″ Ruskin replied, looking at Samantha with a surprised respect

in his eyes.
She went on: ″Why not turn the jester into a loony pop singer—a kind of Keith

Moon character?″
Joe interjected: ″Willy, that′s a drummer with a British pop group—″
″Yeah, I know,″ Ruskin said. ″I like this idea. I′m going to get to work on it right

away.″
″Not so fast,″ Samantha said. ″That′s a detail. There′s a much more serious

problem with the film for me. It′s a good comedy. Period.″
″I′m sorry—why is that a problem?″ Ruskin said. ″I′m not following you.″
″Me neither, Sammy,″ Joe put in.
Samantha frowned. ″I′m afraid the thought isn′t all that clear in my own mind,

either. It′s just that the film doesn′t say anything. It′s got no point to make,
nothing to teach anyone, no fresh view of life—you know the sort of thing.″

″Well, there is the thought that a woman can pose as a man and do a man′s job
successfully,″ Ruskin offered.

″That may have been subversive in the sixteenth century, but not anymore.″
″And it has a relaxed kind of attitude to homosexuality which might be thought

educational.″
″No, it doesn′t,″ Samantha said forcefully. ″Even television allows jokes about

homosexuals nowadays.″



Ruskin looked a little resentful. ″To be candid, I don′t see how the kind of thing
you′re looking for could be written into a basic commercial comedy like this.″ He lit
another cigarette.

Joe looked pained. ″Sammy baby, this is a comedy. It′s meant to make people
laugh. And you want to do a comedy, don′t you?″

″Yes.″ Samantha looked at Ruskin. ″I′m sorry to be so down on your script. Let
me think about it a little longer, will you?″

Joe said: ″Yeah, give us a few days, okay, Willy? You know I want Sammy to do
it.″

„Sure,“ Ruskin said. ″There′s nobody better than Miss Winacre for the part of
Viola. But, you know, I have a good script and I want to get a film off the ground.
I′ll have to start looking around for alternatives soon.″

″I′ll tell you what, why don′t we talk again in a week?″ Joe said.
″Fine.″
Samantha said: ″Joe, there are some other things I want to talk to you about.″
Ruskin got up. ″Thank you for your time, Miss Winacre.″
When he had left Joe relit his cigar. ″Can you understand how I might feel

pretty frustrated about this, Sammy?″
″Yes, I can.″
″I mean, good scripts are few and far between. To make life harder, you ask me

to find you a comedy. Not just any comedy, but a modem one which will bring in
the kids. I find one, with a beautiful part for you, and you complain it doesn′t have
a message.″

She got up and went to the window, looking down upon the narrow Soho street.
A van was parked, blocking the road and causing a traffic jam. A driver had got
out and was abusing the van driver, who ignored the imprecations and went about
delivering boxes of paper to an office.

″Don′t talk as if a message is something you only get in avant-garde off-
Broadway plays,″ she said. ″A film can have something to say and still be a
commercial success.″

″Not often,″ Joe said.
″Who′s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, In the Heat of the Night, The Detective, Last

Tango in Paris.″
″None of them made as much money as The Sting.″
Samantha turned away from the window with an impatient jerk of her head.

″Who the hell cares? They were good films, and worth making.″
″I′ll tell you who cares, Sammy. The producers, the writers, the cameramen, the

second unit production team, the cinema owners, the usherettes, and the
distributors.″

″Yeah,″ she said wearily. She came back to her chair and slumped in it. ″Will
you get the lawyer to do something for me, Joe? I want a form of agreement drawn
up. There′s a girl working for me as a maid. I′m going to put her through college.
The contract should say that I will pay her thirty pounds a week for three years on
condition she studies in the term and works for me in the vacation.″

″Sure.″ He was scribbling the details on a pad on his desk. ″That′s a generous
thing to do, Sammy.″



″Shit.″ The expletive raised Joe′s eyebrows. Samantha said: ″She was going to
stay at home and work in a factory, in order to help support the family. She′s
qualified to go to university, but the family can′t do without her earnings. It′s a
scandal that there should be anyone like that while there are people earning what
you and I earn. I′ve helped her, but what about the thousands of other kids in that
position?″

″You can′t solve the world′s problems all on your own, honey,″ Joe said with a
touch of complacency.

″Don′t be so bloody condescending,″ she snapped. ″I′m a star—I ought to be able
to tell people about this sort of thing. I should shout it from the rooftops—it is not
fair, this is not a just society. Why can′t I make films that say that?″

″All sorts of reasons—one being that you won′t get them distributed. We have to
make happy films, or exciting films. We have to take people away from their
troubles for a few hours. Nobody wants to go to the pictures to see a film all about
ordinary people having a hard time.″

″Maybe I shouldn′t be an actress.″
″So what else are you going to do? Be a social worker, and find you can′t really

help people because you have too many cases to cope with, and anyway all they
really need is money. Be a journalist, and find you have to say what the editor
thinks, not what you think. Write poetry and be poor. Be a politician and
compromise.″

″It′s only because everyone is as cynical as you that nothing is ever done.″
Joe put his hands on Samantha′s shoulders and squeezed affectionately.

″Sammy, you′re an idealist. You′ve stayed an idealist much longer than most of us.
I respect you for it—I love you for it.″

″Ah, don′t give me all that Jewish showbiz crap,″ she said, but she smiled at
him fondly. ″All right, Joe, I′ll think about this script some more. Now I have to
go.″

″I′ll get you a taxi.″

It was one of those cool, spacious Knightsbridge flats. The wallpaper was a
muted, anonymous design; the upholstery was brocaded; the occasional furniture
antique. Open French windows to the balcony let in the mild night air and the
distant roar of traffic. It was elegant and boring.

So was the party. Samantha was there because the hostess was an old friend.
They went shopping together, and sometimes visited each other for tea. But those
occasional meetings had not revealed how far apart she and Mary had grown,
Samantha reflected, since they had been in repertory together.

Mary had married a businessman, and most of the people at the party seemed
to be his friends. Some of the men wore dinner jackets, although the only food was
canapes. They all made the most appalling kind of small talk. The little group
around Samantha was in an overextended discussion about an unremarkable
group of prints hanging on the wall.

Samantha smiled, to take the look of boredom off her face, and sipped
champagne. It wasn′t even very good wine. She nodded at the man who was
speaking. Walking corpses, the lot of them. With one exception. Tom Copper stood
out like a city gent in a steel band.



He was a big man, and looked about Samantha′s age, except for the streaks of
gray in his dark hair. He wore a checked workman′s shirt and denim jeans with a
leather belt. His hands and feet were broad.

He caught her eye across the room, and the heavy mustache stretched across
his lips as he smiled. He murmured something to the couple he was with and
moved away from them, toward Samantha.

She half-turned away from the group discussing the prints. Tom bent his head
to her ear and said: ″I′ve come to rescue you from the art appreciation class.″

″Thanks. I needed it.″ They had turned a little more now, so that although they
were still close to the group, they no longer seemed part of it.

Tom said: ″I have the feeling you′re the star guest.″ He offered her a long
cigarette.

″Yeah.″ She bent to his lighter. ″So what does that make you?″
″Token working-class representative.″
″There′s nothing working-class about that lighter.″ It was slender,

monogrammed, and seemed to be gold.
He broadened his London accent: ″Wide boy, ain′t I?″ Samantha laughed, and

he switched to a plum-in-the-mouth accent to say: ″More champagne, madam?″
They walked over to the buffet table, where he filled her glass and offered her a

plate of small biscuits, each with a dab of caviar in its center. She shook her head.
″Ah, well.″ He put two in his mouth at once.
″How did you meet Mary?″ Samantha asked curiously.
He grinned again. ″What you mean is, how does she come to be associated with

a roughneck like me? We both went to Madame Clair′s Charm School in Romford.
It cost my mother blood, sweat and tears to send me there once a week—much
good did it do me. I could never be an actor.″

″What do you do?″
″Told you, didn′t I? I′m a wide boy.″
″I don′t believe you. I think you′re an architect, or a solicitor, or something.″
He took a flat tin from his hip pocket, opened it, and palmed two blue capsules.

″You don′t believe these are drugs, either, do you?″
″No.″
″Ever done speed?″
She shook her head again. ″Only hash.″
″You only need one, then.″ He pressed a capsule into her hand.
She watched as he swallowed three, washing them down with champagne. She

slipped the blue oval into her mouth, took a large sip from her glass, and
swallowed with difficulty. When she could no longer feel the capsule in her throat
she said: ″See? Nothing.″

″Give it a few minutes, you′ll be taking your clothes off.″
She narrowed her eyes. ″Is that what you did it for?″
He did his cockney accent again. ″I wasn′t even there, Inspector.″
Samantha began to fidget, tapping her foot to nonexistent music. ″I bet you′d

run a mile if I did,″ she said, and laughed loudly.
Tom gave a knowing smile. ″Here it comes″



She felt suddenly full of energy. Her eyes widened and a slight flush came to her
cheeks. ″I′m sick of this bloody party,″ she said a little too loudly. ″I want to
dance.″

Tom put his arm around her waist. ″Let′s go.″



PART  II

The Landscape.

″Mickey Mouse does not look very much like a real mouse, yet people do not
write indignant letters to the papers about the length of his tail.″

—E. H. GOMBRlCH, art historian

I

THE TRAIN ROLLED SLOWLY through the north of Italy. The brilliant
sunshine had given way to a heavy, chill cloud layer, and the scenery was misty
and damp-smelling. Factories and vineyards alternated until they shimmered into
a hazed blur.

Dee′s elation had dissipated gradually on the journey. She did not yet have a
find, she realized, only the smell of one. Without the picture at the end of the trail,
what she had found out was worth no more than a footnote in a learned exegesis.

Her money was now running low. She had never asked Mike for any; nor had
she given him any reason to think she needed it. On the contrary, she had always
given him the impression that her income was rather higher than it really was.
Now she regretted the mild deception.

She had enough to stay in Livorno for a few days, and for her fare home. She
turned away from the mundanity of cash and lit a cigarette. In the clouds of
smoke she daydreamed what she would do if she found the lost Modigliani. It
would be the explosive beginning to her doctoral thesis on the relationship
between drugs and art.

On second thought, it might be worth rather more than that: it could make the
centerpiece of an article on how wrong everyone else was about the greatest Italian
painter of the twentieth century. There was bound to be enough of interest in the
picture to start half-a-dozen academic disputes.

It might even become known as the Sleign Modigliani—it would make her name.
Her career would be secure for the rest of her life.

It might, of course, turn out to be a moderately good line drawing like hundreds
of others Modigliani had done. No, that was hardly possible: the picture had been
given away as an example of work done under the influence of hashish.

It had to be something strange, heterodox, ahead of its time, revolutionary even.
What if it were an abstract—a turn-of-the-century Jackson Pollock?

The art history world would be ringing up Miss Delia Sleign and collectively
asking for directions to Livorno. She would have to publish an article saying
exactly where the work was to be found. Or she could carry it in triumph to the
town museum. Or to Rome. Or she could buy it and surprise the world by—



Yes, she could buy it. What a thought.
Then she could take it to London, and—
″My God,″ she said aloud. ″I could sell it.″

*     *     *     *     *

Livorno was a shock. Dee had been expecting a small market town, with
half-a-dozen churches, a main street, and a local character who knew everything
about everyone who had lived here during the last 100 years. She found a town
rather like Cardiff: docks, factories, a steelworks, and tourist attractions.

She realized belatedly that the English name for Livorno was Leghorn—a major
Mediterranean port and holiday resort. Vague history-book memories floated back:
Mussolini had spent millions modernizing the harbor, only to have it all destroyed
by Allied bombers; the town had something to do with the Medici; there had been
an earthquake in the eighteenth century.

She found an inexpensive hotel: a high, whitewashed building in a terrace, with
long, arched windows and no front garden. Her room was bare, clean and cool.
She unpacked her suitcase, hanging the two summer dresses in a louvered
cupboard. She washed, put on jeans and sneakers, and went out into the town.

The mist had gone and the early evening was mild. The cloud layer was moving
on, and the sinking sun was visible behind its trailing edge out across the sea. Old
women in aprons, their straight gray hair pulled back and fastened at the nape of
the neck, stood or sat in doorways, watching the world go by.

Nearer the town center, handsome Italian boys paraded the sidewalks in their
tight-hipped, bell-bottomed jeans and close-fitting shirts, their thick dark hair
carefully combed. One or two raised a speculative eyebrow at Dee, but none made
a determined pass. The boys were display items, she realized: to be seen rather
than touched.

Dee strolled through the town aimlessly, killing time before dinner and
wondering how to go about searching for the picture in this vast place. Clearly,
anyone who knew of the picture′s existence could not know it was a Modigliani;
and conversely, if anyone knew there was such a Modigliani they would not know
where it was or how to find it.

She passed through a series of fine, open squares, dotted with statues of former
kings done in the good local marble. She found herself in the Piazza Vittorio, a
wide avenue with central islands of trees and grass. She sat down on a low wall to
admire the Renaissance arcades.

It would take years to visit every house in the town and look at every old picture
in attics and junk shops. The field had to be narrowed down, even though that
meant reducing the chances of success.

Ideas began to come at last. Dee got up and briskly walked back to the little
hotel. She was beginning to feel hungry.

The proprietor and his family occupied the ground floor of the building. There
was no one in the entrance hall when Dee got back, so she knocked tentatively on
the door of the family′s quarters. Music and the sound of children filtered through,
but there was no reply to her knock.

She pushed the door open and stepped into the room. It was a living room, with
newish furniture of appallingly bad taste. A 1960s splayed-leg radio/record player



hummed in a comer. On the television a man′s head soundlessly mouthed the
news. In the center, on top of an orange nylon rug, a vaguely Swedish coffee table
bore ashtrays, piled newspapers, and a paperback book.

A small child playing with a toy car at her feet ignored her. She stepped over
him. The proprietor came through the far door. His stomach sagged hugely over
the narrow plastic belt of his blue trousers, and a cigarette bearing a precarious
finger of ash hung from the comer of his mouth. He looked at Dee inquiringly.

She spoke in fast, liquid Italian. ″I knocked, but there was no reply.″
The man′s lips hardly moved as he said: ″What is it?″
″I′d like to book a call to Paris.″
He moved to a bowlegged kidney-table near the door and picked up the

telephone. ″Tell me the number. I′ll get it.″
Dee fished in her shirt pocket and took out the scrap of paper on which she had

written the number at Mike′s flat.
″Is there a particular person you want to speak to?″ the proprietor asked. Dee

shook her head. Mike was not likely to be back yet, but there was a chance that
his char would be in the flat—when they were away she dropped in whenever she
felt like it.

The man took the cigarette out of his mouth and spoke a few sentences into the
receiver. He put the phone down and said: ″It will only be a few minutes. Would
you like to sit down?″

Dee′s calves ached slightly after the walk. She sank gratefully into a tan
leatherette armchair that could have come from a furniture store in Lewisham.

The proprietor seemed to feel he should stay with her: either out of politeness,
or for fear she might steal one of the china ornaments on the mantelpiece. He said:
″What brings you to livorno—the sulphur springs?″

She was not inclined to tell him the whole story. ″I want to look at paintings,″
she said.

″Ah.″ He glanced around his walls. ″We have some fine work here, don′t you
think?″

″Yes.″ Dee suppressed a shudder. The framed prints around the room were
mostly gloomy ecclesiastical pictures of men with haloes. ″Are there any art
treasures in the cathedral?″ she said, remembering one of her ideas.

He shook his head. ″The cathedral was bombed in the war.″ He seemed a little
embarrassed to mention the fact that his country had been at war with Dee′s.

She changed the subject. ″I should like to visit Modigliani′s birthplace. Do you
know where it is?″

The man′s wife appeared in the doorway and threw a long, aggressive sentence
at him. Her accent was too strong for Dee to follow. The man replied in an
aggrieved tone, and the wife went away.

″Modigliani′s birthplace?″ Dee prompted.
″I don′t know,″ he said. He took the cigarette out of his mouth again, and

dropped it in the already-full ashtray. ″But we have some tourist guides for sale—
perhaps they would help?″

″Yes. I′d like one.″
The man left the room, and Dee watched the child, still playing his mysterious,

absorbing game with the car. The wife walked through the room without looking at



Dee. A moment later she walked back. She was not the most genial of hostesses,
despite her husband′s Friendliness—or perhaps because of it.

The telephone rang and Dee picked it up. ″Your Paris call,″ the operator said.
A moment later a woman said: ″Allô?″
Dee switched to French. ″Oh, Claire, is Mike not back yet?″
″No.″
″Will you make a note of my number, and get him to call?″ She read the number

from the dial then hung up.
The proprietor had returned meanwhile. He handed her a small glossy booklet

with curling edges. Dee took some coins from her jeans pocket and paid him,
wondering how many times the same book had been sold to guests who left it
behind in their rooms.

″I must help my wife to serve dinner,″ the man said.
″I′ll go in. Thank you.″
Dee crossed the hall to the dining room and sat down at a small circular table

with a checked cloth. She glanced at the guidebook. ″The Lazaretto of San
Leopoldo is one of the finest of its kind in Europe,″ she read. She flicked a page.
″No visitor should miss seeing the famous Quattro Mori bronze.″ She flicked again.
″Modigliani lived first on the via Roma, and later at 10 via Leonardo Cambini.″

The proprietor came in with a dish of Angel′s Hair soup, and Dee gave him a
wide, happy smile.

The first priest was young, and his severely short haircut made him look like
a teenager. His steel-rimmed spectacles balanced on a thin, pointed nose, and he
continually wiped his hands on his robes with a nervous movement, as if drying
the sweat from his palms. He seemed edgy in Dee′s presence, as anyone who had
taken a vow of chastity was entitled to be; but he was eager to be helpful.

″We have many paintings here,″ he said. ″There is a vault full of them in the
crypt. No one has looked at them for years.″

″Would it be all right for me to go down there?″ she asked.
″Of course. I doubt if you′ll find anything interesting.″ As they stood talking in

the aisle, the priest′s eyes flickered over Dee′s shoulders, as if he was worried that
someone would come in and see him chatting to a young girl. ″Come with me,″ he
said.

He led her along the aisle to a door in the transept, and preceded her down a
spiral staircase.

″The priest who was here around 1910—was he interested in painting?″
The man looked back up the stairs at Dee and then looked quickly away again.

″I′ve no idea,″ he said. ″I am the third or fourth since that time.″
Dee waited at the foot of the stairs while he lit a candle in a bracket on the wall.

Her clogs clattered on the flagstones as she followed him, ducking her head,
through a low arch into the vault.

″Here you are,″ he said. He lit another candle. Dee looked around. There were
about 100 pictures stacked on the floor and leaning against the walls of the little
room. ″Well, I′ll have to leave you to it,″ he said.

″Thank you very much.″ Dee watched him shuffle away, and then looked at the
paintings, suppressing a sigh. She had conceived this idea the day before: she



would go to the churches nearest to Modigliani′s two homes and inquire whether
they had any old paintings.

She had felt obliged to wear a shirt under her sleeveless dress, in order to cover
her arms—strict Catholics would not allow bare arms in church—and she had got
very hot walking the streets. But the crypt was deliciously cool.

She lifted the first painting from the top of a pile and held it up to the candle. A
thick layer of dust on the glass obscured the canvas underneath. She needed a
duster.

She looked around for something suitable. Of course, there would be nothing
like that here. She did not have a handkerchief. With a sigh, she hitched up her
dress and took off her panties. They would have to do. Now she would have to be
extra careful not to get the priest beneath her on the spiral staircase. She giggled
softly to herself and wiped the dust off the painting.

It was a thoroughly mediocre oil of the martyrdom of St. Stephen. She put its
age at about 120 years, but it was done in an older style. The ornate frame would
be worth more than the work itself. The signature was illegible.

She put the painting down on the floor and picked up the next. It was less dusty
but just as worthless.

She worked her way through disciples, apostles, saints, martyrs, Holy Families,
Last Suppers, Crucifixions, and dozens of dark-haired, black-dyed Christs. Her
multicolored bikini briefs became black with ancient dust. She worked
methodically, stacking the cleaned pictures together neatly, and working through
one pile of dusty canvases before starting on the next.

It took her all morning, and there were no Modiglianis.
When the last frame was cleaned and stacked, Dee permitted herself one

enormous sneeze. The dusty air in front of her face swirled madly in the blow. She
snuffed the candle and went up into the church.

The priest was not around, so she left a donation in the box and went out into
the sunshine. She dropped her dusty panties in the nearest litter bin: that would
give the trash collectors food for thought.

She consulted her street map and began to make her way toward the second
house. Something was bothering her: something she knew about Modigliani—his
youth, or his parents, or something. She strained to bring the elusive thought to
mind, but it was like chasing canned peaches around a dish: the thought was too
slippery to be grasped.

She passed a café and realized it was lunchtime. She went in and ordered a
pizza and a glass of wine. As she ate she wondered whether Mike would phone
today.

She lingered over coffee and a cigarette, reluctant to face another priest, another
church, more dusty paintings. She was still shooting in the dark, she realized ; her
chances of finding the lost Modigliani were extremely slim. With a burst of
determination, she stubbed her cigarette and got up.

The second priest was older and unhelpful. His gray eyebrows lifted a full
inch over his narrowed eyes as he said: ″Why do you want to look at paintings?″

″It′s my profession,″ Dee explained. ″I′m an art historian.″ She tried a smile, but
it seemed to make the man more resentful.



″A church is for worshippers, not tourists, you see,″ he said. His courtesy was a
thin veil.

″I′ll be very quiet.″
″Anyway, we have very little art here. Only what you see as you walk around.″
″Then I′ll walk around, if I may.″
The priest nodded. ″Very well.″ He stood in the nave watching as Dee walked

quickly around. There was very little to see: one or two pictures in the small
chapels. She came back to the west end of the church, nodded to the priest, and
left. Perhaps he suspected her of wanting to steal.

She walked back to her hotel, feeling depressed. The sun was high and hot now,
and the baking streets were almost deserted. Mad dogs and art historians, Dee
thought. The private joke failed to cheer her up. She had played her last card. The
only possible way to carry on now was to quarter the city and try every church.

She went up to her room and washed her hands and face to get rid of the dust
of the crypt. A siesta was the only sensible way to spend this part of the day. She
took off her clothes and lay on the narrow single bed.

When she closed her eyes the nagging feeling of having forgotten something
came back. She tried to remember everything she had learned about Modigliani;
but it was not a lot. She drifted into a doze.

As she slept the sun moved past the zenith and shone powerfully in through the
open window, making the naked body perspire. She moved restlessly, her long face
frowning slightly from time to time. The blonde hair became disarrayed and stuck
to her cheeks.

She woke with a start and sat up straight. Her head throbbed from the heat of
the sun, but she ignored it. She stared straight ahead of her like someone who has
just had a revelation.

″I′m an idiot!″ she exclaimed. ″He was a Jew!″

*     *     *     *     *

Dee liked the rabbi. He was a refreshing change from the holy men who had
only been able to react to her as forbidden fruit. He had friendly brown eyes and
gray streaks in his black beard. He was interested in her search, and she found
herself telling him the whole story.

″The old man in Paris said a priest, and so I assumed it was a Catholic priest,″
she was explaining. ″I had forgotten that the Modigliani family were Sephardic
Jews, and quite orthodox.″

The rabbi smiled. ″Well, I know who the painting was given to! My predecessor
here was very eccentric, as rabbis go. He was interested in all sorts of things—
scientific experiments, psychoanalysis, Communism. He′s dead now, of course.″

″I don′t suppose there were any paintings among his effects?″
″I don′t know. He became ill toward the end, and left the town. He went to live in

a village called Poglio, which is on the Adriatic coast. Of course, I was very young
then—I don′t remember him at all clearly. But I believe he lived with a sister in
Poglio for a couple of years before he died. If the painting still exists, she may have
it.″

″She′ll be dead.″



He laughed. ″Of course. Oh dear—you′ve set yourself quite a task, young lady.
Still, there may be descendants.″

Dee shook the man′s hand. ″You′ve been very kind,″ she said.
″My pleasure,″ he said. He seemed to mean it.
Dee ignored her aching feet as she walked back to the hotel again. She made

plans: she would have to hire a car and drive to this village. She decided she
would leave in the morning.

She wanted to tell somebody, to spread the good news. She remembered what
she had done last time she felt this way. She stopped at a shop and bought a
postcard. She wrote:

Dear Sammy,
This is the kind of holiday I always wanted! A real treasure hunt! ! I′m off to
Poglio to find a lost Modigliani! ! !
Love, D.

She found some change in her pocket, bought a stamp, and posted the card. Then
she realized that she did not have enough money to hire a car and drive right
across the country.

It was crazy: here she was on the track of a painting which was worth anything
from £50,000 to E100,000, and she couldn′t afford to hire a car. It was painfully
frustrating.

Could she ask Mike for money? Hell, no, she could not lower herself. Maybe she
could drop a hint when he phoned. If he phoned: his trips abroad did not follow
tight schedules.

She ought to be able to raise money some other way. Her mother? She was well
off, but Dee had not invested any time with her for years. She had no right to ask
the old woman for money. Uncle Charles?

But it would all take time. Dee was itching to get on the trail again.
As she walked up the narrow street to the hotel she saw a steel-blue Mercedes

coupe parked at the curb. The man leaning against it had a familiar head of black
curls.

Dee broke into a run. ″Mike!″ she yelled happily.

II

JAMES WHITEWOOD PARKED HIS Volvo in the narrow Islington street and
killed the engine. He put a fresh packet of Players and a box of matches in one
pocket, and a new notebook and two ballpoint pens in the other. He felt the
familiar tension: would she be in a good mood? Would she say something
quotable? His ulcer jabbed him, and he cursed. He had done literally hundreds of
star interviews: this one would be no different.

He locked his car and knocked on Samantha Winacre′s door. A plump blonde
girl answered.



″James Whitewood, Evening Star.″
″Please come in.″
He followed her into the hall. ″What′s your name?″
″Anita. I just work here.″
″Nice to meet you, Anita.″ He smiled pleasantly. It was always useful to be on

good terms with someone in a star′s entourage.
She led him downstairs to the basement. ″Mr. Whitewood, from the Star.″
″Hello, Jimmy!″ Samantha was curled up on a Habitat sofa, wearing jeans and a

shirt. Her feet were bare. Cleo Laine sang out of the freestanding Bang & Olufsen
stereo speakers opposite her.

″Sammy.″ He crossed the room and shook her hand.
″Sit down, be comfortable. What goes on on Fleet Street?″
He dropped a newspaper in her lap before sitting in an easy chair. ″The big story

of the day is that Lord Cardwell is selling his art collection. Now you know why we
call it the silly season.″ He had a South London accent.

Anita said: ″Would you like a drink, Mr. Whitewood?″
He looked up at her. ″I wouldn′t mind a glass of milk.″ He patted his stomach.
Anita went out. Samantha said: ″Is that ulcer still with you?″
″It′s like inflation. These days, you can only hope to make it ease off a little.″ He

gave a high-pitched laugh. ″Mind if I smoke?″
He studied her as he opened the cigarette packet. She had always been thin,

but now her face had a drawn look. Her eyes seemed huge, and the effect had not
been achieved with makeup. She hugged herself with one arm and smoked with
the other. As he watched, she crushed a stub in the full ashtray beside her and
immediately lit a fresh cigarette.

Anita brought his glass of milk. ″A drink, Sammy?″
″Please.″
Jimmy glanced at his watch: it was 12:30 P.M. He looked askance at the size of

the vodka and tonic Anita poured.
He said: ″Tell me, how is life in the film world?″
″I′m thinking of leaving it.″ She took the glass from Anita, and the maid left the

room.
″Good God.″ Jimmy took out his notebook and uncapped a pen. ″Why?″
″There′s not a lot to say, really. I feel films have given me all they can. The work

bores me, and the end result seems so trivial.″
″Is there any one particular thing which has triggered this off?″
She smiled. ″You ask good questions, Jimmy.″
He looked up expectantly, and saw that she was smiling, not at him, but at the

doorway. He turned, and saw a big man in jeans and a check shirt entering the
room. The man nodded at Jimmy and sat beside Samantha.

She said: ″Jimmy, I want you to meet Tom Copper, the man who has changed
my life.″

Joe Davies pressed the winder of his Quantum wristwatch and looked at the
luminous red figures which flickered alight on its black face: 0955. It was a good
time to ring a London evening newspaper.



He picked up the phone and dialed. After a long wait for the newspaper′s
switchboard, he asked for James Whitewood.

″Morning, Jim—Joe Davies.″
″A filthy morning, Joe. What load of old rubbish are you peddling today?″
Joe could visualize the bad teeth exposed in the grin on the writer′s face: mock-

hostile banter was the game the two of them played to disguise the fact that each
did his best to use the other. ″Nothing very interesting,″ Joe said. ″A starlet
landing a small part, is all. Just Leila D′Abo topping the bill at the London
Palladium.″

″That played-out old cow? When′s it coming off, Joe?″
Joe grinned, knowing he had won the game this time. ″October 21, for one

night.″
″Got it. By then she will just about be finished with that second-rate film she′s

making at—where is it? Ealing Studios?″
″Hollywood.″
″Yes. Now, who else is on the bill?″
″Don′t know. You′ll have to ask the Palladium. You′ll also have to ask them

whether it′s true that she′ll be paid fifty thousand pounds for the appearance,
because I′m not saying.″

″No, you′re not.″
″Will that make a story for you?″
″I′ll do my best for you, old son.″
Joe grinned again. If the story was good enough to get in the paper on merit,

Whitewood would always pretend he was doing the agent a personal favor. If the
story was not good enough, the writer would say so.

Whitewood said: ″Now, have you given this to the opposition?″
″Not yet.″
″Are you going to give us an edition start?″
″As a personal favor to you, Jim—yes.″ Joe leaned back in his leather-

upholstered chair with a feeling of triumph. Now the writer owed him a favor. Joe
had won on points.

″Incidentally, what′s up with your blue-eyed girl?″
Joe sat forward suddenly. Whitewood had a card up his sleeve after all. Joe put

a false nonchalance into his voice. ″Which one?″
″Joe, how many of them did I interview this week? The malnourished Miss

Winacre, of course.″
Joe frowned into the telephone. Damn Sammy. He was on the defensive now. ″I

meant to ask you: how did it go?″
″I got a great story—Samantha Winacre retires. Hasn′t she told you?″
Christ, what had Sammy told the reporter? ″Between you and me, Jim, she′s

passing through a phase.″
″An unfortunate one, it seems. If she′s turning down good scripts like Thirteenth

Night, she must be pretty serious about retiring.″
″Do yourself a favor—don‘t put that in your article. She′ll change her mind.″
″Glad to hear it. I left it out anyway.″
″What line did you go on?″
″Samantha Winacre says: ′I‘m in love.′ Okay?″



″Thank you, Jim. See you soon. Hey, just a minute—did she say who she′s in
love with?″

″The name is Tom Copper. I met him. Seems a sharp lad. I should watch out for
your job.″

″Thanks again.″
″Bye.″
Joe put the phone down with a clatter. He and Whitewood were even again in

the personal favor stakes: but that was the lesser misfortune. Something was
wrong for Sammy to tell the reporter she was turning down a script without telling
her agent.

He got up from his desk and walked to the window. He looked out at the usual
traffic snarl-up: cars were parked all the way along the double yellow lines.
Everybody thinks he′s an exception, Joe thought. A warden strolled along, ignoring
the violations.

On the opposite sidewalk, an early-rising prostitute propositioned a middle-aged
man in a suit. Cases of cheap champagne were being carried into a strip club. In
the doorway of a closed cinema, an Oriental with short black hair and a loud suit
was selling a small packet of something to a haggard, unwashed girl whose hand
trembled as she gave the man a note. Her gaunt face and butch haircut made her
look a little like Sammy. Oh, Christ, what to do about Sammy.

This guy was the key. Joe went back to his desk and read the name he had
scribbled on his pad: Tom Copper. If she′s in love with him, she′s under his
influence. Therefore it is he who wants her to retire.

People hired Joe to help them make money. People with talent something Joe
had never understood, except he knew he didn′t have it. Just as Joe couldn′t act
to save his life, so his clients could not do business. He was there to read
contracts, negotiate prices, advise on publicity, find good scripts and good
directors: to guide naive, talented people through the jungle of the show business
world.

His duty to Sammy was to help her make money. But that did not really answer
the question.

The truth was, an agent was a whole lot more than a businessman. In his time
Joe had been mother and father, lover, psychiatrist: he had provided a shoulder to
cry on, bailed clients out of jail, pulled strings to get drugs charges dropped, and
acted as marriage guidance counselor. Helping the artist make money was a
phrase which meant much more than it said out loud.

Protecting inexperienced people from the sharks was a big part of it. Joe′s world
was full of sharks: turn producers who would give an actor a part, make a pile out
of the film, and leave the actor wondering where next month′s rent was coming
from; phony gurus pushing quack religions, meditation, vegetarianism, mysticism
or astrology who would milk a star of half his income; screwball organizations and
semi-crooked businessmen who would bamboozle a star into supporting them,
and then squeeze every ounce of available publicity out of the association without
regard to the artist′s image.

Joe was afraid Tom Copper was one of the sharks. It was all too fast; the guy
had come from nowhere and suddenly he was running Sammy′s life. A husband
she needed: a new agent she did not.



His decision was made. He leaned over his desk and pressed a buzzer. The
intercom hissed: ″Yes, Mr. Davies?″

″Come in right away, will you, Andy?″
He sipped his coffee while he waited, but it was cold. Andrew Fairholm—he

pronounced it Fareham—was a smart lad. He reminded Joe of himself. The son of
a bit-part actor and an unsuccessful concert pianist, he had realized at an early
age that he had no talent. Bitten with the show business bug all the same, he had
gone into management and made a couple of second-rate rock groups into big
earners. About that time Joe had hired him as a personal assistant.

Andy entered without knocking and sat down in front of the desk. He was a
good-looking youngster, with long, dean, brown hair, a wide-lapelled suit and an
open-necked shirt with a Mickey Mouse pattern. He had been to university and
cultivated a posh accent. He was good for Joe′s agency: gave it a slightly more
modern image. His brain and youthful trendiness complemented Joe′s experience
and renowned cunning.

″Trouble with Sammy Winacre, Andy,″ Joe said. ″She′s told a newspaper
reporter that she′s in love and she′s giving up acting.″

Andy rolled his eyes up. ″I always said that chick was weird. Who is the guy?″
″Name′s Tom Copper.″
″Who the hell is he?″
″That‘s what I want to find out.″ Joe ripped the sheet of paper from his pad and

handed it over. ″Quick as you like.″
Andy nodded and left. Joe relaxed slightly. He felt better with Andy working on

the problem. For all his charm and fine manners, the lad had very sharp teeth.

It was a warm evening, with a summery smell in the still air. The sunset
over the rooftops leaked blood into the high, sparse clouds. Samantha turned
away from the basement window and went to the cocktail cabinet.

Tom put a jazz record on the player and sprawled on the sofa. Samantha
handed him a drink and curled up beside him. He put his large arm around her
thin shoulders, and bent his head to kiss her. The doorbell rang.

″Ignore it,″ he said, and kissed her mouth.
She closed her eyes and worked her lips against his. Then she got up. ″I′d rather

keep you in suspense.″
It took her a few moments to recognize the short, velvet-suited man at the door.

″Julian!″
″Hello, Samantha. Am I bothering you?″
″Not at all. Would you like to come in?″
He stepped inside the door, and she led him down the stairs. ″I won′t keep you

very long,″ he said apologetically.
Julian looked a little embarrassed when he saw Tom on the sofa. Samantha

said: ″Tom Copper, Julian Black.″ Tom towered over Julian as they shook hands.
Samantha went to the bar. ″Whisky, isn′t it?″

″Thank you.″
″Julian runs an art gallery,″ Samantha said.
″That′s a little premature. I′m opening one. What do you do, Tom?″
″You could call me a financier.″



Julian smiled. ″You wouldn′t like to put some money into an art gallery, by any
chance?″

″Not my line.″
″What is?″
″You might say I take money from A and give it to B.″
Samantha coughed, and Julian had the feeling he was being laughed at. He

said: ″Actually, it′s gallery business that brings me here.″ He took the drink
Samantha handed him, and watched her settle snugly in the crook of Tom′s arm.
″I′m looking for someone attractive and interested to open the place. Sarah
suggested I ask you. Would you do it, as a favor to us?″

″I′d love to, but I′ll have to make sure I′m not supposed to be somewhere else on
the day. Can I ring you later?″

″Sure.″ Julian took a card out of his pocket. ″All the details are on here.″
She took the card. ″Thanks.″
Julian swallowed his drink. ″I won′t bother you any longer,″ he said. He seemed

slightly envious. ″You look so cozy. Nice to meet you, Tom.″
He paused at the door and looked at a postcard perched on top of the

thermostat on the wall. ″Who′s been to Livorno?″ he said.
″An old friend of mine.″ Samantha got up. ″I must introduce you to her one day.

She′s just got a degree in art history. Look.″ She took the postcard down, turned it
over, and showed it to him. Julian read it.

″How fascinating,″ he said. He handed the postcard back. ″Yes, I′d like to meet
the lady. Well, don′t bother to climb the stairs with me. Goodbye.″

When, he had gone Tom said: ″Why do you want to open his wretched picture
shop for him?″

″His wife′s a friend. The Honorable Sarah Luxter.″
″Which makes her the daughter of…?″
″Lord Cardwell.″
″The one who′s selling his art collection?″
Samantha nodded. ″It′s oil paint in the veins, you know.″
Tom did not smile. ″Now there′s a caper.″

The party was at the lifeless stage that parties go through in the small hours
before they get their second wind. The unrestrained drinkers were getting sloppy
and disgusting and the restrained ones were feeling the beginnings of their
hangovers. The guests stood around in clusters, concentrating on conversations
which varied from the intellectual to the comically incoherent.

The host was a film director just returned from the exile of television
commercials. His wife, a tall, thin woman whose long dress exposed most of what
little bosom she had, welcomed Samantha and Tom and took them to the bar. A
Filipino barman whose eyes were glazing a little poured whisky for Samantha and
emptied two bottles of lager into a pint glass for Tom. Samantha gave Tom a sharp
look: he did not often drink beer, especially in the evening. She hoped he was not
going to be aggressively working-class all night

The hostess made small talk. Joe Davies detached himself from a group on the
far side of the room and came over. The hostess, glad to be discharged, returned to
her husband.



Joe said: ″Sammy, you have to meet Mr. Ishi. He′s tonight′s star guest, and the
reason we′re all at the lousy party.″

″Who is he?″
″A Japanese banker who is known to want to invest in the British film industry.

He must be mad, which is why everyone′s trying to get in with him. Come on.″ He
took her arm, and with a nod to Tom, led her over to where a bald man with
glasses was talking soberly to half-a-dozen attentive listeners.

Tom watched the introductions from the bar, then blew the froth off the top of
his lager and sank half of it. The Filipino absentmindedly wiped the top of the bar
with a cloth. He kept eyeing Tom.

Tom said: ″Go on, take a drink—I won′t tell on you.″
The barman flashed him a smile, grabbed a half-full glass from under the bar,

and took a long swallow.
A woman′s voice said: ″I wish I had the courage to wear jeans—they′re so much

more comfortable.″
Tom turned to see a short girl in her twenties. She was expensively dressed in

imitation fifties clothes: pointed, stiletto-heeled shoes, a tapered skirt, and a
double-breasted jacket. Her short hair was in a swept-back ducktail style with a
quiff at the front.

He said: ″They′re cheaper, too. And we don′t have many cocktail parties in
Islington.″

She opened her heavily shadowed eyes wide. ″Is that where you live? I′ve heard
that working-class men beat their wives.″

′Jesus Christ,″ Tom muttered.
The girl went on: ″I think that′s awful—I mean, I couldn′t stand being beaten by

a man. I mean, unless he was ever so nice. Then I might like it. Do you think you
would enjoy beating a woman? Me, for instance?″

″I′ve got better things to worry about,″ Tom said. His contemptuous tone seemed
to be lost on the girl. ″If you had some real problems to think about you wouldn′t
be making a fool of yourself with me. Privilege breeds boredom, and boredom
breeds empty people like you.″

He had needled the girl at last. ″If that′s how you feel, maybe you should choke
on your privileged beer. What are you doing here, anyway?″

″That‘s what I′m wondering.″ He drained his glass and stood up. ″Crazy
conversations like this I don′t need.″

He looked around for Sammy, but he heard her voice before he saw her. She
was shouting at Joe Davies. In a second everyone was watching.

Her face was red, and she was more angry than Tom had ever seen her. ″How
dare you investigate my friends?″ she yelled. ″You′re not my guardian angel, you′re
my lousy fucking agent. You used to be my agent, because you′re fired, Joe
Davies.″ She slapped the man′s face once, hard, and turned on her heel.

The agent purpled in humiliation. He stepped after Samantha with a raised fist.
Two long strides took Tom across the room. He pushed Joe, gently but firmly, so
that the agent rocked back on his heels. Then Tom turned and followed Samantha
out of the room.

Outside on the sidewalk, she broke into a run. ″Sammy!″ Tom called. He ran
after her. When he caught up with her, he gripped her arm and stopped her.



″What is this all about?″ he asked.
She looked up at him, confusion and anger in her eyes. ″Joe had you

investigated,″ she said. ″He said you had a wife, four children, and a police
record.″

″Oh.″ He looked piercingly into her eyes. ″So what do you think?″
″How the hell do I know what to think?″
″I have a broken marriage, and the divorce isn′t through yet. Ten years ago I

forged a check. Does that make any difference to anything?″
She stared at him for a moment. Then she buried her head in his shoulder. ″No,

Tom, no.″
He held her still in his arms for a long moment. Then he said: ″It was a lousy

party, anyway. Let′s s get a cab.″
They walked up to Park Lane and found a taxi outside one of the hotels. The

driver took them along Piccadilly, the Strand, and Fleet Street. Tom got him to
stop at a newsstand where early editions of the morning papers were on sale.

It was getting light as they drove under Holborn Viaduct. ″Look at this,″ Tom
said. ″Lord Cardwell′s paintings are expected to raise a million pounds.″ He folded
the paper and looked out of the window. ″Do you know how he got those pictures?″

″Tell me.″
″In the seventeenth century sailors died to bring him gold from South America.

In the eighteenth, farmers starved to pay his rents. In the nineteenth, children
died in factories and urban slums to maximize his profits. In this century he went
into banking to help other people do what he had been doing for three hundred
years—getting rich on poor men′s backs. Christ, a million pounds could build a
nice little housing estate in Islington.″

″What′s to be done?″ Sammy said disconsolately.
″Beats me.″
″If the people won′t take their money from him, we‘ll have to.″
″Oh yes?″
″Tom, be serious! Why not?″
He put his arm around her. ″Sure, why not? We′ll steal his paintings, sell them

for a million quid, and build a housing estate. We′ll sort out the details in the
morning. Kiss me.″

She lifted her mouth to his, and broke away quickly. ″I mean it, Tom.″
He looked at her face for a moment. ″Stone the crows, I think you do,″ he said.

III

JULIAN LAY AWAKE. THE late-August night was unpleasantly warm. The
bedroom windows were open, and he had thrown the duvet off the bed, but he was
still sweating. Sarah lay with her back to him on the far side of the wide bed, her
legs spread in a striding position. Her body gleamed palely in the weak dawn light,
and the shadowy cleft of her buttocks was a mocking invitation. She did not stir
when he got out of bed.



He took a pair of underpants from a drawer and slipped into them. Closing the
bedroom door softly behind him, he went across the hall, down a half flight of
stairs, and through the living room to the kitchen. He filled the electric kettle and
plugged it in.

The words on the postcard which he had read the previous night in Samantha′s
living room were repeated again and again inside his head, like a pop tune which
refuses to be forgotten. ″I‘m off to Poglio to find a lost Modigliani.″ The message had
burned its add way into his brain. It was that, more than the heat, which had kept
him awake ever since.

He had to go after the lost Modigliani. It would be exactly what he needed—a
real find. It would establish his reputation as a dealer and attract flocks of people
to the Black Gallery. It was not in line with gallery policy, but that did not matter.

Julian put a teabag into a mug and poured boiling water into it. He poked
disconsolately at the floating bag, submerging it with a spoon and watching it rise
again to the surface. The Modigliani was his golden opportunity, and he could see
no way to snatch at it.

If he could find the picture, Lord Cardwell would put up the money to buy it.
Sarah′s father had promised that, and the old fool could be trusted to keep his
word. But he would not fork out a penny on the basis of a postcard from a scatty
girl. And Julian did not have the money to go to Italy.

The tea had turned a thick brown color, and a hard-water scum was forming on
the surface. He took it over to the breakfast bar and sat on a high stool. He looked
around the kitchen, at the dishwasher, the split-level cooker that was only used
for boiling eggs, the washing machine, the freezer, and the host of smaller electric
toys. It was maddening to be near so much wealth and unable to use it.

How much would he need? Airfare, hotel bills, perhaps a little bribery…
Everything depended upon how long it took him to catch up with the woman who
signed herself D. A few hundred pounds—perhaps a thousand. He had to have the
money.

He turned possibilities over in his mind as he sipped his tea. He could steal
some of Sarah′s jewelry and pawn it. That might get him in trouble with the police.
Did pawnbrokers demand proof of ownership ? Probably the good ones did. No,
that was out of his field. Forging one of her checks was more his style. But she
would find out about that even sooner. And in both cases, it would be too risky to
raise the kind of amount he needed.

He would have to find something she would not miss. Something easily
negotiable and worth a lot of money.

He could drive to Italy, he realized. He had looked up Poglio in the gazetteer—it
was on the Adriatic, in Northern Italy. He could sleep in the car.

But then he would find it difficult to look smart if any careful negotiations were
required. And he would still need money for gas, and meals, and bribes.

He could tell her he was driving to Italy, and then sell the car. Then she would
discover his deception as soon as he returned—just when he wanted her father to
fork out. So, he could say the car had been stolen.

That was it. He could say the car had been stolen—and sell it. She would want
to notify the police, and the insurance company. But he could tell her he had dealt
with all that.



Then there would have to be a delay, while the police were supposedly looking
for it. The insurance company could take months to fork out. By the time Sarah
realized it was all a deception, Julian′s reputation would be established.

He was determined to give it a try. He would go out and find a suitable garage.
He looked at his wristwatch. It was 8:30. He went back to the bedroom to put on
his clothes.

He found the log-book in a drawer in the kitchen, and the car keys where he
had left them last night.

He ought to do something to make it all look convincing. He found a sheet of
paper and a blunt pencil, and wrote a note to Sarah. ″Have taken the car. Will be
out all day. Business. J.″

He left the note next to the coffeepot in the kitchen, and went down to the
garage.

It took him more than an hour to get through the West End and the City
and along the Mile End Road to Stratford. Traffic was heavy and the road was
hopelessly inadequate. When he reached Leytonstone High Road he found a rash
of used car lots: in shop fronts, on bomb sites, at gas stations, spilling onto the
sidewalks.

He chose a largish one on a corner. There was a young-looking Jaguar out front,
and plenty of late-model quality cars in the yard at the side. Julian drove in.

A middle-aged man was washing the windshield of a big Ford. He wore a leather
hat and a short coat open at the front. He walked over to Julian carrying his rag
and bucket of water.

″You′re an early bird,″ he said pleasantly. He had a heavy East End accent.
Julian said: ″Is the boss around?″
The man′s manner chilled perceptibly. ″Speaking,″ he said.
Julian indicated the car with a wave of his hand. ″What price would you offer

me for this?″
″Trade-in?″
″No, cash.″
The man looked again at the car, made a sour face, and shook his head from

side to side. ″Very hard to get rid of, these,″ he said.
″It′s a beautiful car,″ Julian protested.
The man kept his skeptical face. ″What is she, two-year-old?″
″Eighteen months.″
The car dealer walked slowly around, examining the bodywork. He fingered a

scratch in the door, looked closely at the fenders, and felt the tires.
″It′s a beautiful car,″ Julian repeated.
″That may be, but it don′t mean I can sell it,″ the man said. He opened the

driver′s door and got behind the wheel.
Julian felt exasperated. This was ridiculous. He knew very well the dealer could

sell the Mercedes in the trade if not on his own lot. It was just a question of how
much the man would pay.

″I want cash,″ he said.



″I haven′t offered you shirt buttons for it yet, mate,″ the dealer replied. He
turned the ignition key and the engine fired. He turned it off, let the engine die,
and turned it on again. He repeated the process several times.

″The mileage is very low,″ Julian offered.
″But is it right?″
″Of course.″
The man got out of the car and shut the door. ″I don′t know,″ he said.
″Do you want to drive it?″
″Nah.″
″How the hell can you tell what it′s worth without driving it?″ Julian burst out.
The man remained cool. ″What business you in?″
″I own an art gallery.″
″Right, then. I′ll stick to motors and you stick to bleed′n paintings.″
Julian controlled his temper. ″Well, are you going to make me an offer?″
″I suppose I could give you fifteen hundred for it, doing you a favor.″
″That′s ridiculous! It must have cost five or six thousand new!″ There was a

flash of triumph in the dealer′s eyes at that. Julian realized he had given away the
fact that he did not know the original price of the car.

The dealer said: ″I suppose it is yours to sell?″
″Of course.″
″Got the log-book?″ Julian fished it out of his in side pocket and handed it over.
The dealer said: ″Funny name for a bloke, Sarah.″
″That‘s my wife.″ Julian took out a card and handed it over. This is my name.″
The man put the card in a pocket. ″Pardon me asking, but she does know you′re

selling it?″
Julian inwardly cursed the man′s canniness. How could he guess? No doubt he

figured that for an art dealer to come to the East End to sell a nearly new
Mercedes for cash there must be something faintly underhanded going on.

He said: ″My wife died recently.″
″Fair enough.″ The dealer obviously did not believe the story. ″Well, I′ve told you

what it′s worth to me.″
″I couldn′t let it go for much less than three thousand,″ Julian said with a show

of determination.
″I′ll say sixteen hundred, and that‘s my top price.″
Julian decided he was expected to haggle. ″Twofive,″ he said.
The dealer turned his back and began to walk away.
Julian panicked. ″All right,″ he called out. ″Two thousand.″
″Sixteen-fifty, take it or leave it.″
″Cash?“
″What else?″
Julian sighed. ″Very well.″
″Come into the office.″
Julian followed the man across the yard and into the old shop building which

faced the main road. He sat at a battered wooden desk and signed a sale certificate
while the dealer opened an old iron safe and counted out £1,650 in used five-
pound notes.



When he made to leave, the dealer offered a handshake. Julian snubbed him
and walked out. He was convinced he had been robbed.

He walked west, looking out for a taxi. He let the unpleasant encounter drift out
of his mind, to be replaced by cautious elation. At least he had the money—
£1,65O in fivers! It was plenty for his trip. He felt as if he had already started out.

He went over the story he would tell Sarah. He could say he had been to see the
decorators—no, it had better be someone she did not know. An artist who lived in
Stepney. What was his name? John Smith would do—there must be plenty of real
people called John Smith. He had gone into the house, and when he had come out
an hour later the car had been stolen.

A cab came up behind him and flashed by, empty. Julian whistled and waved
but it did not stop. He resolved to be more alert.

It struck him that Sarah might ring the police while he was away. Then the cat
would be out of the bag. He would have to give her the name of a nonexistent
police station. A taxi came toward him, and he hailed it.

He stretched out his legs in the back of the cab, and wriggled his toes inside his
shoes to ease the soreness from walking. All right, suppose Sarah rang Scotland
Yard when she discovered the station did not exist. They would tell her,
eventually, that her car had not been reported stolen at all.

The whole scheme appeared more and more foolhardy as he approached home.
Sarah might accuse him of stealing her car. Could you be charged with stealing
from your wife? What about all that stuff in the marriage service—all my worldly
goods I thee endow, or something? And there was a charge of wasting police time.

The taxi went along Victoria Embankment and through Westminster. The police
would not bother to prosecute in a marital quarrel, Julian decided. But enough
harm would be done if Sarah realized what he was up to. As soon as she did, she
would tell her father. Then Julian would be out of favor with Lord Cardwell at the
crucial moment when he might need money to buy the Modigliani.

He began to wish he had never thought of selling the car. What had seemed a
brainwave early that morning now looked like wrecking his chances of a find.

The taxi stopped outside the glass-walled house, and Julian paid the cabbie
with one of the thick pile of fivers he had got from the garage man. As he walked
up to the front door he tried desperately to think of a better yarn to tell his wife.
Nothing came.

He let himself quietly into the house. It was only just after eleven o′clock—she
would still be in bed. He made no noise as he entered the living room and sat
down. He eased off his shoes and sat back.

It might be better to go straight to Italy, now. He could leave a note saying he
would be away for a few days. She would assume he had taken the car. When he
came back he could spin her some tale.

Suddenly he frowned. Since he came in a small noise had been tugging at the
sleeve of his mind, demanding attention. He concentrated on it now, and his frown
deepened. It was a kind of scuffling noise.

He sorted it into its components. There was a rustle of sheets, a muffled creak of
bedsprings, and a panting. It was coming from the bedroom. He guessed Sarah
was having a nightmare. He was about to call out to wake her; then he



remembered something about not waking people suddenly when they were
dreaming. Or was that sleepwalking? He decided to look at her.

He walked up the half-flight of stairs. The bedroom door was open. He looked in.
He stopped dead in his tracks, and his mouth fell open in surprise. His heart

beat very fast in shock, and he could hear a rushing noise in his ears.
Sarah lay on her side on the sheets. Her neck was arched, her head flung back,

and her expensively coiffed hair plastered to her perspiring face. Her eyes were
closed and her mouth was open, emitting low-pitched animal grunts.

A man lay beside her, his pelvis locked with hers in a slow shudder. The man′s
thick limbs were dense with black hair. The muscles of his white buttocks
bunched and relaxed rhythmically. Sarah had one foot on the knee of the opposite
leg, making a triangle; and the man squeezed the flesh of the inside of her raised
thigh as he murmured obscenities in a deep, clear voice.

On the bed behind Sarah lay a second man. He had blond hair, and his white
face was slightly spotty. His hips and Sarah′s bottom fitted together like spoons in
a drawer. One hand curled around Sarah′s body and squeezed her breasts, one
after the other.

It dawned on Julian that the two men were making love to her at the same time.
That accounted for the curiously slow jerking of the three bodies. He watched,
appalled.

The blond man saw him and gave a giggle. ″We′ve got an audience,″ he said in a
high voice.

The other man turned his head quickly, and they both stopped moving.
Sarah said: ″It′s only my husband. Don′t stop, you bastards, please.″
The dark man seized her hips and began to jerk more powerfully than before.

The three of them lost interest in Julian. Sarah said, ″Oh yes,″ again and again.
Julian turned away. He felt weak and sickened; and something more. It was a

long time since he had seen that rutting look on Sarah′s face. He could not help
but be aroused by it. But the trace of sexual excitement was faint and uneasy.

He collapsed in the armchair again. They were making louder noises now, as if
to mock him. His self-respect was demolished.

So that was what she needed to turn her on, he thought spitefully. It wasn′t my
fault at all. Bitch, bitch. Julian′s humiliation turned to vindictiveness.

He wanted to humiliate her, as she had him. He would tell the world about the
cow and her sexual tastes, he would—

Christ.
Suddenly he was thinking very clearly. His head felt as if he had just taken a

long draft of cold champagne. He sat still for a few seconds, thinking fast. There
was so little time.

He opened the darkened glass door of a cupboard against the wall and took out
his Polaroid camera. It was loaded. He fitted the flash attachment quickly, and
checked that there were bulbs. He set the focusing mechanism and the aperture.

The voices from the bedroom turned into shouts as he jumped up the stairs. He
waited outside the bedroom, out of sight, for a moment. Sarah made a noise deep
in her throat which gradually rose in pitch and loudness, a long, almost childlike
cry. Julian knew that noise from the days when he had been able to make her do
it.



As Sarah′s cry turned into a scream Julian stepped into the room and raised the
camera to his eye. Through the viewfinder he could see the three bodies moving in
unison, their faces screwed up with exertion or ecstasy, their hands wildly
grabbing fistfuls of flesh. Julian pressed the shutter, and there was a momentary,
bright flash. The lovers did not seem to be aware of it.

He moved two steps closer, winding the film on as he went. He lifted the camera
again and took a second shot. Then he moved sideways and took a third.

He went quickly out of the bedroom into the living room. He scrabbled in a
drawer and found an envelope. There was a book of stamps beside it. He tore out
twenty or thirty pence worth of stamps and stuck them on the envelope. He took a
pen from his jacket pocket.

Where could he send it to? A piece of paper fluttered down to the ground, having
been dragged out of his pocket with the pen. He recognized it as the scrap on
which he had written Samantha′s address. He picked it up.

He wrote his own name on the envelope, then addressed it care of Samantha at
the address on the scrap. He ripped the exposed film in its paper wrapping out of
the camera. He had bought the camera to photograph paintings. The film
produced negatives as well as instant prints, but the negatives had to be
immersed in water within eight minutes of the exposure. Julian took the film to
the kitchen and filled a plastic bowl with water. He drummed his fingers on the
draining-board in an agony of impatience while the image took form on the
celluloid.

Finally he returned to the living room, the wet film in his hand. The dark man
appeared at the bedroom door.

There was no time to put the pictures in the envelope. Julian dashed for the
front door, and opened it just as the dark man caught up with him. He smashed
the camera viciously into the man′s face and leaped out of the door.

He raced up the street. The dark man was naked and could not follow. Julian
stuffed the negatives in the envelope, sealed it, and posted it in the mailbox on the
sidewalk.

He looked at the prints. They were very clear. All three faces could be seen, and
there was no doubt about what they were doing.

Slowly, thoughtfully, Julian walked back to the house and let himself in. The
voices from the bedroom were now raised in quarrelsome tones. Julian slammed
the front door to make sure they knew he was there. He walked into the living
room and sat down, looking at the photographs.

The dark man came out of the bedroom again, still naked. Sarah followed in a
robe, and the spotty one came last, dressed only in a pair of obscenely small
briefs.

The dark man wiped blood from his nose with the back of his hand. He looked
at the red smear on his knuckles, and said: ″I could kill you.″

Julian proffered the photographs. ″You′re very photogenic,″ he mocked. Hatred
blazed in the man′s dark brown eyes. He looked at the pictures.

″You filthy little pervert,″ he said.
Julian burst out laughing.
The man said: ″What do you want?″



Julian stopped laughing, and set his face in a hard sneer. He shouted: ″Get
some fucking clothes on in my house!″

The man hesitated, his fists bunching and relaxing spasmodically. Then he
turned on his heel and went back to the bedroom.

The other man sat on a chair and curled his legs up underneath him. Sarah
took a long cigarette from a box and lit it with a heavy table-lighter. She picked up
the photographs where the dark man had dropped them. She looked at them
briefly, then tore them into small pieces and dropped them in a waste-paper
basket.

Julian said: ″The negatives are in a safe place.″
There was a silence. The blond man seemed to be enjoying the excitement.

Finally the dark man came back, dressed in a fawn safari jacket and a white polo-
necked sweater.

Julian addressed the two men. ″I′ve nothing against you,″ he said. ″I don′t know
who you are, and I don′t want to. You′ve nothing to fear from these pictures. Never
come into this house again, that‘s all. Now get out.″

The dark man went immediately. Julian waited while the other went into the
bedroom, and came out a minute later, dressed in elegant Oxford bags and a short
blouson jacket.

When he had gone Sarah lit another cigarette. Eventually she said: ″I suppose
you want money.″

Julian shook his head in negation. ″I′ve taken it,″ he said. Sarah looked at him
in surprise.

″Before all … this?″ she said.
″I sold your car,″ he told her.
She showed no anger. There was a faintly strange light in her eyes which Julian

could not interpret, and the trace of a smile at the comers of her mouth.
″You stole my car,″ she said flatly.
″I suppose so. Technically, I′m not sure a man can steal from his wife.″
″And if I do something about it?″
″Such as?″
″I could ask my father.″
″And I could show him our happy family snapshots.″
She nodded, slowly, her face still unreadable. ″I thought it would come down to

that.″ She got up. ″I shall get dressed.″
At the staircase she turned around and looked at him. ″Your note… You said

you would be out all day. Did you plan all this? Did you know what you would find
when you came back early?″

″No,″ he replied casually. ″It was what you might call a lucky break.″
She nodded again, and went into the bedroom. After a moment Julian followed

her.
″I′m going to Italy for a few days,″ he told her.
″What for?″ She slipped out of her robe, and sat in front of her mirror. She

picked up a brush and began to run it through her hair.
″Business.″ Julian looked at the large, proud globes of her breasts. The image of

her lying on the bed with the two men came unbidden into his mind: her neck
arched, her eyes shut, her grunts of passion. His eyes wandered to her broad



shoulders, her back narrowing sharply to her waist, the cleft at the base of her
spine, the flesh of her buttocks flattened on the stool. He felt his body stir in
response to her nakedness.

He walked over and stood behind her, his hands on her shoulders, looking in
the mirror at her breasts. The areolae of her nipples were dark and distended still,
as they had been on the bed. He let his hands slide down from her shoulders until
they touched her breasts.

He pressed his body into her back, letting her feel the hardness of his penis, a
vulgar signal that he wanted her. She stood up and turned around.

He took her arm roughly and led her over to sit on the bed. He pushed her
shoulders.

Wordlessly, submissively, she lay back on the sheet and closed her eyes.

IV

DUNSFORD LIPSEY WAS ALREADY awake when the stout black telephone
beside his bed rang. He picked it up, listened to the night porter′s hasty good
morning, and put it down again. Then he got up and opened the window.

It looked out onto a yard, a few lockup garages, and a brick wall. Lipsey turned
away and looked around his hotel room. The carpet was slightly worn, the
furniture a little shabby; but the place was clean. The hotel was inexpensive.
Charles Lampeth, who was paying for the investigation, would not have quibbled if
Lipsey had stayed at the best hotel in Paris: but that was not Lipsey′s style.

He took off his pajama jacket, folded it on the pillow, and went to the bathroom.
He thought about Charles Lampeth as he washed and shaved. Like all the clients,
he was under the impression that a small army of detectives worked for the
agency. In fact there were only half-a-dozen; and none of them could have done
this job. That was part of the reason Lipsey was doing it himself.

But only part. The rest of the reason had something to do with Lipsey′s own
interest in art, and something to do with the smell of the case. It was going to turn
out to be interesting, he knew. There was an excitable girl, a lost masterpiece, and
a secretive art dealer—and there would be more, much more. Lipsey would enjoy
untangling the whole thing. The people in the case: their ambitions, their greed,
their little personal betrayals—Lipsey would know of them all before too long. He
would do nothing with the knowledge, except find the picture; but he had long ago
abandoned the straightforwardly utilitarian approach to investigation. His way
made it fun.

He wiped his face, rinsed his razor, and packed it away in his shaving kit. He
rubbed a spot of Brylcreem into his short black hair, and combed it back, with a
neat parting.

He put on a plain white shirt, a navy blue tie, and a very old, beautifully made
Savile Row suit—double-breasfied, with wide lapels and a narrow waist. He had
had two pairs of trousers made with the jacket, so that the suit would last a



lifetime; and it showed every sign of meeting his expectations. He knew very well
that it was hopelessly out of fashion, and he was utterly indifferent to the fact.

At 7:45 he went downstairs to the dining room for breakfast. The solitary waiter
brought him a wide cup of thick black coffee. He decided his diet would stand
bread for breakfast, but he drew the line at jam.

″Vous avez du, fromage, s′il vous plâit?″ he said.
″Oui, monsieur.″ The waiter went away to get the cheese. Lipsey′s French was

slow, and badly accented ; but it was clearly comprehensible.
He broke a roll and buttered it sparingly. As he ate, he allowed himself to plan

the day. He had only three things: a postcard, an address, and a photograph of
Dee Sleign. He took the photograph out of his wallet and laid it on the white
tablecloth beside his plate.

It was an amateur picture, taken apparently at some kind of family gathering—
buffet tables on a lawn in the background suggested a summer wedding. The style
of the girl′s dress indicated that it had been taken four or five years ago. She was
laughing, and seemed to be tossing her hair back over her right shoulder. Her
teeth were not well-shaped, and her open mouth was unbecoming; but a
personality of gaiety and—perhaps—intelligence came through. The eyes had a
turned-down look in the outer corners—the reverse of Oriental slantedness.

Lipsey took out the postcard and laid it on top of the photograph. It showed a
narrow street of high, shuttered buildings. The ground floors of about half the
houses had been turned into shops. It was an undistinguished street—
presumably, postcard pictures of it could only be sold in the street itself. He
turned it over. The girl′s handwriting told him much the same story as her
photograph had. In the top left-hand corner of the reverse side of the postcard was
the name of the street.

Finally, Lipsey took out his small orange-covered notebook. The sheets were
blank except for the first, which had written on it, in his own small handwriting,
the address the girl was staying at in Paris.

He would not confront her immediately, he decided. He finished his coffee and
lit a small cigar. He would pursue the other line of inquiry first.

He permitted himself an inaudible sigh. This was the tiresome part of his work.
He would have to knock on every door in the street of the postcard, and hope to
come across whatever had put Dee on the trail of the painting. He would have to
try the side streets, too. His assessment of the girl led him to believe she probably
could not wait more than about five minutes before telling someone of her
discovery.

Even if he was right, it was a long shot. Her clue might have been something
she saw in a newspaper; someone she met walking along the street; or something
which happened to occur to her as she was passing through. The fact that her
address was in a different part of Paris, and there seemed to be little in this area to
attract her, was in Lipsey′s favor. Still, the probability was that he would spend a
full day or more and get sore feet making a fruitless search.

He would make it all the same. He was a thorough man.
He gave another little sigh. Well, he would finish his cigar first.

*     *     *     *     *



Lipsey wrinkled his nostrils to exclude the smell as he walked into the old-
fashioned fish shop. The cold black eyes of the fish gazed malevolently at him from
the slab, appearing alive because, paradoxically, they seemed so dead in life.

The fishmonger smiled at him. ″M′sieu?″
Lipsey showed the photograph of Dee Sleign and enunciated, in his precise

French: ″Have you seen this girl?″
The man narrowed his eyes, and his smile froze to a ritual grimace. His face

said that he smelled cops. He wiped his hands on his apron and took the picture,
turning his back to Lipsey and holding it up to let the light hit it.

He turned back, handed over the photograph, and shrugged. ″Sorry, I don′t
recognize her,″ he said.

Lipsey thanked him and left the shop. He entered a narrow, dark doorway
beside the fishmonger′s and climbed the stairs. The ache in the the small of his
back intensified with the effort: he had been on his feet for several hours. Soon he
would stop for lunch, he thought. But he would drink no wine with his meal—it
would make the afternoon′s trudging insupportable.

The man who answered his knock on the door at the head of the stairs was very
old, and completely bald. He appeared with a smile on his face as if he would be
glad to see the person who knocked, no matter who it was.

Lipsey caught a glimpse, over the man′s shoulder, of a group of paintings on a
wall. His heart jumped: the paintings were valuable originals. This could be his
man.

He said: ″I am sorry to trouble you, m′sieu. Have you seen this girl?″ He showed
the photograph.

The old man took the photograph and went inside the flat, to look at it in the
light, like the fishmonger. He said over his shoulder: ″Come in, if you will.″

Lipsey entered, and shut the door behind him. The room was very small, untidy,
and smelly.

″Sit down, if you want,″ the old man said. Lipsey did so, and the Frenchman sat
opposite him. He laid the photograph on the rough wooden table between them. ″I
am not sure,″ he said. ″why do you want to know?″

The wrinkled yellow face was completely expressionless, but Lipsey was now
sure that this man had put Dee on the track of the picture. ″Does the reason
matter?″ he asked.

The old man laughed easily. ″You are too old to be a wronged lover, I suppose,″
he said. ″And you are very unlike her, so it is improbable that you are her father. I
think you are a policeman.″

Lipsey recognized a mind as sharply analytical as his own. ″Why, has she done
something wrong?″

″I have no idea. If she has, I am not going to put the police on her trail. And if
she has not, then there is no reason for you to pursue her.″

″I am a private detective,″ Lipsey replied. ″The girl′s mother has died, and the
girl has disappeared. I have been hired by the family to find her and break the
news to her.″

The black eyes twinkled. ″I suppose you might be telling the truth,″ he said.



Lipsey made a mental note. The man had given away the fact that he was not in
constant touch with the girl: for if he had been, he would have known that she
had not disappeared.

Unless she really had disappeared, Lipsey thought with a shock. Lord, the
walking had tired him—he was not thinking clearly.

″When did you see her?″
″I have decided not to tell you.″
″This is very important.″
″I thought so.″
Lipsey sighed. He would have to be a little rough. In the few minutes he had

been in the room, he had detected the smell of cannabis. ″Very well, old man. If
you will not tell me, I shall have to inform the police that this room is being used
for drug-taking.″

The man laughed with genuine amusement. ″Do you think they do not know
that already?″ he said. His papery chuckle ran its course, and he coughed. The
twinkle had gone from his eyes when he spoke again. ″To be trickled into giving
information to a policeman, that would be foolish. But to be blackmailed into it
would be dishonorable. Please get out now.″

Lipsey saw that he had lost. He felt disappointed, and a little ashamed. He went
out and closed the door on the old man′s papery cough.

*     *     *     *     *

At least there was no trudging to be done, Lipsey thought. He sat in a small
restaurant, after a superb 12-franc lunch, smoking his second small cigar of the
day. The steak, and the glass of red wine he had drunk with it, had made the
world seem a little less depressing. Looking back, he realized that the moming had
ruffled him, and he wondered again if he were too old for fieldwork.

He ought to be philosophical about such setbacks now, he told himself. The
break always came, if you waited long enough for it. Still, he had run into a dead
end. He now had only one line of inquiry, instead of two. His hand was forced.

He had to chase the girl, rather than the picture. He dropped his cigar in the
ashtray, paid his bill, and left the restaurant.

A taxi pulled up at the curb outside, and a young man got out. Lipsey grabbed
the cab while the man was paying. He looked a second time at the young face, and
realized he had seen it before.

He gave the driver the address at which Miss Sleign had been staying since
June. As the car pulled away, he puzzled over the familiar face of the young man.
Putting names to faces was an obsession with Lipsey. If he could not match them,
he felt a distinct professional unease, as if his ability was thrown into doubt.

He racked his brains for a few moments, then came up with a name: Peter
Usher. He was a successful young artist, and had some connection with Charles
Lampeth. Ah yes, Lampeth′s gallery showed his pictures. It was of no
consequence. Feeling easier, Lipsey dismissed the young man from his mind.

The taxi dropped him outside a small apartment block, about ten years old, and
not very impressive. Lipsey went in and bent his head to the concierge′s window.

″Is there anyone at home in number nine?″ he asked with a smile.
″They are away,″ the woman said, giving the information begrudgingly.



″Oh, good,″ Lipsey said. ″I am an interior decorator from England, and they
asked me to give them an estimate for the place. They said I was to ask you for the
key, and look over the place while they were away. I was not sure if they would be
gone yet.″

″I cannot give you the key. Besides, they have no right to redecorate without
permission.″

″Of course!″ Lipsey gave her his smile again, and turned on a certain middle-
aged charm which he knew he was capable of. ″Miss Sleign was most emphatic
that I should consult you, to get your advice and opinions.″ As he spoke, he
fumbled some notes out of his wallet and into an envelope. ″She asked me to pass
this to you, for your trouble.″ He handed the envelope through the window,
bending it slightly in his hand to make the money crackle.

She took the bribe. ″You must not take very long, because I will have to stay
there with you all the time,″ she said.

″Of course,″ he smiled.
She hobbled out of her cubbyhole and led him up the stairs, with a good deal of

puffing and blowing, holding her back, and pausing for breath.
The apartment was not very large, and some of the furniture looked

secondhand. Lipsey looked around the living room. ″They were talking about
emulsion paint for the walls,″ he said.

The concierge shuddered.
″Yes, I think you′re right ″Lipsey said. ″A pleasant flowered wallpaper, perhaps,

and a plain dark green carpet.″ He paused in front of a ghastly sideboard. He
rapped it with his knuckles. ″Good quality;″ he said. ″Not like this modem
rubbish.″ He took out a notebook and scribbled a few meaningless lines in it.

″They didn′t tell me where they were going,″ he said conversationally. ″The
South, I expect.″

″Italy.″ The woman′s face was still stem, but she enjoyed displaying her
knowledge.

″Ah. Rome, I expect.″
The woman did not take that bait, and Lipsey assumed she did not know. He

looked around the rest of the flat, his sharp eyes taking everything in while he
made inane remarks to the concierge.

In the bedroom there was a telephone on a low bedside table. Lipsey looked
closely at the scratch pad beside it. A ballpoint pen lay across the blank sheet. The
impression of the words which had been scribbled on the sheet above lay deep in
the pad. Lipsey put his body between the table and the concierge, and palmed the
notebook.

He made a few more empty comments about the decor, then said: ″You have
been most kind, madame. I will not keep you from your work any longer.″

She showed him to the door of the block. Outside, he hurried to a stationer′s
and bought a very soft pencil. He sat at a sidewalk café, ordered coffee, and got
out the stolen pad.

He rubbed the pencil gently over the impression in the paper. When he had
finished, the words were clear. It was the address of a hotel in Livorno, Italy.



Lipsey arrived at the hotel in the evening of the following day. It was a small,
cheap place of about a dozen bedrooms. It had once been the house of a large
middle-class family, Lipsey guessed: now that the area was going down, it had
been converted into a guesthouse for commercial travelers.

He waited in the living room of the family′s quarters while the wife went to fetch
her husband from the upper regions of the house. He was weary from traveling:
his head ached slightly, and he looked forward to dinner and a soft bed. He
thought about smoking a cigar, but refrained for the sake of politeness. He
glanced at the television from time to time. It was showing a very old English film
which he had seen one evening in Chippenham. The sound was turned down.

The woman returned with the proprietor. He had a cigarette in the comer of his
mouth. The handle of a hammer stuck out of one pocket, and there was a bag of
nails in his hand.

He looked annoyed at having been disturbed at his carpentry. Lipsey gave him a
fat bribe and began to speak in stumbling, fractured Italian.

″I am trying to find a young lady who stayed here recently,″ he said. He took out
the picture of Dee Sleign, and gave it to the proprietor. ″This is the woman. Do you
remember her?″

The man looked briefly at the photograph and nodded assent. ″She was alone,″
he said, the inflection in his voice showing the disapproval of a good Catholic
father for young girls who stay in hotels alone.

″Alone?″ said Lipsey, surprised. The concierge in Paris had given the impression
the couple had gone away together. He went on: ″I am an English detective, hired
by her father to find her and persuade her to come home. She is younger than she
looks,″ he added by way of explanation.

The proprietor nodded. ″The man did not stay here,″ he said with righteousness
oozing from him. ″He came along, paid her bill, and took her away.″

″Did she tell you what she was doing here?″
″She wanted to look at paintings. I told her that many of our art treasures were

lost in the bombings.″ He paused, and frowned in the effort to remember. ″She
bought a tourist guide—she wanted to know where was the birthplace of
Modigliani.″

″Ah!″ It was a small gasp of satisfaction from Lipsey.
″She booked a phone call to Paris when she was here. I think that is all I can tell

you.″
″You don′t know just where in the city she went?″
″No.″
″How many days was she here?″
″Only one.″
″Did she say anything about where she was going next?″
″Ah! Of course,″ the man said. He paused to puff life into the dying cigarette in

his mouth and grimaced at the taste of the smoke. ″They came in and asked for a
map.″

Lipsey leaned forward. Another lucky break, so soon, was almost too much to
hope for. ″Go on.″



″Let me see. They were going to take the autostrada to Firenze, then go across
country to the Adriatic coast—somewhere near Rimini. They mentioned the name
of a village—Oh! Now I remember. It was Poglio.″

Lipsey took out his notebook. ″Spell it?″
The proprietor obliged.
Lipsey got up. ″I am most grateful to you,″ he said.
Outside, he stopped at the curb to breathe in the warm evening air. So soon! he

thought. He lit a small cigar to celebrate.

V

THE NEED TO PAINT was like the smoker′s craving for a cigarette: Peter
Usher was reminded of the time he had tried to give it up. There was an elusive
irritation, distinctly physical, but unattached to any specific part of his body. He
knew, from past experience, that it was there because he had not worked for
several days, and that the smell of a studio, the slight drag on his fingers of oils
being brushed across canvas, and the sight of a new work taking place, were the
only way of scratching it. He felt bad because he had not painted for several days.

Besides, he was frightened.
The idea which had struck him and Mitch simultaneously, that drunken

evening in Clapham, had burst with all the freshness and glory of a tropical dawn.
It had seemed simple, too: they would paint some fakes, sell them at astronomical
prices, then tell the world what they had done.

It would be a gigantic raspberry blown at the art world and its stuffed shirts; a
surefire publicity stunt; a historical radical coup.

In the sobriety of the following days, working out the details of the operation,
they had realized that it would not be simple. Nevertheless it came to seem more
and more workable as they got down to the mechanics of the fraud.

But now, when he was about to take the first dishonest step on the way to the
art swindle of the century; when he was about to commit himself to a course
which would lead him well over the line between protest and crime; when he was
alone and nervous in Paris, he sat in an office at Meunier′s and smoked cigarettes
which did not give him comfort.

The graceful old building exacerbated his unease. With its marbled pillars and
high, stuccoed ceilings, it was too obviously a part of that confident, superior
stratum of the art world—the society which embraced Charles Lampeth and
rejected Peter Usher. Meunier′s were agents for half the top French artists of the
last 150 years. None of their clients were unknowns.

A small man in a well-worn dark suit scurried purposefully across the hall and
through the open door of the room where Peter sat. He had the deliberately
harassed look of those who want the world to know just how overworked they are.

″My name is Durand,″ he said.



Peter stood up. ″Peter Usher. I am a painter from London, looking for a part-
time job. Can you help me?″ He spoke only schoolboy French, but his accent was
good.

A displeased look came over Durand′s face. ″You will appreciate, Monsieur
Usher, that we get many such requests from young art students in Paris.″

″I′m not a student. I graduated from the Slade—″
″Be that as it may,″ Durand interrupted with an impatient motion of his hand,

″the company′s policy is to help whenever we can.″ It was plain he did not approve
of the policy. ″It depends entirely on whether we have a vacancy at the time. Since
almost all our staff require stringent security vetting, clearly there are few jobs for
casual callers. However, if you will come with me, I will find out whether we can
use you.″

Peter followed Durand′s brisk steps across the hall to an old elevator. The cage
came creaking and grumbling down, and they got in and ascended three flights.

They went into a small office at the back of the building where a portly, pink-
faced man sat behind a desk. Durand spoke to the man in very rapid colloquial
French which Peter could not follow. The portly man appeared to have made a
suggestion: Durand seemed to be turning it down. Eventually he turned to Peter.

″I am afraid I must disappoint you,″ he said. ″We have a vacancy, but the job
involves handling paintings, and we require references.″

″I can give you a telephone reference, if you don′t mind calling London;″ Peter
blurted.

Durand smiled and shook his head. ″It would have to be someone we know,
Monsieur Usher.″

″Charles Lampeth? He′s a well-known dealer, and—″
″Of course, we know Monsieur Lampeth. Will he vouch for you?″ the portly man

cut in.
″He will certainly confirm that I am a painter, and an honest man. His gallery

handled my pictures for a while.″
The man behind the desk smiled. ″In that case, I am sure we can give you a job.

If you would return tomorrow morning by which time we will have called London—
″

Durand said: ″The cost of the telephone call will have to be deducted from your
wages.″

″That‘s all right,″ Peter replied.
The portly man nodded in dismissal. Durand said: ″I will show you out.″ He did

not bother to hide his disapproval.
Peter went straight to a bar and ordered a very expensive double whisky. Giving

Lampeth′s name had been a foolish impulse. Not that the dealer would refuse to
vouch for him: guilty conscience ought to see to that. But it meant that Lampeth
would know that Peter had been employed by Meunier′s in Paris around this
time—and that knowledge could do fatal damage to the plan. It was unlikely; but it
was an added risk.

Peter tossed off his whisky, cursed under his breath, and ordered another.

*     *     *     *     *



Peter started work the next day in the packing department. He worked
under an elderly, bent Parisian who had devoted his life to taking care of pictures.
They spent the morning uncrating newly arrived works, and the afternoon
wrapping outgoing pictures in layers of cotton wool, polystyrene, cardboard and
straw. Peter did the heavy work—withdrawing nails from wood, and lifting heavy
frames—while the old man prepared soft beds for the pictures with as much care
as if he were lining a cradle for a newborn child.

They had a big, four-wheeled dolly with pneumatic tires on hydraulic
suspension: the aluminum gleamed, and the old man was proud of it. It was used
to transport the pictures around the building. The two of them would gingerly lift a
work onto its rack, then Peter would push it away, with the old man going ahead
to open doors.

In a corner of the room where they did their packing was a small desk. Late on
the first afternoon, while the old man was away at the lavatory, Peter went
through all the drawers. They contained very little: the blank forms the old man
filled up for each picture handled, a clutch of ballpoint pens, a few forgotten paper
clips, and some empty cigarette packets.

They worked very slowly, and the man talked to Peter about his life, and the
pictures. He disliked most of the modern painting, he said, apart from a few
primitives and—surprisingly, Peter thought—the superrealists. His appreciation
was untutored, but not naive: Peter found it refreshing. He liked the man
instantly, and the prospect of deceiving him became unwelcome.

On their trips around the building Peter saw plenty of the official company
letterhead on secretaries′ desks. Unfortunately, the secretaries were always
around, and so was the old man. In addition, the letterhead was not enough.

It was not until the end of the second day that Peter set eyes on the thing he
had come to steal.

Late in the afternoon, a picture arrived by Jan Rep, an elderly Dutch painter
living in Paris, for whom Meunier′s were agents. Rep′s work attracted huge sums,
and he painted very slowly. A telephone call notified the old man that the painting
was coming, and a few moments later he was instructed to take it immediately to
the office of M. Alain Meunier, the senior of the three brothers who ran the
company.

When they lifted the picture out of the crate, the old man stared at it with a
smile. ″Beautiful,″ he said eventually. ″Do you agree?″

″It doesn′t appeal to me,″ Peter said ruefully.
The old man nodded. ″Rep is an old man′s painter, I think.″
They loaded it onto their dolly and wheeled it through the building, up in the

lift, and into M. Meunier′s office. There they placed it on a steel easel and stood
back.

Alain Meunier was a gray, jowly man in a dark suit, with—Peter thought—a
glint of greed in his small blue eyes. He looked at the new picture from a distance,
and then walked close to study the brush-work; then he viewed it from either side.

Peter stood near Meunier′s huge leather-inlaid desk. It bore three telephones, a
cut-glass ashtray, a cigar box, an executive penholder made of red plastic (a
present from the children?), a photograph of a woman—and a small rubber stamp.



Peter′s eyes fastened on the stamp. It was stained with red ink at its rubber
base, and the knob was of polished wood. He tried to read the back-to-front words
of the stamp, but could only make out the name of the firm.

It was almost certain to be what he wanted.
His fingers itched to snatch it up and stuff it into his pocket, but he was certain

to be seen. Even if he did it while the backs of the others were turned, the stamp
might be missed immediately afterward. There had to be a better way.

When Meunier spoke Peter gave a guilty start. ″You may leave this here,″ the
man said. His nod was dismissive.

Peter wheeled the dolly out through the door, and the two of them returned to
their packing room.

He spent two more days trying to figure out a way to get at the stamp on
Meunier′s desk. Then a better idea was handed to him on a plate.

The old man was sitting at his desk, filling out one of the forms, while Peter
sipped a cup of coffee. The old man looked up from his work to say: ″Do you know
where the stationery supplies are?″

Peter thought fast. ″Yes,″ he lied.
The old man handed him a small key. ″Fetch me some more forms—I have

almost run out.″
Peter took the key and went. In the corridor he asked a passing messenger boy

where the supply room was. The boy directed him to the floor below.
He found it in an office which seemed to be a typing pool. He had not been there

before. One of the typists showed him a walk-in cupboard in a corner. Peter
opened the door, switched on the light, and went in.

He found a ream of the forms he wanted straightaway. His eye roamed the
shelves and lit on a stack of headed notepaper. He broke a packet and took out
thirty or forty sheets.

He could not see any rubber stamps.
There was a green steel cabinet in the far end of the little room. Peter tried the

door and found it locked. He opened a box of paper clips, took one, and bent it.
Inserting it in the keyhole, he twisted it this way and that. He began to perspire. In
a moment the typists would wonder what was taking him so long.

With a click that sounded like a thunderclap the door opened. The first thing
Peter saw was an opened cardboard box containing six rubber stamps. He turned
one over and read the impression underneath.

He translated: ″Certified at Meunier, Paris.″
He suppressed his elation. How could he get the thing out of the building?
The stamp and the headed paper would make a suspiciously large package to

take past the security men at the door on the way home. And he would have to
conceal it from the old man for the rest of the day.

He had a brainwave. He took a penknife from his pocket and slid its blade
under the rubber bottom of the stamp, working the knife from side to side to
dislodge the rubber from the wood to which it was glued. His hands, slippery with
sweat, could hardly grip the polished wood.

″Can you find what you want?″ a girl′s voice came from behind his back.
He froze. ″Thank you, I have them now,″ he said. He did not look around.

Footsteps retreated.



The rubber came away from the bottom of the stamp. Peter found a large
envelope on a shelf. He put the notepaper and the thin slice of rubber into the
envelope and sealed it. He took a pen from another box and wrote Mitch′s name
and address on the envelope. Then he closed the steel cupboard door, picked up
his ream of forms, and went out.

At the last minute he remembered the bent paper clip. He went back into the
store, found it on the floor, and put it in his pocket.

He smiled at the typists as he left the office. Instead of going back to the old
man, he wandered around the corridors until he met another messenger boy.

″Could you tell me where I take this to be posted?″ he asked. ″It′s air mail.″
″I′ll take it for you,″ the messenger said helpfully. He looked at the envelope. ″It

should have air mail written on it,″ he said.
″Oh dear.″
″Don′t worry—I′ll see to it,“ the boy said.
″Thank you.″ Peter went back to the packing department.
The old man said: ″You took a long time.″
″I lost my way,″ Peter explained.

Three days later, in the evening at his cheap lodging house, Peter got a
phone call from London.

″It came,″ said Mitch′s voice.
″Thank Christ for that,″ Peter replied. ″I′ll be home tomorrow.″

Mad Mitch was sitting on the floor of the studio when Peter arrived, his
fuzzy ginger hair laid back against the wall. Three of Peter′s canvases were stood
in line on the opposite wall. Mitch was studying them, with a frown on his brow
and a can of Long Life in his hand.

Peter dumped his holdall on the floor and went over to stand next to Mitch.
″You know, if anyone deserves to make a living out of paint, you do,″ said Mitch.
″Thanks. Where′s Anne?″
″Shopping.″ Mitch heaved himself to his feet and crossed to a paint-smeared

table. He picked up an envelope which Peter recognized. ″Clever idea, ripping the
rubber off the stamp,″ he said. ″But why did you have to post it?″

″No other way to get the stuff out of the building safely.″
″You mean the firm posted it?″
Peter nodded.
″Jesus. I hope no one happened to notice the name on the envelope. Did you

leave any other giveaway clues?″
″Yes.″ Peter took the can from Mitch and drank a long draft of the beer. He

wiped his mouth on his forearm and handed the can back. ″I had to give Charles
Lampeth′s name as a reference.″

″Did they check it?″
″I think so. Anyway, they insisted on a referee they knew and could telephone.″
Mitch sat on the edge of the table and scratched his stomach. ″You realize

you′ve left a trail like the bloody M1.″



″It′s not that bad. It means they probably could trace us, given time. Even then
they couldn′t prove anything. But what matters is they can′t catch up with us
before we′re finished. After all, we only want a few more days.″

″If everything goes to plan.″
Peter turned away and sat on a low stool. ″How did your end go?″
″Great.″ Mitch brightened up suddenly. ″I swung it with Arnaz—he′s going to

finance us.″
″What′s in it for him?″ said Peter, curious.
″A laugh. He′s got a great sense of humor.″
″Tell me about him.″
Mitch swallowed the rest of the beer and threw the can accurately into a bin.

″He′s somewhere in his thirties, half-Irish and half-Mexican, brought up in the
USA. Started selling original paintings out of the back of a truck in the Midwest
when he was about nineteen. Made money hand over fist, opened a gallery, taught
himself to appreciate art. Came over to Europe to buy, liked it and stayed.

″He′s sold his galleries now. He′s just a kind of intercontinental art
entrepreneur—buys and sells, makes a pile, and laughs at the mugs all the way to
the bank. A moderately unscrupulous bloke, but he feels the same about the art
scene as we do.″

″How much money has he put up?″
″A thousand quid. But we can have more if we need it.″
Peter whistled. ″Nice guy. What else have you pulled off?″
″I′ve opened us a bank account—under false names.″
″What names?″
″George Hollows and Philip Cox. They′re colleagues of mine at the college. For

references, I gave the Principal and the College Secretary.″
″Isn′t that dangerous?″
″No. There are over fifty lecturers at the college, so the connection with me is

pretty thin. The bank would have written to the referees and asked whether
Hollows and Cox were in fact lecturers and lived at the addresses given. They will
get told yes.″

″Suppose the referees mention it to Hollows or Cox?″
″They won′t see them. It′s four weeks to the new term, and I happen to know

that they aren′t social friends.″
Peter smiled. ″You have done well.″ He heard the front door open, and Anne′s

voice called hello. ″Up here;″ he shouted.
She came in and kissed him. ″I gather it went off all right;″ she said. There was

a sparkle of excitement in her eyes.
″Well enough,″ Peter replied. He looked back to Mitch. ″The next step is the

grand tour, isn′t it?″
″Yes. That′s down to you, I think.″
Anne said: ″If you two don′t need me, the baby does.″ She went out.
″Why me?″ said Peter.
″Anne and I mustn′t be seen in the galleries before delivery day.″
Peter nodded. ″Sure. Let′s go over it, then.″



″I′ve listed the top ten galleries here. You can get around them all in a day. You
look first of all for what they′ve got plenty of and what they′re short of. If we′re
going to offer them a picture, we might as well be sure it′s one they need.

″Secondly, the painter has to be easily forgeable. He must be dead, he must
have a large body of work, and there can be no complete record of his work
anywhere. We′re not going to copy masterpieces—we′re going to paint our own.
You find one painter like that for each gallery, make a note, then go on to the
next.″

″Yes—we‘ll also have to exclude anyone who habitually used any specialized
kinds of material. You know, everything would be much easier if we limited
ourselves to watercolors and drawings.″

″We couldn′t raise the kind of money we need to make a spectacular splash.″
″How much d′you think we′ll raise altogether?″
″I shall be disappointed if it′s less than half a million.″

An atmosphere of concentration filled the big studio. Through the open
windows, the warm August breeze brought distant traffic murmurs. For a long
while the three people worked in a silence broken only by the contented gurgling of
the baby in a playpen in the middle of the room.

The baby′s name was Vibeke, and she was just a year old. Normally she would
have demanded attention from the adults in the room; but today she was playing
with a new toy, a plastic box. She found that sometimes the lid would go on, and
sometimes it would not; and she was trying to figure out what made the difference.
She too was concentrating.

Her mother sat nearby at a battered table, writing with a fountain pen in
meticulous copperplate script on a sheet of Meunier′s letterhead. The table was
littered with opened books: glamorous coffee table art books, heavy tomes of
reference, and small learned articles in paper covers. Occasionally Anne′s tongue
would stick out of the comer of her mouth as she labored.

Mitch stood back from his canvas and gave a long sigh. He was working on a
fairly large Cubist Picasso of a bullfight; one of the series of paintings which led up
to the Guernica. There was a sketch on the floor beside his easel. He looked at it
now, and deep frown-lines gouged his forehead. He lifted his right hand and made
a series of passes at his canvas, painting a line in the air until he thought he had
it right; then with a quick final stroke he put the brush to the canvas.

Anne heard the sigh, and looked up, first at Mitch and then at the canvas. A
kind of stunned admiration came over her face. ″Mitch, it′s brilliant,″ she said.

He smiled gratefully.
″Really, could anyone do that?″ she added.
″No,″ he said slowly. ″It′s a specialized talent. Forgery for artists is a bit like

mimicry for actors. Some of the greatest actors are lousy mimics. It′s just a trick
which some people can do.″

Peter said: ″How are you getting on with those provenances?″
″I′ve done the Braque and the Munch, and I′m just finishing the Picasso,″ Anne

replied. ″What kind of pedigree would your van Gogh have?″
Peter was reworking the picture he had done in the Masterpiece Race. He had a

book of color plates open beside him, and he frequently flicked over a page. The



colors on his canvas were dark, and the lines heavy. The body of the gravedigger
was powerful yet weary.

″It would have been painted between 1880 and 1886,″ Peter began. ″In his
Dutch period. Nobody would have bought it then, I don′t suppose. Say it was in
his possession—or better, his brother Theoʺs—for a few years. Then bought by
some fictional collector in Brussels. Turned up by a dealer in the 1960s. You can
invent the rest.″

″Shall I use the name of a real dealer?″
″Might as well—only make him an obscure one—German, say.″
″Mmm.″ The room became quiet again as the three returned to their work. After

a while Mitch took down his canvas and began a new one, a Munch. He put on a
pale gray wash over the whole surface, to get the brittle Norwegian light which
pervaded so many of Munch′s paintings. From time to time he closed his eyes and
tried to rid his mind of the warm English sunshine in the studio. He tried to make
himself feel cold, and succeeded so well that he shivered.

Three loud knocks at the front door shattered the silence.
Peter, Mitch and Anne looked at one another blankly. Anne got up from the

desk and went to the window. She turned to the men, her face white.
″It′s a policeman,″ she said.
They looked at her with astonished incredulity. Mitch was the first to adjust.
″Go to the door, Peter,″ he said. ″Anne, hide those provenances and the

notepaper and stamp. I′ll turn the canvases with their faces to the walls. Let′s go!″
Peter walked slowly down the stairs, his heart in his mouth. It just did not make

sense—mere was no way the law could be on to them already. He opened the front
door.

The policeman was a tall young constable with short hair and a sparse
mustache. He said: ″Is that your car outside, sir?″

″Yes—I mean no,″ Peter stuttered. ″Which one?″
″The blue Mini with things painted all over the wings.″
″Ah—it belongs to a friend. He′s a guest here at the moment.″
″Perhaps you′d like to tell him he′s left his sidelights on,″ said the bobby. ″Good

day, sir.″ He turned away.
″Oh! Thank you!″ Peter said.
He went back up the stairs. Anne and Mitch looked at him with fear in their

eyes.
Peter said: ″He asked me to tell you that you′ve left your sidelights on, Mitch.″
There was a moment of uncomprehending silence. Then all three of them burst

out into a loud, almost hysterical laughter.
In her playpen, Vibeke looked up at the sudden noise. Her startled look

dissolved into a smile, and she joined enthusiastically in the laughter, as if she
perfectly understood the joke.



PART  III

Figures in the Foreground.

″You need to think of the role which pictures such as paintings have in our
lives. This role is by no means a uniform one.″

—LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN, philosopher

I

THE MULTISTORY, REINFORCED CONCRETE hotel in Rimini offered
English breakfast bacon, eggs, and a pot of tea. Lipsey glimpsed a portion on
someone′s table as he made his way through the dining room. The egg was fried
hard and there was a suspicious green patch on the bacon. He sat down and
ordered rolls and coffee.

He had arrived late last night and chosen his hotel badly. This morning he was
still tired. In the foyer he had bought the Sun—the only English paper available.
He flicked through it while he waited for his breakfast. He sighed with
exasperation: it was not his sort of newspaper.

The coffee made him feel a little less weary, although a real breakfast—the kind
he cooked for himself at home—would have been better. As he buttered his roll, he
listened to the voices all around him, picking out accents from Yorkshire,
Liverpool, and London. There were one or two German voices, too, but no French
or Italian. The Italians had more sense than to stay in hotels they built for
tourists; and no Frenchman in his right mind would go to Italy for a holiday.

He finished his roll, drained his coffee, and postponed his cigar. He asked an
English-speaking hotel porter for directions to the nearest car-hire office.

The Italians were feverishly turning Rimini into a replica of Southend. There
were fish-and-chip restaurants, imitation pubs, hamburger bars and souvenir
shops everywhere. Every spare plot of land was a building site. The streets were
already crowded with holidaymakers: the older ones in open-necked Bermuda
shirts with their wives in flowered dresses, and the younger, unmarried couples in
bell-bottom jeans, smoking duty-free king-size Embassy.

He smoked his belated cigar in the car-hire office, while a couple of officials
filled in lengthy forms and checked his passport and his international driving
license. The only car they had available at such short notice, they regretted, was a
large Fiat in a metallic shade of light green. The car was rather expensive, but as
he drove it away Lipsey was thankful for its power and comfort.

He returned to his hotel and went up to his room. He studied himself in the
mirror. In his sober English suit and heavy laced shoes, he looked too much like a
policeman, he decided. He took his 35 millimeter camera in its leather case from



his luggage, and slung it around his neck by the strap. Then he put a set of
darkened shades over the lenses of his spectacles. He studied himself in the
mirror again. Now he looked like a German tourist.

Before starting out, he consulted the maps which the hirers had thoughtfully
provided in the glove compartment. Poglio was about twenty miles away along the
coast, and a couple of miles inland.

He drove out of the town and took a narrow, two-lane country road. He settled
down to a leisurely 50 m.p.h. driving with the window open and enjoying the fresh
air and the flattish, sparse countryside.

As he approached Poglio the road got even narrower, so that he had to stop and
pull onto the shoulder to allow a tractor to pass him. He stopped at a fork with no
signpost, and hailed a farmworker in a faded cap and T-shirt, his trousers held up
with string. The peasant′s words were incomprehensible, but Lipsey memorized
the gestures and followed them.

When he reached the village, there was nothing to indicate that this was Poglio.
The small, whitewashed houses were scattered about, some twenty yards from the
road, some built right out to the curb, as if they had been put up before there was
any well-defined road there. At what Lipsey took to be the center of the place, the
road forked around a group of buildings leaning on one another for support. A
Coca-Cola sign outside one of the houses marked it as the village bar.

He drove through the village, and in no time at all found himself in the country
again. He did a three-point turn on the narrow road. On his way back he noticed
another road off to the west. Three roads into the village, for what it′s worth, he
thought.

He stopped again, beside an old woman carrying a basket. She was dressed all
in black, and her lined face was very white, as if she had spent her life keeping the
sun off it.

″Is this Poglio?″ said Lipsey.
She drew her hood back off her face and looked at him suspiciously. ″yet,″ she

said. She walked on.
Lipsey parked near the bar. It was just after ten o′clock, and the morning was

beginning to get hot. On the steps outside the bar, an old man in a straw hat was
sitting, his walking stick across his knees, taking advantage of the shade.

Lipsey smiled and bid him good morning, then went past him up the steps and
into the bar. The place was dark, and smelled of pipe tobacco. There were two
tables, a few chairs, and a small bar with a stool in front of it. The little room was
empty.

Lipsey sat on the stool and called: ″Anybody there?″ There were noises from the
back of the place, where the family presumably lived. He lit a cigar and waited.

Eventually a young man in an open-necked shirt came through the curtain
beside the bar. He took in Lipsey′s clothes, his camera, and his shaded glasses
with a quick, intelligent glance. Then he smiled. ″Good morning, sir,″ he said.

″I would like a cold beer, please.″
The barman opened a small household refrigerator and took out a bottle.

Condensation hazed the glass as he poured.
Lipsey took out his wallet to pay. As he opened it, the photograph of Dee Sleign

fell out onto the counter and slipped over to the floor. The barman picked it up.



There was no glimmer of recognition on the man′s face as he looked at the
picture, then handed it back to Lipsey. ″A beautiful girl,″ he commented.

Lipsey smiled and handed over a note. The barman gave him change, then
retired to the back of the house. Lipsey sipped his beer.

It looked as if Miss Sleign, with or without her boyfriend, had not yet arrived at
Poglio. It was quite likely: Lipsey had been hurrying, and they had not. They had
no idea anyone else was after the Modigliani.

Once again, he would have preferred to look for the picture rather than for the
girl. But he did not know just what had led her to Poglio. She might have been told
that the picture was here; or that someone here knew where the picture was; or
some more complex clue.

He finished his beer and decided to look around the village. When he left the bar
the old man was still on the steps. There was no one else in sight.

There was little enough to look at in the place. The only other shop was a
general store; the only public building a tiny Renaissance church, built, Lipsey
guessed, in some seventeenth-century flush of wealth. There was no police station,
no municipal office, no community hall. Lipsey walked around slowly in the heat,
amusing himself by drawing idle deductions about the economics of the village
from its buildings and its layout.

An hour later he had exhausted the game′s possibilities, and he still had not
decided what to do. When he returned to the bar, he found that events had once
again taken the decision out of his hands.

Outside the bar, parked near the steps where the old man still sat in the shade,
was a bright blue Mercedes coupe with an open sunroof.

Lipsey stood looking at it, wondering what to do about it. It was almost certainly
Miss Sleign or her boyfriend, or both—nobody in the village would own such a car,
and there was little reason for anyone else to come here. On the other hand, his
impression was that neither she nor her boyfriend had a great deal of money—the
Paris flat had indicated that much. Still, they might have been slumming.

The only way to find out was to go into the bar. Lipsey could not hang around
outside looking casual: in his suit and polished shoes he made an unconvincing
village loafer. He mounted the steps and pushed open the door.

The couple were sitting at one of the two tables, drinking what looked like long,
iced apéritifs. They wore identical clothes: baggy, faded-blue trousers, and bright
red vests. The girl was attractive, but the man was extremely handsome, Lipsey
noted. He was a lot older than Lipsey had expected—late thirties, perhaps.

They looked at Lipsey intently, as if they had been expecting him. He gave them
a casual nod and walked up to the bar.

″Another beer, sir?″ the young barman asked.
″Please.″
The barman spoke to Miss Sleign. ″This is the gentleman I was telling you

about,″ he said.
Lipsey looked around, raising his eyebrows in an expression of amused

curiosity.
The girl said: ″Have you got a picture of me in your wallet?″



Lipsey laughed easily. He spoke in English: ″This man thinks all English girls
look alike. Actually, you do look a little like my daughter. But it is only a
superficial resemblance.″

The boyfriend said: ″May we see the picture?″ He had a deep voice with a North
American accent.

″Surely.″ Lipsey took out his wallet and searched through it. ″Ah! It must be in
the car.″ He paid the barman for his beer, and said: ″Let me buy you two a drink.″

″Thank you,″ Miss Sleign said. ″Campari, for both of us.″
Lipsey waited for the barman to make the drinks and take them to the table.

Then he said: ″It′s odd, meeting another English tourist out here in the wilds. Are
you from London?″

″We live in Paris,″ the girl said. She seemed to be the talkative one of the pair.
The boyfriend said: ″It is odd. What are you doing here?″
Lipsey smiled. ″I′m a bit of a loner,″ he said with the air of one who makes

something of a confession. ″When I′m on holiday, I like to get right off the beaten
track. I just get in the car and follow my nose until I feel like stopping.″

″Where are you staying?″
″In Rimini. What about you—are you wanderers too?″
The girl started to say something, but the man interrupted her. ″We′re on a kind

of treasure hunt,″ he said.
Lipsey thanked his stars for the boyfriend′s naivete. ″How fascinating,″ he said.

″What′s at the end of it?″
″A valuable painting, we hope.″
″Is it here, in Poglio?″
″Almost. There′s a chateau five miles up the road.″ He pointed south. ″We think

it′s there. We′re going there in a while.″
Lipsey made his smile condescending. ″Well, it makes a holiday exciting—a bit

out of the ordinary—even if you never find the treasure.″
″You bet.″
Lipsey drained his beer. ″Personally, I′ve seen enough of Poglio. I′m moving on.″
″Let me buy you another beer.″
″No, thanks. I′m in a car, and there′s a long, thirsty day ahead.″ He stood up. ″A

pleasure to meet you. Goodbye.″
The Fiat was terribly hot inside, and Lipsey regretted not having the foresight to

park it in the shade. He wound his window down and pulled away, letting the
breeze cool him. He felt pleased: the couple had given him a lead, and let him get
ahead of them. For the first time since he had started work on the case, he was on
top of it.

He drove out on the southward road, in the direction the American had pointed.
The road became dusty. He wound up his window and turned on the car′s air
conditioning at full blast When it was cool again, he stopped to look at his maps.

The large-scale chart revealed that there was, indeed, a château to the south. It
seemed more than five miles away—perhaps ten—but it was still quite conceivable
that its postal address would be Poglio. It was slightly off the main road—if main
road it could be called—and Lipsey memorized the directions.

The journey took him half an hour, because of the poorness of the roads and
the absence of signposts. But when he arrived there was no mistaking the place. It



was a big house, built about the same time as the church in Poglio. It had three
stories, and there were fairy-tale towers at the corners of the facade. Bits of the
stonework were crumbling, and the windows were not clean. A separate stables
building had apparently been converted into a garage, and its doors stood open,
revealing a gas-driven lawn mower and a very old Citröen station wagon.

Lipsey parked outside the gates and walked up the short drive. Weeds grew in
the gravel, and as he got closer to the house it looked more and more dilapidated.

As he stood looking up at the house, a door opened and an elderly woman
walked toward him. He wondered what approach to take.

″Good morning,″ she said in Italian.
Her gray hair was neat, she was elegantly dressed, and the bones of her face

indicated that she had once been beautiful. Lipsey gave a small bow.
″I beg your pardon for this intrusion,″ he said.
″Don′t apologize.″ She had switched to English. ″How can I help you?″
Lipsey had learned enough about her to decide on his approach. ″I wonder

whether one is permitted to look around the outside of this beautiful house.″
″Of course,″ the woman smiled. ″It is pleasant to find someone interested. I am

the Contessa di Lanza.″ She extended her hand, and Lipsey shook it, mentally
revising his estimate of his chances of success to around 90 percent.

″Dunsford Lipsey, Contessa.″
She led him around to the side of the house. ″It was built in the first quarter of

the seventeenth century, when all the land around here was given to the family as
a reward for service in some war or other. That was the time Renaissance
architecture finally filtered through to the countryside.″

″Ah. Then it was built about the same time as the church in Poglio.″
She nodded in agreement. ″Are you interested in architecture, Mr. Lipsey?″
″I am interested in beauty, Contessa.″
He could see that she was suppressing a smile, and thinking that this stiffly

formal Englishman had a certain eccentric charm. That was what he wanted her
to think.

She talked to him about the house as if she were retelling a familiar tale,
pointing out the place where the masons had run out of the right sort of stone and
been forced to change, the new windows added in the eighteenth century, the
small nineteenth-century west wing.

″Of course, we no longer own the district, and what land we have retained is
rather poor. As you can see, too many repairs have been postponed.″ She turned
to face him and gave him a self-deprecating smile. ″Contessas are two-a-penny in
Italy, Mr. Lipsey.″

″But not all have a family as old as yours.″
″No. The newer aristocrats are businessmen and industrialists. Their families

have not had time to grow soft with living on inherited wealth.″
They had completed the circuit of the house, and now stood in its shadow at the

foot of one of the towers. Lipsey said: ″It is possible to grow soft on earned wealth,
Contessa. I′m afraid I do not work very hard for my living.″

″May I ask what you do?″
″I have an antique shop in London. It′s on the Cromwell Road—you must visit

next time you are in England. I′m rarely there myself.″



″Are you sure you wouldn′t like to see the inside of the house?″
″Well, if it‘s not too much trouble…″
″Not at all.″ The Contessa led him through the front door. Lipsey felt the tingle

at the back of his neck which always came near the end of a case. He had worked
things just right: he had gently given the Contessa the impression that he might
be willing to buy something from her. She was obviously in fairly desperate need of
cash.

As she led him through the rooms of the house, his sharp eyes flitted quickly
around the walls. There were a large number of paintings, mainly oil portraits of
previous counts and watercolor landscapes. The furniture was old, but not
antique. Some of the rooms smelled unused, their aroma an odd mixture of
mothballs and decay.

She led him up the staircase, and he realized that the landing was the
showpiece of the place. In its center was a mildly erotic marble of a centaur and a
girl in a sensual embrace. The rugs on the highly polished floor were not worn.
The walls all around were hung with paintings.

″This is our modest art collection,″ the Contessa was saying. ″It ought to have
been sold long ago, but my late husband would not part with it. And I have been
postponing the day.″

That was as near an offer to sell as the old lady would come, Lipsey thought. He
dropped his pretence of casual interest and began to examine the pictures.

He looked at each one from a distance, narrowing his eyes, searching for hints
of the Modigliani style: the elongated face, the characteristic nose which he could
not help putting on women, the influence of African sculpture, the peculiar
asymmetry. Then he moved closer and scrutinized the signature. He looked at the
frames of the pictures for signs of re-framing. He took a very powerful, pencilbeam
flashlight from his inside pocket and shone it on the paint, scanning for the
giveaway traces of overpainting.

Some of the paintings needed only a glance; others required very close
examination. The Contessa watched patiently while he went around the four walls
of the landing. Finally he turned to her.

″You have some fine pictures, Contessa,″ he said.
She showed him quickly around the rest of the house, as if they both knew it

was only a formality.
When they were back on the landing, she stopped. ″May I offer you some

coffee?″
„Thank you.″
They went downstairs to a drawing room, and the Contessa excused herself to

go to the kitchen and order coffee. Lipsey bit his lip as he waited. There was no
getting away from it: none of the paintings was worth more than a few hundred
pounds, and there were certainly no Modiglianis in the house.

The Contessa returned. ″Smoke if you like,″ she said.
″Thank you. I will.″ Lipsey lit up a cigar. He took a card from his pocket: it bore

only his name, business address, and telephone number—no indication of his
trade. ″May I give you my address?″ he said. ″When you decide to sell your art
collection, I have some acquaintances in London who would like to know.″



Disappointment flashed briefly on the Contessa′s handsome face as she realized
that Lipsey was not going to buy anything.

″That is the full extent of your collection, I take it?″ he said.
″Yes.″
″No pictures stored away in attics or basements?″
″I‘m afraid not.″
A servant came in with coffee on a tray, and the Contessa poured. She asked

Lipsey questions about London, and the fashions, and the new shops and
restaurants. He answered as best he could.

After exactly ten minutes of idle conversation, he emptied his coffee cup and
stood up. ″You have been most kind, Contessa. Please get in touch next time you
are in London.″

″I′ve enjoyed your company, Mr. Lipsey.″ She saw him to the front door.
He walked quickly down the drive and got into the car. He reversed into the

drive of the château, and caught a glimpse of the Contessa in his mirror, still
standing in the doorway, before he pulled away.

He was most disappointed. It seemed the whole thing had been in vain. If there
had ever been a lost Modigliani at the chateau, it was not there now.

Of course, there was another possibility: one that, perhaps, he ought to have
paid more attention to. The American, Miss Sleign′s boyfriend, might have
deliberately sent him on a wild-goose chase.

Could the man have suspected Lipsey? Well, it was a possibility; and Lipsey
believed that possibilities were there to be exhausted. He sighed as he made his
decision: he would have to keep track of the couple until he was sure that they,
too, had given up.

He was not quite sure how to set about trailing them now. He could hardly
follow them around, as he might have in a city. He would have to ask after them.

He returned to Poglio by a slightly different route, heading for the third road
from the village: the one which entered from the west. About a mile outside Poglio
he spotted a house near the road with a beer advertisement in the window.
Outside was one small circular iron table. It looked like a bar.

Lipsey was hungry and thirsty. He pulled off the road onto the baked-earth
parking lot in front of the place and killed the engine.

II

″YOU FAT LIAR, MIKE!″ exclaimed Dee. Her eyes were wide with pretended
horror.

His full lips curled in a grin, but his eyes did not smile. ″You can′t afford
scruples when you′re dealing with that type.″

„What type? I thought he was a rather nice fellow. Bit dull, I suppose.″
Mike sipped at his fifth Campari, and lit a fresh cigarette. He smoked long Pall

Malls without filters, and Dee suspected that was how he got his emery-board
voice. He blew out smoke and said: ″Just being here at the same time as us was a



big coincidence. I mean, nobody would come here, not even a wandering loner. But
the picture clinched it. All that stuff about his daughter was a bit of quick
improvisation. He was looking for you.″

″I was afraid you′d say that.″ Dee took his cigarette and sucked on it, then
handed it back.

″You′re sure you′ve never seen him before?″
″Sure.″
″All right. Now think: who might have known about the Modigliani?″
″Do you think that′s it? Somebody else is after the picture? It′s a bit

melodramatic.″
″The hell it is. Listen, darling, in the art world, word of this sort of thing spreads

like VD in Times Square. Now who have you told?″
″Well, Claire, I suppose. At least, I may have mentioned it to her while she was

in the flat.″
″She doesn′t really count. Did you write home?″
″Oh, God, yes. I wrote to Sammy.″
″Who′s he?″
″The actress—Samantha Winacre.″
″I′ve heard of her. I didn′t know you knew her.″
″I don′t see her a lot, but we get on well when I do. We were at school together.

She′s older than me, but she got her schooling late. I think her father went around
the world, or something.″

″Is she an art buff?″
″Not as far as I know. But I expect she′s got arty friends.ʺ
″Anybody else?″
″Yes.″ Dee hesitated.
″Shoot.″
″Uncle Charlie.″
″The dealer?″
Dee nodded wordlessly.
„Jees,“ Mike sighed. ″That ties it up in a ribbon.″
Dee was shocked. ″You think Uncle Charles would really try to find my picture

before I do?″
″He′s a dealer, isn′t he? He′d do anything, including trade his mom, for a find.″
″The old sod. Anyway, you′ve sent that undertaker on a wild-goose chase.″
″It ought to keep him busy for a while.″
Dee grinned. ″Is there a château five miles south of here?″
″Hell, I don′t know. He′s sure to find one sooner or later. Then he′ll waste a lot of

time trying to get in, and looking for Modiglianis.″ Mike stood up. ″Which gives us
a chance to get a start on him.″

He paid the bill and they walked out into the glaring sunshine. Dee said: ″I
think the church is the best place to start. Vicars always seem to know everything
about everybody.″

″Priests, in Italy,″ Mike corrected her. He had been brought up a Catholic.
They walked hand in hand along the main street. The oppressive heat seemed to

impose on them the enervated lifestyle of the village: they moved slowly and spoke
little, subconsciously adjusting to the climate.



They arrived at the pretty little church, and stood in its shade for a few minutes,
enjoying the cool. Mike said: ″Have you thought about what you′re going to do with
the picture if you get it?″

″Yes, I′ve thought a lot,″ she replied. She wrinkled the bridge of her nose in a
frown which was all her own. ″Most of all, I want to study it. It ought to provide
enough ideas for half a thesis—and the rest is just padding. But…″

″But what?″
″You tell me but what.″
„The money.″
″Damn right. Oops!″ She caught herself swearing, and looked around the

churchyard nervously.
„There‘s a lot of it involved.″
″Money? I know.″ She tossed her hair back over her shoulder. ″I′m not trying to

kid myself I′m not interested in cash, either. Perhaps if we could sell it to someone
who would let me see it whenever I wanted—maybe a museum.″

Mike said levelly: „I notice you said we.″
″Of course! You‘re in this with me, arenʺt you?″
He put his hands on her shoulders. ″You only just invited me.″ He kissed her

lips quickly. ″You have just hired an agent. I think you made a very good choice.″
She laughed. ″What do you think I ought to do about marketing it?″
„I‘m not sure. I′ve got some ideas kicking around in my mind, but nothing

definite. Let′s find the painting first.″
They entered the church and looked around. Dee stepped out of her sandals

and squirmed her hot feet on the cold stone floor. At the other end of the nave, a
robed priest was performing a solitary ceremony. Dee and Mike waited silently for
him to finish.

Eventually he approached them, a welcoming smile on his broad peasant′s face.
Dee murmured: ″I wonder if you can help us, Father.″
When he got close, they realized he was not as young as his boyishly short

haircut made him seem from a distance. ″I hope so,″ he said. He spoke at normal
volume, but his voice boomed in the still emptiness of the church. ″I suspect it is
secular help you want, much as I might wish it otherwise. Am I right?″

Dee nodded.
„Then let us step outside.″ He took their elbows, one in each hand, and pushed

them gently through the door. Outside, he glanced up into the sky. „Thank God for
wonderful sunshine,″ he said. ″Although you should be careful, my dear, with your
complexion. What can I do for you?″

″We′re trying to trace a man,″ Dee began. ″His name was Danielli. He was a
rabbi, from Livorno, and we think he moved to Poglio in about 1920. He was ill,
and not young, so he probably died soon after.″

The priest frowned and shook his head. ″I have never heard the name. It was
certainly before my time—I wasn′t born in 1920. And if he was Jewish, I don′t
suppose the Church buried him, so we will have no records.″

″You have never even heard him talked about?″
″No. And there is certainly no Danielli family in Poglio. However, others in the

village have longer memories than mine. And no one can hide in such a small



place.″ He looked at them hesitantly for a moment, as if making up his mind about
something. ″Who told you he came here?″

″Another rabbi—in Livorno.“ Dee realized the priest was desperately curious to
know why they were interested in the man.

He hesitated again, then asked: ″Are you related to him?″
″No.″ Dee looked at Mike, who gave a quick nod. „We‘re actually trying to trace a

picture which we think he had.″
″Ah.″ The priest was satisfied. ″Well, Poglio is an unlikely place to find a

masterpiece; but I wish you well.″ He shook their hands, then turned back into his
church.

The couple walked back toward the village. ″A nice man,″ Dee said lazily.
„And a nice church. Dee, shall we get married in a church?″
She stopped and turned to look at him. ″Married?″
„Don‘t you want to marry me?″
″You only just invited me—but I think you made a very good choice.″
He laughed, and shrugged his shoulders in embarrassment. ″It just kind of

slipped out,″ he said.
Dee kissed him affectionately. ″There was a certain boyish charm about it,″ she

said.
″Well, since I seem to have asked you…″
„Mike, if it′s anyone, it′s you. But I don′t know whether I want to marry anyone

at all.″
″There′s a certain girlish charm about that,″ he said. ″One all.″
She took his hand and they walked on. ″Why don′t you ask for something a bit

less ambitious?″
″Such as?“
″Ask me to live with you for a couple of years to see how it works out.″
″So you can have your evil way with me, then leave me without any visible

means of support?″
„Yes.“
This time he stopped her. ″Dee, we always turn everything into a joke. It′s our

way of keeping our relationship in an emotionally low key. That′s why we suddenly
start talking about our future together at a crazy time like this. But I love you, and
I want you to live with me.″

„It‘s all because of my picture, isn′t it?″ She smiled.
″C′mon.″
Her face became very serious. She said quietly: ″Yes, Mike, I′d like to live with

you.″
He wound his long arms around her and kissed her mouth, slowly this time. A

village woman walked by and averted her face from the scandal. Eventually Dee
whispered: ″We could get arrested for this.″

They walked even more slowly, his arm around her shoulders and hers about
his waist. Dee said: ″Where shall we live?″

Mike looked startled. ″What′s wrong with South Street?″
″It′s a scruffy bachelor pad, that′s what.“
″Nuts. It‘s big, it′s right in the center of Mayfair.″



She smiled. ″I knew you hadn′t thought much about it. Mike, I want to set up
home with you, not just move into your place.″

″Mmm.″ He looked thoughtful.
„The apartment is knee-deep in rubbish, it needs decorating, and the kitchen is

pokey. The furniture is all odds and sods—“
″So what would you like? A three-bedroom semi in Fulham? A town house in

Ealing? A mansion in Surrey?″
″Somewhere light and spacious, with a view of a park, but near the center.″
″I have a feeling you′ve got somewhere in mind.″
„Regent‘s Park.″
Mike laughed. ″Hell, how long have you been planning this?″
„Didn‘t you know I was a gold-digger?ʺ She smiled up into his eyes, and he bent

his head to kiss her again.
″You shall have it,“ he said. „A new place—you can get it decorated and

furnished when we get back to town—“
„Slow down! We don′t know if there′ll be a flat vacant there.″
„We‘ll get one.″
They stopped beside the car, and leaned against the hot paintwork. Dee turned

her face up to the sun. ″How long ago did you decide … about this?″
″I don′t think I decided at all. It just gradually grew in my mind—the idea of

spending my life with you. By the time I noticed, I was already too far gone to alter
it.″

„Funny.“
„Why?“
″It was just the reverse with me.″
″When did you decide?″
″When I saw your car outside the hotel at Livorno.
Funny that you should ask me so soon afterward.″ She opened her eyes and

lowered her head. „I‘m glad you did.″
They looked at each other silently for a minute. Mike said: „This is crazy. We′re

supposed to be hot on the trail of an art find, and here we are looking cow-eyed at
each other.″

Dee giggled. ″All right. Let′s ask the old man.″
The man with the straw hat and the walking-stick moved with the shade, from

the steps of the bar to a doorway around the corner. But he looked so completely
still that Dee found herself imagining that he had been levitated from the one
place to the other without actually moving a muscle. As they got close to him, they
realized that his eyes belied his lifelessness: they were small and darting, and a
peculiar shade of green.

Dee said: ″Good morning, sir. Can you tell me whether there is a family named
Danielli in Poglio?″

The old man shook his head. Dee was not sure if he meant there was no such
family, or simply that he did not know. Mike touched her elbow, then walked
quickly around the comer in the direction of the bar.

Dee crouched beside the old man in the doorway and flashed a smile. ″You must
have a long memory,″ she said.

He mellowed slightly, and nodded his head.



″Were you here in 1920?″
He gave a short laugh. ″Before then—well before.″
Mike came hurrying back with a glass in his hand. „The barman says he drinks

absinthe,″ he explained in English. He handed the glass to the old man, who took
it and drained it in one swallow.

Dee also spoke in English. ″It′s a pretty crude form of persuasion,″ she said
distastefully.

″Nuts. The barman says he′s been waiting here all morning for some of the
tourists to buy him a drink. That′s the only reason he′s sitting there.″

Dee switched to Italian. ″Do you remember back to about 1920?″
″Yes,″ the old man said slowly.
″Was there a Danielli family here then?″ Mike asked impatiently.
„No.“
„Do you remember any strangers moving to the village around that time?″
″Quite a few. There was a war, you know.″
Mike looked at Dee in exasperation. He said: ″Are there any Jewish people in the

village?″ His skimpy Italian was running out.
″Yes. They keep the bar on the west road out of the village. That′s where Danielli

lived when he was alive.″
They looked at the old man in astonishment. Mike turned to Dee and said in

English: ″Why in hell didn′t he tell us that at the start?″
″Because you didn′t ask me, you young cunt,″ the man said in English. He

cackled merrily, pleased with his joke. He struggled to his feet and hobbled off
down the road, still cackling, stopping now and then to bang his stick on the
sidewalk and laugh even louder.

Mike′s face was comical, and Dee too burst out laughing. It was infectious, and
Mike laughed at himself. „Talk about a sucker,″ he said.

″I suppose we′d better find the bar on the west road out of town,″ Dee suggested.
″It′s hot. Let′s have a drink first.″
″Twist my arm.″
They walked into the cool of the bar again. The young barman was waiting

behind the bar. When he saw them his face split in a wide grin.
″You knew!″ Dee accused him.
″I confess it,″ he said. ″He wasn′t really waiting to be bought drinks. He was

waiting to play that trick. We have tourists here only about once a year, and it′s
the high spot of the year for him. Tonight he will be in here, telling the story to
anyone who′ll listen.″

„Two Camparis, please,″ Mike said.

III

THE PRIEST STOOPED ON the cobbled churchyard path to pick up a piece
of litter: a stray candy bar wrapper. He crumpled it in his hand, and stood up
slowly to placate the nagging rheumatism in his knee. The pain came from



sleeping alone in an old house through many damp Italian winters, he knew: but
priests ought to be poor. For how could a man be a priest if there was one man in
the village who was poorer? The thought was a liturgy of his own invention, and by
the time he had run through it in his mind, the pain had eased.

He left the yard to walk across the road to his house. In the middle of the street
the rheumatism stabbed him again: a vicious, angry shaft of pain which made him
stumble. He made it to the house and leaned on the wall, resting his weight on his
good leg.

Looking down the road toward the center of the village he saw the youngsters
whom he had spoken to earlier. They walked very slowly, their arms around each
other; looking and smiling at each other. They seemed very much in love—more so
than they had half an hour earlier. The understanding which the priest had gained
through many years of listening to confessions told him that a change had been
wrought in the relationship within the last few minutes. Perhaps it had something
to do with their visit to the house of God: maybe he had given them spiritual help,
after all.

He had sinned, almost certainly, in lying to them about Danielli. The untruth
had come automatically, by force of a habit he had got into during the war. Then,
when he had felt it imperative to conceal the Jewish family from all inquirers, the
whole village had lied with his blessing. To tell the truth would have been sinful.

Today, when a couple of complete strangers had arrived out of the blue, and
asked for Danielli by name, they had touched an old, raw nerve in the priest; and
he had protected the Jews again. The inquiry was bound to be quite innocent: the
Fascisti were thirty-five years in the past, and no longer worth sinning about. Still,
he had not had time to think—which was the reason for most sins, and a poor
excuse.

He toyed with the idea of going after them, apologizing, explaining, and telling
the truth. It would expiate him a little. But there was little point: someone in the
village would send them to the bar on the outskirts of Poglio where the Jews eked
out their living.

His pain had gone. He went into the little house, treading on the loose flagstone
at the foot of the stairs with the twinge of affection he reserved for familiar
nuisances: like the rheumatism, and the unfailing sins he heard week after week
from the irreformable black sheep in his little flock. He gave them a rueful paternal
nod of acknowledgment, and granted absolution.

In the kitchen he took out a loaf and cut it with a blunt knife. He found the
cheese and scraped off the mold; then he ate his lunch. The cheese tasted good—it
was the better for the effect of the mold. There was something he would have not
discovered if he had been rich.

When he had eaten the meal he wiped the plate with a towel and put it back
into the wooden cupboard. The knock at the door surprised him.

People did not usually knock at his door: they opened it and called to him. A
knock indicated a formal visit—but in Poglio, one always knew well in advance if
someone was going to pay a formal visit. He went to the door with a pleasant
sensation of curiosity.



He opened the door to a short man in his twenties, with straight fair hair
growing over his ears. He was peculiarly dressed, by the priest′s standards, in a
businessman′s suit and a bow tie. In poor Italian he said: ″Good morning, Father.″

A stranger, thought the priest. That explained the knock. It was most unusual
to have so many strangers in the village.

The man said: ″May I talk to you for a few moments?″
″Surely.″ The priest ushered the stranger into the bare kitchen and offered him

a hard wooden seat. ″Do you speak English?″
The priest shook his head regretfully.
″Ah. Well, I am an art dealer from London,″ the man continued haltingly. „I am

looking for old paintings.″
The priest nodded wonderingly. Clearly, this man and the couple in the church

were on the same mission. That two sets of people should come to Poglio on the
same day looking for paintings was just too much of a coincidence to be credible.

He said: ″Well, I have none.″ He waved a hand at the bare walls of the room, as
if to say that he would buy bare essentials first, if he had any money.

„Perhaps in the church?″
″No, the church has no paintings.″
The man thought for a moment, searching for words. ″Is there a museum in the

village? Or perhaps someone with a few paintings in his house?″
The priest laughed. ″My son, this is a poor village. No one buys paintings. In

good times, when they have a little extra money, they eat meat—or perhaps drink
wine. There are no art collectors here.″

The stranger looked disappointed. The priest wondered whether to tell him
about his rivals. But then he would be forced to mention Danielli, and he would
have to give this man information he had withheld from the couple.

That seemed unfair. However, he would not lie again. He decided to tell the man
about Danielli if he asked: otherwise, he would not volunteer the information.

The next question surprised him.
″Is there a family named Modigliani here?″
The priest raised his eyebrows. Quickly, the stranger said: ″Why does the

question shock you?″
″Young man, do you really think there is a Modigliani here in Poglio? I am no

student of these things, but even I know that Modigliani was the greatest Italian
painter of this century. It is hardly likely that one of his works lies unnoticed
anywhere in the world, let alone Poglio.″

″And there is no Modigliani family here,“ the man persisted.
″No.″
The man sighed. He stayed in his seat for a moment, staring at the toe of his

shoe and wrinkling his brow. Then he stood up.
„Thank you for your help,″ he said.
The priest saw him to the door. „I am sorry I could not give the answers you

wanted to hear,″ he said. ″God bless you.″

When the door shut behind him, Julian stood outside the priest′s house for
a moment, blinking in the sunshine and breathing the fresh air. God, the place
was smelly. The poor old sod had probably never learned to look after himself—



Italian men were used to being waited on hand and foot by their mothers and their
wives, he seemed to recall reading.

It was amazing Italy could find enough priests, what with that and the
celibacy… He grinned as the thought reminded him of the recent abrupt end to his
own celibacy. The elation which had come with the discovery of his own potency
was still with him. He had proved it had all been Sarah′s fault. The bitch had tried
to pretend she was not enjoying it at first, but the act had not lasted. What with
that, and the sale of her car, and the Modigliani—maybe he was finding his form
again.

But he did not have the picture yet. That last stroke of genius was essential, to
put the crowning touch to his personal renaissance. The postcard from the girl
who signed herself „D“ was a shaky foundation on which to build his hopes, he
knew: yet it was by following up dubious leads that great finds were made.

The prospect of the Modigliani had receded a long way during the interview with
the priest. If it was here in Poglio it was going to be hard to find. There was one
consolation: it looked as if Julian was the first here. For if a painting had been
bought in a little place like this, every villager would know about it within hours.

He stood beside his rented baby Fiat, wondering what was the next step. He had
entered the village from the south, and the church was one of the first buildings
he had come across. He could look around for a public building: a village hall,
maybe, or a police station. The priest had said there was no museum.

He decided on a quick reconnaissance, and jumped into the little car. Its engine
whirred tinnily as he started it and drove slowly into the village. In less than five
minutes he had looked at every building. None of them looked promising. The blue
Mercedes coupe parked outside the bar must belong to a rich man: the owner
obviously did not live in the village.

He drove back to his first parking-spot and got out of the car. There was nothing
else for it: he would have to knock on doors. If he went to every house in the
village, it could not take all afternoon.

He looked at the small, whitewashed houses: some set back behind kitchen-
gardens, others shoulder-to-shoulder at the roadside. He wondered where to start.
Since they were equally improbable places to find a Modigliani, he chose the
nearest and walked to the door.

There was no knocker, so he banged on the brown paintwork with his knuckles
and waited.

The woman who came to the door had a baby in one arm, its small fist clenched
in her unwashed brown hair. Her eyes were set close together about a high,
narrow nose, giving her a shifty look.

Julian said: ″I am an art dealer from England, looking for old paintings. Have
you any pictures I could look at, please?″

She stared at him silently for a long minute, a look of disbelief and wariness on
her face. Then she shook her head silently and closed the door.

Julian turned away dispirited. He wanted very badly to give up the door-to-door
stratagem—it made him feel like a salesman. The next house confronted him
forbiddingly. Small windows on either side of a narrow door reminded him of the
face of the woman with the child.



He willed his legs to carry him forward. This door had a knocker: an ornate one,
in the shape of a lion′s head. The paintwork was new and the windows clean.

A man came, in shirtsleeves and an open waistcoat, smoking a pipe with a badly
chewed stem. He was about fifty. Julian repeated his question.

The man frowned; then his face cleared as he penetrated Julian′s bad Italian.
″Come in,″ he smiled. Inside, the house was clean and prettily furnished: the floors
were scrubbed and the paintwork gleamed. The man sat Julian down.

″You want to see some pictures?″ The man spoke slowly and a little too loudly,
as if talking to someone who was deaf and senile. Julian assumed his accent was
the cause of this. He nodded dumbly.

The man raised a finger in a gesture meaning ″Wait″ and left the room. He came
back a moment later with a pile of framed photographs, brown with age and
obscured by dust.

Julian shook his head. ″I mean paintings,″ he said, miming the act of brushing
paint onto canvas.

Puzzlement and a trace of exasperation crossed the man′s face, and he fingered
his mustache. He lifted a small, cheap print of Christ from a nail on the wail and
offered it.

Julian took it, pretended to examine it, shook his head, and handed it back.
„Any more?″

„No.“
Julian stood up. He tried to put gratitude into his smile. ″I am sorry,″ he said.

″You have been kind.″
The man shrugged, and opened the door.
Julian′s reluctance to go on was even greater now. Disconsolate and indecisive,

he stood in the street and felt the hot sun on his neck. He would have to take care
not to get burned, he thought inconsequentially.

He considered going for a drink. The bar was a few dozen yards down the road,
by the blue Mercedes. But a drink would not progress matters.

A girl came out of the bar and opened the car door. Julian looked at her. Was
she a bitch like Sarah? Any girl rich enough to own one of those had a right to be
a bitch. She tossed her hair over one shoulder as she climbed in. The spoiled
daughter of a wealthy man, Julian thought.

A man came out of the bar and got into the other side of the car, and the girl
said something to him. Her voice carried up the street.

Suddenly Julian′s mind clicked into gear.
He had assumed that the girl was going to drive, but now that he looked more

carefully he could see that the steering wheel was on the right-hand side of the
car.

The girl′s words to the man had sounded like English.
The car had British registration plates.
The Mercedes came to life with a throaty chuckle. Julian turned on his heel and

walked briskly to where his Fiat was parked. The other car passed him as he
keyed the ignition, and he did a three-point turn.

A wealthy English girl in a British car in Poglio: it had to be the girl who sent
the postcard.

Julian could not take the chance that it was not.



He raced after the Mercedes, letting the tiny engine of the Fiat scream in low
gear. The blue car took a right turn, following the west road out of the village.
Julian took the same turning.

The driver of the Mercedes went fast, handling the powerful car with skill.
Julian soon lost the flashing brakelights in the bends of the lane. He squeezed the
last ounce of speed from his car.

When he shot past the Mercedes he almost missed it. He braked to a halt at a
crossroads and reversed.

The other car had pulled in off the road. The building it was outside looked at
first like a farmhouse, until Julian saw the beer advertisement in the window.

The young couple had got out and were entering the door to the bar. Julian
drove the Fiat in next to their car.

On the other side of the Mercedes was a third car: another Fiat, only this was a
big, prestige model, painted a hideous metallic green. Julian wondered who it
could belong to.

He got out of his car and followed the others into the bar.

IV

PETER USHER PUT DOWN his safety razor, dipped his washcloth in hot
water and washed the remains of the shaving cream off his face. He studied
himself in the mirror.

He picked up a comb and drew his long hair back off his face, so that it lay flat
above his ears and on top of his head. He combed it carefully down the back of his
neck and tucked the long ends under his shirt collar.

Without the beard and mustache his face took on a different appearance. His
hooked nose and pointed, receding chin gave him the look of a spiv, especially
with his hair slicked back.

He put the comb down and picked up his jacket. It would do. It was only a
precaution, anyway.

He walked from the bathroom into the kitchen of the little house. The ten
canvases were there, bound in newspapers and tied with string, stacked up
against the wall. He stepped around them and went out through the kitchen door.

Mitch′s van was parked in the lane at the bottom of the garden. Peter opened
the rear doors and wedged them with a pair of planks. Then he began loading the
paintings.

The morning was still cool, although the sun was bright and the day promised
to be warm. Some of the precautions they were taking were a bit extreme, Peter
thought as he lugged a heavy frame down the cracked garden path. Still, it was a
good plan: dozens of possible snags had been foreseen and taken care of. Each of
them was changing his or her appearance slightly. Of course, if it ever came to an
identification lineup the disguises would not be enough—but there was no way it
could come to that.



With the last canvas loaded, he closed the van doors, locked up the house and
drove off. He threaded his way patiently through the traffic, resigned to the tedious
journey up to the West End.

He found his way to a large college campus in Bloomsbury. He and Mitch had
chosen the exact spot a couple of days earlier. The college occupied a block 200
yards wide and almost half a mile long, much of it converted Victorian houses. It
had many entrances.

Peter parked on a double yellow line in a little drive which led to one of the
college gates. A curious warden would assume he was delivering to the college
building beside the gate—but he was on a public road, so college officials would
not be able to ask him his business. Anyone else would see a young man,
presumably a student, unloading junk from an old van

He opened the rear doors and took the paintings out one by one, leaning them
against the railings. When the job was done he closed the van.

There was a telephone box right beside the gates—one of the reasons they had
chosen this spot. Peter went in and dialed the number of a taxi firm. He gave his
exact location, and was promised a cab within five minutes.

It came sooner. The cabbie helped Peter load the canvases into the taxi. They
took up most of the backseat. Peter told the driver: ″Hilton Hotel, for a Mr. Eric
Clapton.″ The false name was a joke which had appealed to Mitch. Peter gave the
cabbie 50 pence for helping load the paintings, then waved him goodbye.

He got into the van when the taxi was out of sight, turned it around, and
headed for home. Now there was no way the fakes could be connected with the
little house in Clapham.

Anne felt on top of the world as she looked around the suite at the Hilton.
Her hair had been styled by Sassoon, and her dress, coat, and shoes came from a
madly expensive boutique in Sloane Street. A trace of French perfume was
detectable in the air around her.

She lifted her arms and spun around in a circle, like a child showing off a party
dress. ″If I go to jail for life, this will have been worth it,″ she said.

„Make the most of it—those clothes have to be burned tomorrow,″ said Mitch.
He sat in a plush chair opposite her. His clenched, busy hands betrayed the strain
he felt and gave the lie to his easy smile. He was dressed in flared jeans, a sweater,
and a knitted bobble cap, like a faggot playing at being a workman, he had said.
His hair was piled under the cap to conceal its length, and he wore plastic-rimmed
National Health glasses with plain lenses.

There was a tentative tap at the door. A room service waiter came in with coffee
and cream cakes on a tray.

″Your coffee, madam,″ he said, and put the tray down on a low table. „There is a
taxi outside with a number of parcels for you, Mr. Clapton,“ he added, looking at
Mitch.

″Oh, Eric, that will be the paintings. Go and see to it, would you?″ Anne spoke
in a perfect imitation of French-accented upper-class English, and Mitch had to
conceal his surprise at the sound.

He went down to the ground floor in the elevator, and out through the foyer to
the waiting taxi. ″Keep the meter running, chief—madam can afford it,“ he said.



He turned back to the doorman and pressed two pound notes into his hand.
″See if you can get me a luggage trolley, or something, and a helping hand,″ he
said.

The flunky stepped inside the hotel, and emerged a couple of minutes later with
a uniformed bellhop pushing a trolley. Mitch wondered whether any of the tip
found its way into the bellhop′s pocket.

The two of them put five of the paintings on the trolley, and the bellhop
disappeared with it. Mitch unloaded the remainder and paid off the cabbie. The
empty trolley returned, and Mitch took the rest of the paintings up to the suite. He
gave the bellhop a pound—might as well spread the largesse, he thought.

He closed the door and sat down to coffee. He realized that the first stage of the
plan had been completed successfully; and with the realization came tension,
seeping into his muscles and stringing his nerves tautly. Now there was no
turning back. He lit a short cigarette from the packet in his shirt pocket, thinking
it would help him relax. It did not—it never did, but he never ceased thinking it
would. He tasted his coffee. It was too hot, and he could not summon the patience
to wait for it to cool.

He asked Anne: „What‘s that?″
She looked up from the clipboard she was scribbling on. ″Our list. Name of the

picture, artist, gallery or dealer it′s for, their phone number, name of the man in
charge and his deputy.″ She scribbled something, then flicked pages in the
telephone directory on her lap.

″Efficient.″ Mitch swallowed his coffee hot, burning his throat. With his cigarette
between his lips he began to unpack the paintings.

He piled the discarded newspapers and string in a corner. They had two leather
portfolios, one large and one small, for taking the works to the galleries. He had
not wanted to buy ten, for fear of the purchase being conspicuous.

When he had finished, he and Anne sat at the large table in the center of the
room. There were two telephones on it, by request. Anne placed her list by his
side, and they began phoning.

Anne dialed a number and waited. A girl′s voice said: ″Claypole and Company,
good morning,“ all in one breath.

″Good morning,″ said Anne. ″Mr. Claypole, please.″ Her French accent had gone.
″One moment.″ There was a hum, and a click, then a second girl.
″Mr. Claypole′s office.“
″Good morning. Mr. Claypole, please,″ Anne repeated.
″I′m afraid he′s in conference. Who′s calling?″
″I have Monsieur Renalle of Agence Arts Nancy. Perhaps Mr. de Lincourt is

available?″
″If you will hold, I′ll see.″
There was a pause, and then a male voice came on the line. ″De Lincourt

speaking.″
″Good morning, Mr. de Lincourt. I have Monsieur Renalle of Agence Arts Nancy

for you.″ Anne nodded to Mitch. As she replaced the receiver of her telephone, he
lifted his.

„Mr. de Lincourt?″ he said.
″Good morning, Monsieur Renalle.″



″Good morning to you. I am sorry I could not write to you in advance, Mr. de
Lincourt, but my company is representing the estate of a collector and there is a
little urgency.″ Mitch pronounced ″t″ with his tongue on the roof of his mouth,
made ″c″ at the back of his throat, and softened the ″g″ in „urgency“.

″What can I do to help you?″ the dealer asked politely.
″I have a picture which ought to interest you. It′s a rather early van Gogh,

entitled The Gravedigger, seventy-five centimeters by ninety-six. It′s rather fine.“
″Splendid. When can we have a look at it?″
″I am in London now, at the Hilton. Perhaps my assistant could pay you a visit

this afternoon or tomorrow morning?″
„This afternoon. Shall we say two-thirty?“
„Bien—very good. I have your address.″
″Have you a figure in mind, Monsieur Renalle?″
″We price the work at about ninety thousand pounds.″
″Well, we can discuss that later.″
″Certainly. My assistant is empowered to come to an agreement.″
″I look forward to two-thirty, then.″
″Goodbye, Mr. de Lincourt.“
Mitch replaced the receiver and sighed heavily.
Anne said: ″God, you′re sweating.″
He wiped his forehead with his sleeve. ″I didn′t think I′d get to the end of it. That

bloody accent—I wish I′d practiced more.″
″You were marvelous. I wonder what the slimy Mr. de Lincourt is thinking right

now?″
Mitch lit a cigarette. ″I know. He′s delighted to be dealing with a provincial

French agent who doesn′t know the price of a van Gogh.″
„The line about representing the estate of a dead collector is great. That makes

it plausible that a minor dealer in Nancy should be arranging the sale.″
″And hell be in a hurry to close the deal in case one of his rivals hears about the

sucker and gets in first.“ Mitch smiled grimly. ″Okay, let′s do the next on the list.“
Anne picked up the phone and began to dial.

The taxi stopped outside the plate-glass windows of Crowforth′s in
Piccadilly. Anne paid the driver while Mitch lugged the canvas, in its heavy leather
case, into the art dealerʺs splendid premises.

A broad, open staircase of Scandinavian pine ran up from the ground-floor
showroom to the offices above. Anne led the way up, and knocked on a door.

Ramsey Crowforth turned out to be a wiry, white-haired Glaswegian of about
sixty. He peered at Anne and Mitch over his spectacles as he shook hands and
offered Anne a seat. Mitch stayed standing, the portfolio clutched in his arms.

His room was paneled in the same pine as the staircase, and his carpet was an
orange-brown mixture. He stood in front of his desk, his weight on one foot, with
one arm dangling at his side and the other on his hip, pushing his jacket back to
reveal Lurex suspenders. He was an authority on the German Expressionists, but
he had awful taste, Anne thought.

″So you′re Mademoiselle Renalle,“ he said in his high-pitched Scots accent. ″And
the Monsieur Renalle I spoke to this morning was ...″



″My father,″ Anne supplied, avoiding Mitch′s eyes.
″Right. Let′s see what you′ve got.″
Anne gestured to Mitch. He took the painting out of the case and stood it on a

chair. Crowforth folded his arms and gazed at it.
″An early work,″ he said softly, speaking as much to himself as the others.

″Before Munch′s psychoses really took hold. Fairly typical…“ He turned away from
the picture. ″Would you like a glass of sherry?″ Anne nodded. ″And your er …
assistant?″ Mitch declined, with a shake of his head.

As he poured, he asked: ″I gather you′re acting for the estate of a collector, is
that right?″

″Yes.″ Anne realized that he was making small talk, to let the impact of the
painting sink in before he made a decision. ″His name was Roger Dubois—a
businessman. His company made agricultural machinery. His collection was
small, but very well-chosen.″

″Obviously.″ Crowforth handed her a glass and leaned back against his desk,
studying the picture again. „This isn′t quite my period, you know. I specialize in
Expressionists in general, rather than Munch in particular: and his early work
isn′t Expressionist, obviously.″ He gestured toward the canvas with his glass. ″I
like this, but I would want another opinion on it.″

Anne felt a spasm of tension between her shoulders, and tried to control the
blush which began at her throat. „I would be happy to leave it with you overnight,
if you wish,″ she said. ″However, there is a provenance.″ She opened her briefcase
and took out a folder containing the document she had forged back in the studio.
It had Meunier‘s letterhead and stamp. She handed it to Crowforth.

″Oh!″ he exclaimed. He studied the certificate. „This puts a different complexion
on matters, of course. I can make you an immediate offer.″ He studied the picture
again for a long moment. ″What was the figure you mentioned this morning?″

Anne controlled her elation. ″Thirty thousand.″
Crowforth smiled, and she wondered whether he, too, was controlling his

elation. „I think we can meet that sum.″
To Anne′s astonishment, he took a checkbook from his desk drawer and began

to write. Just like that! she thought. Aloud she said: ″Would you make it out to
Hollows and Cox, our London representatives.″ Crowforth looked mildly surprised,
so she added: „They are simply an accounting firm, who arrange the transfer of
funds to France.″ That satisfied him. He tore out the check and handed it to her.

″Are you in London long?″ he inquired politely.
„Just a few days.″ Anne was itching to get away now, but she did not want to

arouse suspicion. She had to persist with the small talk for the sake of
appearances.

„Then I hope to see you next time you come.″ Crowforth held out his hand.
They left the office and walked down the stairs, Mitch carrying the empty case.

Anne whispered excitedly: ″He didn′t recognize me!″
″Not surprising. He′s only ever seen you from a distance. Besides, then you were

the dowdy, mouselike wife of a flamboyant painter. Now you′re a vivacious French
blonde.″

They caught a taxi just outside, and directed the driver to the Hilton. Anne sat
back in the seat and looked at the check from Crowforth.



″Oh my God, we did it,″ she said quietly. Then she began to sob.

″Let′s clear out of here as quickly as we can,″ said Mitch briskly.
It was one o′clock on the day after they had moved into the Hilton. The last

forged masterpiece had just been delivered to a gallery in Chelsea, and there were
ten checks in Anne′s genuine lizard-skin handbag.

They packed their small suitcases and cleared the room of the pens, papers,
and personal possessions they had left around. Mitch took a towel from the
bathroom and wiped the telephones and the shiny surfaces of the furniture.

″The rest doesn′t matter,“ he said. ″The odd single print on a wall or a window
will be no use at all to the police.″ He threw the towel into the sink. ″Besides, there
will be so many other prints everywhere by the time they cotton on, it will be a
life′s work sorting them all out.″

Five minutes later they checked out. Mitch paid the bill with a check on the
bank where he had opened the account in the names of Hollows and Cox.

They took a taxi to Harrods. Inside the store they separated. Anne found the
ladies′ and entered a cubicle. She put her case down on the toilet, opened it, and
took out a raincoat and sou′wester-style hat. When she had them on she closed
the case and left the cubicle.

She looked at herself in the mirror. The coat covered her expensive clothes, and
the inelegant hat hid her dyed-blonde hair. A wave of relief swept over her as she
realized it no longer mattered whether anyone recognized her.

That possibility had kept her on edge right throughout the operation. She did
not know any of the people in that stratum of the art world: Peter knew them, of
course, but she had always kept out of his relationships with them. She had gone
to the odd gallery party, where nobody had bothered to speak to her. Still, her
face—her normal face—might have been vaguely familiar to someone.

She sighed, and began to clean off her makeup with a tissue. For a day and a
half she had been a glamorous woman of the world. Heads had turned as she
crossed the street. Middle-aged men had become slightly undignified in her
presence, flattering her and opening doors for her. Women had gazed enviously at
her clothes.

Now she was back to being—what had Mitch called it? The ″dowdy, mouselike
wife of a flamboyant painter.″

She would never be quite the same, she felt. In the past she had never been
much interested in clothes, makeup and perfume. She had thought of herself as
plain, and she had been content to be a wife and a mother. Now she had tried the
high life. She had been a successful, beautiful villainess—and something hidden,
from the depths of her personality, had responded to the role. The ghost had
escaped from its prison in her heart, and now it would never go back.

She wondered how Peter would react to it.
She dropped the lipstick-stained tissue in a waste-paper basket and left the

powder room. She left the store by a side entrance. The van was waiting at the
curb, with Peter at the wheel. Mitch was already in the back.

Anne climbed into the passenger seat and kissed Peter.
″Hello, darling,″ he said. He started the engine and pulled away from the curb.



His face was already shadowed with bristles: in a week he would have a
respectable beard, she knew. His hair fell around his face and down to his
shoulders again—the way she liked it.

She closed her eyes and slumped in her seat as they crawled home. The release
of tension was a physical pleasure.

Peter pulled up outside a large, detached house in Balham. He went to the door
and knocked. A woman with a baby opened it. Peter took the baby and walked
back down the path, past the sign which said ″Greenhill Day Nursery,“ and
jumped into the van. He plunked Vibeke on Anne′s lap.

She hugged the baby tight. ″Darling, did you miss Mummy last night?″
„Allo,“ said Vibeke.
Peter said: ″We had a good time, didn′t we, Vibeke? Porridge for tea and cake for

breakfast.″
Anne felt the pressure of tears, and fought them back.
When they arrived home, Peter took a bottle of champagne from the fridge and

announced a celebration. They sat around in the studio drinking the sparkling
wine, giggling as they recalled the worrying moments of the escapade.

Mitch began to fill out a bank deposit slip for the checks. When he had added
up the total he said: ″Five hundred and forty-one thousand pounds, my friends.″

The words seemed to drain Anne′s elation. Now she felt tired. She stood up. ″I′m
going to dye my hair mouse-colored again,″ she said. ″See you later.″

Mitch also stood up. ″I′ll go to the bank before they close. The sooner we get
these checks in, the better.“

″What about the portfolios?″ Peter asked. ″Should we get rid of those?″
″Throw them in the canal tonight,″ Mitch replied. He went downstairs, took off

his polo-necked sweater, and put on a shirt, tie, and jacket.
Peter came down. ″Are you taking the van?″
″No. Just in case there are small boys taking car numbers, I′ll go on the Tube.″

He opened the front door. ″See you.″
It took him just forty minutes to get to the bank in the City. The total on the

deposit slip did not even raise the cashier′s eyebrows. He checked the figures,
stamped the check stub, and handed the book back to Mitch.

″I′d like a word with the manager, if I may,″ Mitch said.
The cashier went away for a couple of minutes. When he came back he

unlocked the door and beckoned Mitch. It′s that easy to get behind the bullet-
proof screen, Mitch thought. He grinned as he realized he was beginning to think
like a criminal. He had once spent three hours arguing with a group of Marxists
that crooks were the most militant section of the working class.

The bank manager was short, round-faced and genial. He had a slip of paper in
front of him with a name and a row of figures on it. ″I′m glad you′re making use of
our facilities, Mr. Hollows,″ he said to Mitch. ″I see you′ve deposited over half a
million.″

″A business operation that went right,″ said Mitch. ʺLarge sums are involved in
the art world these days.″

″You and Mr. Cox are university teachers, if I remember aright.″
„Yes. We decided to use our expertise in the market, and as you can see, it went

rather well.″



″Splendid. Well now, is there something else we can do for you?″
″Yes. As these checks are cleared, I would like you to arrange the purchase of

negotiable securities.″
„Certainly. There is a fee of course.″
″Of course. Spend five hundred thousand pounds on the securities and leave

the rest in the account to cover the fee and any small checks my partner and I
have drawn.″

The manager scribbled on the sheet of paper.
″One other thing,″ Mitch continued. ″I would like to open a safe deposit box.″
″Surely. Would you like to see our vault?″
Christ, they make it easy for robbers, Mitch thought. „No, that won′t be

necessary. But if I could take the key with me now.″
The manager picked up the phone on his desk and spoke into it. Mitch stared

out of the window.
″It′s on its way,″ said the manager.
″Good. When you have completed the purchase of securities, put them in the

safe deposit.″
A young man came in and handed the manager a key. The manager gave it to

Mitch. Mitch stood up and shook hands.
„Thank you for your help.″
″My pleasure, Mr. Hollows.″

A week later Mitch telephoned the bank and confirmed that the securities
had been bought and deposited in the safe. He took an empty suitcase and went to
the bank on the Tube.

He went down to the vault, opened his box, and put all the securities in the
suitcase. Then he left.

He walked around the corner to another bank, where he arranged to have
another safe deposit box. He paid for the privilege with a check of his own, and put
the new box in his own name. Then he put the suitcase full of securities in the
new box.

On the way home he stopped at a phone booth and telephoned a Sunday
newspaper.

V

SAMANTHA STEPPED INTO THE Black Gallery and looked around in
wonder. The place was transformed. Last time she had been here, it had been full
of workmen, rubble, paint cans and plastic sheeting. Now it looked more like an
elegant apartment: richly carpeted, tastefully decorated, with interesting futuristic
furniture and a jungle of bright aluminum spotlights growing out of the low
ceiling.

Julian sat at a chrome-and-glass desk just beside the door. When he saw her he
got up and shook hands, giving a perfunctory nod to Tom.



He said to Sammy: ″I′m thrilled you′re going to do the opening for me. Shall I
show you around?″

″If you can spare the time from your work,″ Samantha said politely.
He made a pushing-aside gesture with his hand. ″Just looking at the bills, and

trying to make them go away by telepathy. Come on.″
Julian had changed, Samantha thought. She studied him as he showed them

the paintings and talked about the artists. His earlobe-length fair hair had been
layered and styled, losing the public-schoolboy look to a more natural, fashionable
cut. He spoke now with confidence and authority, and his walk was more sure and
aggressive. Samantha wondered whether it was the wife problem or the money
problem which had been solved: perhaps it was both.

She liked his taste in art, she decided. There was nothing breathtakingly
original on display—unless you counted the wriggling mass of fiberglass sculpture
in the alcove—but the works were modem and somehow well-done. The kind of
thing I might have on my wall, she thought and found that the expression suited
how she felt.

He took them around quickly, as if afraid they might get bored. Samantha was
grateful: it was all very nice, but these days all she wanted to do was get high or
sleep. Tom had started to refuse her the pills occasionally, like in the mornings.
Without them her moods changed fast.

They came full circle to the door. Samantha said: ″I have a favor to ask you,
Julian.″

″Your servant, ma′am.″
„Will you get us invited to your father-in-law‘s house for dinner?″
He raised his eyebrows. ″Why would you want to meet that old shit?″
″He fascinates me. Who would build a million-pound art collection, then sell it?

Besides, he sounds like my type.″ She fluttered her eyelashes.
Julian shrugged. ″If you really want to, it′s easy. I′ll take you—Sarah and I go to

dinner a couple of times a week anyway. It saves cooking. I‘ll give you a ring.″
„Thank you.“
″Now then, you know that date of the opening. I′d be grateful if you could get

here at about six-thirty.″
„Julian, I′m glad to help, but I can′t be anything but the last to arrive, you

know.″
He laughed. ″Of course not. I forget you′re a star. The official start is seven-

thirty or eight, so perhaps eight o′clock would be best.″
„Okay. But dinner with Lord Cardwell first, right?″
„Right.“
They shook hands again. As they left Julian returned to his desk and his bills.

Tom moved sideways through the packed crowd in the street market. It
never seemed to be half full: unless it was jammed solid it appeared empty. Street
markets were meant to be crowded—the people liked it, and so did the
stallholders. Not to mention the pickpockets.

The familiarity of the market made Tom feel uncomfortable. The crockery stall,
the secondhand clothes, the noise, the accents—all represented a world he was
glad to have left behind. In the circles he now moved in, he exploited his working-



class origins—they were quite fashionable—but he had no fond memories. He
looked at the beautiful Asian women in saris, the fat West Indian mothers, the
Greek youngsters with their smooth olive skin, the old cockneys in cloth caps, the
tired young women with babies, the unemployed lads in the latest stolen bell-
bottoms: and he uneasily resisted a sense of belonging.

He pushed on through the crowd, aiming for the pub at the end of the street. He
heard a singsong voice from a man selling jewelry off an upturned orange crate:
″Stolen property, don′t say a word—“ He grinned to himself. Some of the goods in
the market were stolen, but most of the bargains were just factory rejects, too poor
in quality to go to the stores. People assumed that if the goods were stolen, they
must be good quality.

He came out of the market crowd and entered the Cock. It was a traditional
pub: dim, smoky, and slightly smelly, with a concrete floor and hard upright
benches along the wall. He went up to the bar.

″Whisky and soda, please. Is Bill Wright here?″
″Old Eyes Wright?″ the barman said. He pointed: ″Over there. He′s drinking

Guinness.″
″One for him, then.″
He paid and carried the drinks to a three-legged table on the far side of the

room. ″Morning, Sergeant-Major.“
Wright glared up at him over a pint glass. ″Cheeky young pup. I hope you′ve

bought me a drink.″
″Of course.″ Tom sat down. With typical cockney complexity, ″Eyes″ Wright′s

nickname was a double joke: not only was he a former professional soldier, but he
had bulging eyes of a curious orange color.

Tom sipped his drink and studied the man. The head was shorn to a white
bristle, except for a small round patch of oiled brown hair right on top. He was
deeply tanned, for he spent six weeks every summer and winter in the Caribbean.
The money for these holidays he earned as a safe-breaker—the career he had
taken up when he had left the Army. He had a reputation for being a skilled
workman. He had only been caught once, and that through incredibly bad luck—a
burglar had broken into the house Wright was robbing and set off the alarm.

Tom said: ″A lovely day for villainry, Mr. Wright.″
Wright emptied his glass and picked up the one Tom had bought. „You know

what the Bible do say: ‹The Lord sendeth his sunshine and his rain on the wicked
as well as the just.› Always been a great consolation to me, that verse.″ He drank
again. ″You can′t be all bad, son, if you buy a drink for a poor old man.″

Tom raised his glass to his lips. ″Good luck.″ He reached over and touched
Wright′s lapel. ″Like the suit. Savile Row?″

″Yes, lad. You know what the Bible do say: ′Avoid the appearance of evil.′ Good
advice. Now what copper could bring himself to arrest an old sergeant-major with
short hair and a quality suit?″

″Let alone one that could quote the Bible at him.″
„Hmmm.“ Wright took several large gulps of stout „Well, young Thomas, it‘s

about time you stopped beating about the bush. What is it you want?″
Tom lowered his voice. ″I′ve got a job for you.″
Wright narrowed his eyes. ″What is it?″



″Pictures.″
„Porn? You can′t get—“
″No,″ Tom interrupted. ″Works of art, you know. Rare stuff.″
Wright shook his head. „Not my field. I wouldn′t know where to get rid.″
Tom made an impatient gesture. ″I′m not doing it on my own. I′ll need finance

anyway.″
″Who′s in with you?″
″Well, that′s another reason I′ve come to you. What about Mandingo?″
Wright nodded thoughtfully. ″You′re splitting it a lot of ways, now. How much is

the job worth?″
″A million, all told.″
Wright′s sandy eyebrows lifted. ″I tell you what—if Mandingo backs it, I′m in.″
″Great. Let′s go see him.″
They left the pub and crossed the road to where a new, mustard-colored Citröen

was parked on a double yellow line. As Wright opened the door, a bearded old man
in a stained overcoat came up. Wright gave him some money and got in.

″He looks after the warden for me,″ Wright explained as he pulled away. ″You
know what the Bible do say: ′Do not muzzle the ox that grindeth the corn.′
Wardens are oxen.″

Tom tried to figure out why the quote was relevant as Wright guided the car
south and west. He gave up when they stopped in a narrow street in theater-land,
near Trafalgar Square.

″He lives here?″ Tom said in surprise.
″He does well for himself. ‹Lo, how the wicked are raised up!› He should be rich,

the percentage he takes.″ Wright got out of the car.
They went down a narrow street and into a nondescript entrance. An elevator

took them to the top floor of the building. There was a spyhole in the door Wright
knocked on.

It was opened by a dark-skinned young man in matador pants, a loud shirt, and
beads.

Wright said: ″Morning, Mandingo.″
„Hey, man, c′mon in,″ said Mandingo. He waved them in with a slim hand from

which a long cigarette drooped.
The flat was luxuriously decorated in red and black, and cluttered with

expensive furniture. The costly electric toys of a man who has more money than
he knows how to spend were scattered around: a spherical transistor radio, one
large color TV and another portable one, a digital dock, a mass of hi-fi equipment,
and an incongruous antique telephone. A pale blonde girl wearing sunglasses
lounged in a deep armchair, a drink in one hand and a cigarette in the other. She
nodded at Wright and Tom, and negligently flicked ash on the deep-pile carpet.

„Hey, man, what gives?″ Mandingo asked as they sat down.
Wright said: „Tom here would like you to finance a little blagging.″
Tom thought how disparate the two men were, and wondered why they worked

together.
Mandingo looked at him. „Tom Copper, ain′t it? So you fancy yourself as a

draftsman. Last I heard you was kiting.″



″This is a big job, Mandingo.″ Tom was resentful. He did not like to be reminded
of his days as a petty check-forger.

″Give, give.″
″You read in the papers about Lord Cardwell′s art collection?″
Mandingo nodded.
″I′ve got an in.″
Mandingo pointed at him. ″I am impressed. Maybe you′ve come a long way,

Tom. Where is it kept?″
″His house in Wimbledon.″
″I don′t know if I can fix the police that far out.″
″No need,″ said Tom. ″There are only thirty paintings. I′ll have the whole thing

sussed out beforehand. Bill here is working with me. The job will take maybe
quarter of an hour.″

Mandingo looked thoughtful. ″A million sobs, in fifteen minutes. I like that.″ He
stroked the blonde girl′s thigh absently. ″So what′s the deal? You′ll want me to
supply a van and a couple of laborers; to store the hot stuff; and to find a market
for it.″ He was talking to himself, thinking aloud. ″It′ll go to the States. I′ll get
maybe half a million for it if I do it slowly. Probably take a couple of years to get
rid.″ He looked up. ″Okay. I′ll take fifty percent: you split the other half between
you. Bear in mind it′ll take a while for the money to come in.″

″Fifty percent?″ Tom said. Wright put a restraining hand on his arm.
″Leave it, Tom. Mandingo′s taking the big risk—storage.″
Mandingo spoke as if he hadn′t heard. „There‘s something else. You′re asking

me to put my men at risk, lay out money, find storage—even just talking to you I
lay myself open to a conspiracy charge. So don′t do the job unless you′re
absolutely certain. If you cock it up—well, just leave the country before I get my
hands on you. Failures are bad for my reputation.″

Wright stood up, and Tom followed suit. Mandingo showed them to the door.
He said: „Hey, Tom, what‘s your in to that house?″
″I′m going there to dinner. See you.″
Mandingo laughed uproariously as he shut the door.



PART  IV

The Varnish.

″I think I know what it is like to be God.″
—PABLO PICASSO, dead painter

I

THE REPORTER SAT AT his desk in the newsroom, thinking about his
career. He had nothing better to do because it was Wednesday, and all decisions
made by his superiors on Wednesday were reversed on Thursday morning;
therefore he had adopted a policy of never actually working on Wednesdays.
Besides, his career offered much food for thought.

It had been a short and spectacular one, but there was little substance beneath
the glittering surface. He had joined a small weekly in South London after leaving
Oxford, then he had worked for a news agency, then he had managed to get this
job on a quality Sunday paper. It had taken him less than five years.

That was the glitter: the dross was that it had been worthless. He had always
wanted to be an art critic. That was why he had suffered the weekly in order to
learn his trade, and put up with the agency in order to prove his competence. But
now, after three months on the Sunday paper, he had realized that he was at the
end of a very long queue for the art critic′s comfortable chair. There seemed to be
no more shortcuts.

The story he was to do this week involved pollution of a reservoir in South
Wales. Today, if anyone asked, he was making preliminary inquiries. Tomorrow
the pollution story would have shifted to a beach on the Sussex coast, or
something. Whatever happened the job had not the remotest connection with art.

A fat file of newspaper clippings in front of him was marked: „Water—Pollution—
Reservoirs.“ He was reaching to open it when the phone rang. He diverted his
hand to the receiver.

″Newsdesk.″
″Have you got a pencil ready?″
Louis Broom frowned. He had taken many crank phone calls in five years of

journalism, but this approach was a new one. He opened the desk drawer and
took out a ballpoint and a pad.

″Yes. What can I do for you?″
The answer was another question. ″Do you know anything about art?″
Louis frowned again. The man did not sound much like a crank. The voice was

steady and unhysterical, and there was none of the breathless intensity which
normally characterized screwball telephoners.



″As it happens, I do.″
″Good. Listen carefully, because I won′t repeat anything. The biggest fraud in

the history of art was perpetrated in London last week.″
Oh dear, thought Louis, it is a crank. ″What is your name, sir?″ he said politely.
″Shut up and make a note. Claypole and Company bought a van Gogh called

The Gravedigger for eighty-nine thousand pounds. Crowforth′s bought a Munch
titled The High Chair for thirty thousand.″

Louis scribbled frantically as the voice droned a list of ten pictures and galleries.
Finally the voice said: ″The total comes to more than half a million pounds. I′m

not asking you to believe me. But you′ll have to check. Then, when you′ve
published your story, we will tell you why we did it.″

″Just a minute—“ The phone clicked in Louis‘s ear, and he heard the dial tone.
He put the receiver down.

He sat back and lit a cigarette while he wondered what to do about the call. It
certainly could not be ignored. Louis was 99 percent sure the caller was a nutcase:
but it was by following up the onepercenters that great exclusives were found.

He debated telling the news editor. If he did, he would probably be told to pass
the tip to the art critic. Much better to make a start on the story first, if only to
establish his own claim to it.

He looked up Claypole in the directory and dialed the number.
″Do you have a van Gogh called The Gravedigger for sale?″
″Just a moment, sir, and I will find out.″
Louis used the pause to light another cigarette.
″Hello? Yes, we do have that work.″
″Would you tell me the price?″
″A hundred and six thousand guineas.″
„Thank you.“
Louis rang Crowforth & Co. and found that they did indeed have a Munch called

The High Chair for sale at 39,000 guineas.
He began to think hard. The story was standing up. But it was not yet time to

talk about the story.
He picked up the phone and dialed another number.

Professor Peder Schmidt hobbled into the bar on his crutch. He was a big,
energetic man with blond hair and a red face. Despite a slight speech impediment
and an atrocious German accent, he had been one of the best art lecturers at
Oxford. Although Louis had studied English, he had attended all of Schmidt′s
lectures for the pleasure of the man′s grasp of art history and his enthusiastic,
iconoclastic theories. The two men had met outside the lecture theater, gone
drinking together, and argued fiercely about the subject closest to their hearts.

Schmidt knew more about van Gogh than any other man alive.
He spotted Louis, waved, and came over.
„The spring on your bloody crutch still squeaks,″ Louis said.
″Then you can oil it with whisky,″ Schmidt replied. ″How are you, Louis? And

what is all this secrecy about?″
Louis ordered a large scotch for the professor. ″I was lucky to catch you in

London.″



″You were. Next week I go to Berlin. Everything is hurry and chaos.″
″It was good of you to come.″
″It was indeed. Now what is this about?″
″I want you to look at a picture.″
Schmidt downed his scotch. ″I hope it′s a good one.″
„That‘s what I want you to tell me. Let′s go.″
They left the bar and walked toward Claypole′s. The shopping crowds on the

West End sidewalks stared at the odd couple: the young man in his brown chalk-
stripe suit and high-heeled shoes, and the tall cripple striding along beside him,
wearing an open-necked blue shirt and a faded denim jacket. They went along
Piccadilly and turned south to St. James′s. In between an exclusive hatter′s and a
French restaurant were the leaded bow windows of Claypole′s.

They went in and walked the length of the small gallery. At the far end, under a
spotlight of its own, they found The Gravedigger.

To Louis it was unmistakably a van Gogh. The heavy limbs and tired face of the
peasant, the flat Dutch countryside, and the lowering sky were the trademarks.
And there was the signature.

″Professor Schmidt! This is an unexpected pleasure.″
Louis turned to see a slight, elegant man with a graying Vandyke beard, wearing

a black suit. Schmidt said: ″Hello, Claypole.″
Claypole stood beside them, looking at the picture. ″Something of a discovery,

this one, you know,″ he said. ″A wonderful picture, but quite new to the market.″
„Tell me, Claypole, where did you get it?″ Schmidt asked.
″I′m not sure I should tell you. Professional secrets, you know.″
″You tell me where you got it and I will tell you what it is worth.″
″Oh, very well. It was a piece of good fortune, really. Chap called Renalle, from a

minor agency in Nancy, was over here last week. Staying at the Hilton and
disposing of quite a large collection from the estate of some industrialist or other.
Anyway, he simply offered me the picture first.″

″And for this you are asking how much?″
″One hundred and six thousand guineas. A fair price, I think.″
Schmidt grunted and leaned heavily on his crutch, gazing at the picture.
Claypole said: ″What do you think it′s worth?″
Schmidt said: ″About a hundred pounds. It′s the best forgery I′ve ever seen.″

Louis′s editor was a short, beak-nosed man with a Northern accent who was
fond of the word ″bugger.″ He pulled at the end of his nose and said: ″So we know
that all of the paintings were bought by the people who the anonymous caller said
they were bought by. It seems likely that the prices he mentioned were right. We
also know something he didn′t tell us: that they were all bought from a man calling
himself Renalle who was staying at the Hilton. Finally, we know that at least one
of the paintings is a forgery.″

Louis nodded. ″The caller also said something like: ′We will tell you why we did
it.′ So it sounds as if the caller was in fact Renalle.″

The editor frowned. ″I think it′s a stunt,″ he said.
″That doesn′t alter the fact that a mammoth con had been put over on the

London art fraternity.″



The editor looked up at Louis. ″Don′t worry. I′m not knocking the story,″ he said.
He thought for a moment. ″All right, this is how we′ll do it.″ He turned to Eddie
Mackintosh, the paper′s art critic. ″I want you to get hold of Disley at the National
Gallery, or someone of equal standing. It has to be a body we can call Britain′s
leading art expert. Get him to go around all these galleries with you and
authenticate the pictures or declare them forgeries. Offer a consultancy fee if you
think it′s wanted.

″Whatever you do, don′t tell these guys that their pictures are forgeries. If they
find out they′ll have the police in. Once the Yard know about it, some hotshot
crime man on a daily will get it and spoil it for us.

″Louis, I want you to go at it from the other end. You′ve got a story, whatever
Eddie discovers—on major forgery is enough. Try and track down this Renalle.
Find out which room he was in at the hotel, how many people were there, and so
on. Okay.″

The tone was dismissive, and the two journalists left the editor′s office.

Louis gave the reception clerk £5 for a look at the hotel register. There was
no Renalle listed for any day the previous week. He double-checked. The only
peculiarity was a Mr. Eric Clapton. He pointed the name out to the clerk.

„Yes, I remember. He had a beautiful French girl with him. Name something like
Renault. I remember, because a taxi came with loads of heavy pictures for him. He
was a good tipper, too.″

Louis made a note of the room number. ″When guests pay by check, do you
keep a record of the bank the check is drawn on?″

″Yes.″
Louis gave him two more fivers. ″Can you get me the address of this Clapton′s

bank?″
″Not immediately. Can you come back in half an hour?″
″I′ll ring you from my office.″
He walked back to the office to kill the half-hour. When he rang the hotel, the

clerk had the answer.
″The check was overprinted with the names Hollows and Cox, and Mr. Hollows

signed it,″ he added.
Louis took a taxi to the bank.
The manager told him: ″We never give the addresses of clients, I′m afraid.″
Louis argued: ″These clients have been involved in a major fraud. If you don′t

give me the addresses now, you‘ll have to give them to the police soon.″
″When and if the police ask for the addresses, they will get them—provided they

have the authority to seize them.″
″Would it be compromising yourself to ring them? One of them? And ask their

permission?“
″Why should I?“
″I am prepared to remember your help when I write my story. There′s no real

necessity for the bank to appear in a bad light.“
The manager looked thoughtful. After a minute he picked up the phone and

dialed. Louis memorized the number.
„There‘s no reply,″ the manager said.



Louis left. From a phone booth he got the operator to put him through to the
local exchange for the number the manager had dialed. The local operator gave
him the address. He took a taxi.

A station wagon loaded with luggage was parked in the drive. Mr. Hollows had
just returned from a camping holiday in Scotland with his family. He was untying
the ropes on the roof rack.

He was worried to find that someone had opened a bank account in his name.
No, he had no idea what it could be about. Yes, he could lend Louis a photograph
of himself, and he happened to have a snap of himself with his friend Mr. Cox.

Louis took the photographs back to the bank.
″Neither of those men is the man who opened the account,″ said the bank

manager.
He was worried now. He telephoned Mr. Hollows, and got even more worried. He

slipped so far as to tell Louis that a lot of money had passed in and out of the
account. It had been converted to negotiable securities, which had been deposited
in the bank′s safe.

He took Louis to the vault, and opened the safe deposit box Mr. Hollows had
rented. It was empty.

Louis and the manager looked at each other. Louis said: „The trail stops here.″

″Listen to this: ′Britain′s top art expert, Mr. Jonathan Rand, thinks the
paintings are the work of the best art forger this century has seen.′ Is that you,
Mitch, or me?″

Peter and Mitch were sitting in the studio of the Clapham house, drinking the
second cup of coffee after breakfast. They had a copy each of the Sunday paper,
and they were reading about themselves with a mixture of awe and glee.

Mitch said: ″These newspaper boys worked bloody fast, you know. They found
out all about the bank account and the safe deposit box, and they interviewed
poor Hollows.″

″Yes, but what about this: ‹The forger covered his trail so well that Scotland
Yard believe he must have had the help of an experienced criminal.› I reckon I′m
the brilliant forger and you′re the experienced criminal.“

Mitch put the newspaper down and blew on his coffee to cool it. ″It just shows
how easily it can be done—which is what we set out to prove.″

″Here′s a good bit: ‹The forger′s masterstroke was to provide each painting with
a provenance—which is the art world′s equivalent of a pedigree, and is normally
thought to guarantee the authenticity of a work. The provenances were on the
official paper of Meunier′s, the Paris artists′ agents, and had the company′s stamp.
Both paper and stamp must have been stolen.› I like that—the masterstroke.″
Peter folded his paper and threw it across the room.

Mitch reached out for Anne′s guitar and began to play a simple blues tune.
Peter said: ″I hope Arnaz is laughing—he paid for the joke.″

″I don′t think he really believed we could pull it off.″
″Nor did I,″ Peter laughed.
Mitch put the guitar down suddenly, causing the soundbox to boom. ″We

haven′t done the most important bit yet. Let′s get on with it.″



Peter swallowed the rest of his coffee and got up. The two put on their jackets,
called goodbye to Anne, and went out.

They walked along the street and squeezed into the telephone booth on the
comer.

″Something′s worrying me,″ said Peter as he picked up the phone.
″That bit about Scotland Yard?″
„Right.“
„It‘s bothering me, too,″ said Mitch. ″They might be all set to trace our call to the

newspaper. They could get down here to the kiosk, throw a cordon around the
area, and question everyone until they found someone connected with art.″

″So what do we do?″
„Let‘s just phone another newspaper. They‘ll all know about the story by now.″
„Okay.“ Peter lifted the directory from the rack and looked under D for Daily.
″Which one?″ he said.
Mitch closed his eyes and stuck a finger on the page. Peter dialed the number,

and asked to speak to a reporter.
When he got through he asked: „Do you take shorthand?″
The voice replied testily: ″Of course.″
„Then take. I am Renalle, the master forger, and I am about to tell you why I did

it. I wanted to prove that the London art scene, in its concentration on
masterpieces and dead painters, is phony. The best ten dealers in London cannot
tell a forgery when they see one. They are motivated by greed and snobbery, rather
than love of art. Because of them the money going into art is diverted away from
the artists themselves, who really need it.″

„Slow down,″ the reporter protested.
Peter ignored him. ″I am now offering the dealers their money back, minus my

expenses which come to about one thousand pounds. The conditon is that they set
aside one-tenth of the cash—that will be about fifty thousand pounds—to provide
a building in Central London where young, unknown artists can rent studios at
low prices. The dealers must get together, and set up a trust fund to buy and
manage the building. The other condition is that all police inquiries are dropped. I
will look for their reply to my offer in the columns of your newspaper.″

The reporter said quickly: ″Are you a young painter yourself?“
Peter put the phone down.
Mitch said: ″You forgot the French accent.″
″Oh, fuck,″ Peter swore. They left the phone booth.
As they walked back to the house, Mitch said: ″What the hell, I don′t suppose it

makes any difference. Now they know it was not a French job. That narrows their
field to the whole of the UK. So what?″

Peter bit his lip. ″It shows we′re getting slack, that′s what. We had better be
careful not to count our chickens before they′ve paid up.″

″Hatched.″
″Fuck proverbs.″
Anne was in the front garden, playing with Vibeke in the sunshine, when they

got back.
″The sun is shining—let‘s go out,″ she said.
Peter looked at Mitch. ″Why not?″



A deep American voice came from the sidewalk outside. ″How are the happy
forgers?″

Peter whitened and turned around. He relaxed when he saw the stocky figure
and white teeth of Arnaz. The man had a parcel under his arm.

″You scared me,″ Peter said.
Still smiling, Arnaz opened the rotting wooden gate and walked in. Peter said:

″Come on inside.″
The three men went up to the studio. When they had sat down Arnaz waved a

copy of the newspaper. ″I congratulate you two,″ he said. ″I couldn′t have done a
better job myself. I laughed my ass off in bed this morning.″

Mitch got up and pretended to stare at Arnaz′s behind. ″How did you get it back
on again?″

Peter laughed. ″Mitch, don′t get manic again.″
Arnaz went on: ″It was a brilliant operation. And the forgeries were good. I

happened to see the van Gogh in Claypole′s last week. I almost bought it.″
″I suppose it′s safe for you to come here,″ Peter said thoughtfully.
″I think so. Besides, it′s necessary if I′m to make a profit on this deal.″
Mitch′s voice was hostile. ″I thought you were in this for the laughs.″
„That too.″ Arnaz smiled again. „But mainly, I wanted to see just how good the

two of you were.″
″What the hell are you getting at, Arnaz?″ Peter was becoming uneasy now.
„Like I said, I want to see a profit on my investment. So I want you to do one

more forgery each. For me.″
″No deal, Arnaz,“ said Peter. ″We did this to make a point, not to make money.

We′re on the verge of getting away with it. No more forgeries.″
Mitch said quietly: ″I don′t think we‘re going to have any choice.″
Arnaz gave him a nod of acknowledgment. He spread his hands in a gesture of

appeal. ″Look, you guys, there′s no danger. No one will know about these extra
forgeries. The people who buy ′em will never let on they′ve been conned, because
they′ll be implicating themselves in something shady by buying them in the first
place. And nobody but me will know you did the forging.″

″Not interested,″ said Peter.
Arnaz said: ″Mitch knows you′re going to do it, don′t you, Mitch?″
″Yes, you bastard.″
″So tell Pete here.″
″Amaz has us by the balls, Peter,″ Mitch said. ″He′s the one person in the world

who can finger us for the police. All it would take would be one anonymous phone
call. And we haven′t got our deal with the art dealers yet.″

″So? If he fingers us, why can′t we finger him?″ Mitch replied: ″Because there′s
no proof against him. He had no part in the operation—nobody saw him, whereas
loads of people saw me. We can be put up on identity lineups, asked to account for
our movements on the day in question, and Christ knows what. All he did was give
us money—and it was cash, remember? He can deny everything.″

Peter turned to Arnaz. ″When do you want the forgeries?″
″Good lad. I want you to do them now, while I wait.″
Anne looked around the door with the baby in her arms. ″Hey, you lot, are we

going to the common or not?“



″I′m sorry, darling,“ Peter replied. ″It won′t be possible now. We′ve got to do
something else.″

Anne′s expression was unreadable. She left the room.
Mitch said: ″What sort of paintings do you want, Amaz?“
The man picked up the parcel he had brought with him. ″I want two copies of

this.″ He handed it to Mitch.
Mitch unwrapped the parcel and took out a framed painting. He looked at it

with puzzlement in his eyes. Then he read the signature, and whistled.
″Good God,″ he said in amazement. ″Where did you get this?″

II

SAMANTHA TOYED WITH HER china coffee cup and watched Lord Cardwell
delicately eating a cracker piled high with Blue Stilton. She liked the man, despite
herself: he was tall, and white-haired, with a long nose and laugh-lines in the
comers of his eyes. Throughout the dinner he had asked her intelligent questions
about an actress′s work, and had seemed to be genuinely interested—and
occasionally scandalized—by the stories she told.

Tom sat opposite her, and Julian at the lower end of the table. The four of them
were alone, apart from the butler, and Samantha wondered briefly where Sarah
was. Julian had not mentioned her. He was talking enthusiastically now, about a
picture he had bought. His eyes shone, and he waved his arm in the air as he
spoke. Perhaps the picture was the reason for his transformation.

″Modigliani gave it away!″ he was saying. ″He gave it to a rabbi in Livorno, who
retired to a potty little village in Italy and took it with him. It′s been there all these
years—hanging on the wall of some peasant′s hut!″

″Are you sure it′s genuine?″ Samantha asked.
″Perfectly. It has characteristic touches, itʺs signed by him, and we know its

history. You can′t ask more. Besides, I′m having it looked at by one of the top men
shortly.″

″It had better be genuine,″ Lord Cardwell said. He popped a last crumb of
cheese into his mouth and sat back in the high dining chair. Samantha watched
the butler glide forward and remove his plate. ″It cost us enough money.″

„Us?“ Samantha was curious.
″My father-in-law financed the operation,″ Julian said quickly.
„Funny—a friend of mine was talking about a lost Modigliani,“ Samantha said.

She frowned with the effort of remembering—her memory was terrible these days.
″I think she wrote to me about it. Dee Sleign is her name.″

″Must have been another one,″ Julian said.
Lord Cardwell sipped his coffee. ″You know, Julian would never have pulled off

this great coup of his without some sound advice from me. You won′t mind if I tell
this story, Julian.″

Samantha guessed he would mind, from the look on his face, but Cardwell
carried on.



″He came to me for some money to buy paintings. I told him I′m a businessman,
and that if he wants money from me he has to show me how I can make a profit
on the deal. I suggested he go away and dig up a real find—then I would risk my
money on him. And that‘s what he did.″

Julian′s smile to Samantha implied: ″Let the old fool ramble on.″
Tom said: ″How did you come to be a businessman?“
Cardwell smiled. ″It goes back to my rip-roaring youth. By the time I reached

twenty-one I had done just about everything: gone around the world, got sent
down from college, raced horses and airplanes—not to mention the traditional
wine, women and song.″

He stopped for a moment, gazing into his coffee cup, then went on: ″At the age
of twenty-one I came into my money, and I also got married. In no time at all, or
sooner, there was a young ′un on the way—not Sarah, of course, she was much
later. All of a sudden I realized that tearing about was a rather limited occupation.
And I did not want to manage the estates, or work in a firm owned by my father.
So I took my money to the City of London, where I discovered no one knew much
more about finance than I did. That was about the time the Stock Exchange was
falling around everyone′s ears. They were all terrified. I bought some companies
which, as far as I could see, didn′t need to give a toot what happened to the stock
market. I was right. When the world got on its feet again, I was four times as rich
as I had been at the start. Since then progress has been slower.″

Samantha nodded. It was much as she had guessed. ″Are you glad you went
into business?″ she asked.

″Not sure.″ There seemed to be a note of heaviness in the old man′s voice. „There
was a time, you know, when I wanted to change the world, like you young people. I
thought I might use my wealth to do somebody some good. But somehow, when
you get involved in the business of actually surviving, holding companies together,
satisfying shareholders—you lose interest in such grand schemes.″

There was a pause. ″Besides, the world can′t be all that bad when there are
cigars like these.″ He gave a tired smile.

″And pictures like yours,″ Samantha put in.
Julian said: ″Are you going to show Sammy and Tom the gallery?″
″Of course.″ The old man got up. ″I might as well show ′em off while they′re

here.″
The butler moved Samantha′s chair away as she got up from the table. She

followed Cardwell out of the dining room into the hall, then up the double
staircase to the first floor.

At the top of the stairs Cardwell lifted a large Chinese vase and took a key from
under it. Samantha looked sideways at Tom and noticed that he was taking
everything in, his eyes moving quickly from side to side. Something near the
bottom of the doorpost seemed to have caught his attention.

Cardwell opened the stout door and ushered them in. The picture gallery
occupied a comer room— probably a drawing room originally, Samantha thought.
The windows were wire-reinforced.

Cardwell showed obvious pleasure as he walked her along the rows of paintings,
telling a little about how he had acquired each one.

She asked him: ″Have you always liked paintings?″



He nodded. ″It′s one of the things a classical education teaches you. However,
there′s a lot it leaves out—like the cinema, for example.″

They stopped beside a Modigliani. It was of a naked woman kneeling on the
floor—a real woman, Samantha thought, with a plain face, untidy hair, jutting
bones and imperfect skin. She liked it.

Cardwell was such a pleasant, charming man, that she began to feel guilty
about planning to rob him. Still, he was losing the pictures anyway, and his
insurance would pay up. Besides, the Sheriff of Nottingham was probably quite
charming.

She wondered, sometimes, whether she and Tom were slightly mad—whether
his madness was an infection he had passed on to her—a sexually transmitted
disease. She suppressed a grin. God, she had not felt so alive for years.

As they walked out of the gallery she said: ″I′m surprised you′re selling the
pictures—you seem so fond of them.″

Cardwell smiled ruefully. ″Yes. But needs must, when the Devil drives.″
″I know what you mean,″ Samantha replied.

III

„THIS IS BLOODY AWFUL, Willow,“ said Charles Lampeth. He felt the
language was justified. He had come in to his office on Monday morning, after a
weekend in a country house with no telephone and no worries, to find his gallery
in the thick of a scandal.

Willow stood stiffly in front of Lampeth′s desk. He took an envelope from his
inside jacket pocket and dropped it on the desk. ″My resignation.″

″There′s absolutely no need for it,″ Lampeth said. ″Every major gallery in London
was fooled by these people. Lord, I saw the picture myself and I was taken in.“

″It might be better for the gallery if I did go,″ Willow persisted.
″Nonsense. Now, you′ve made the gesture and I′ve refused to accept your

resignation, so let′s forget it. Sit down, there′s a good chap, and tell me exactly
what happened.“

„It‘s all in there,“ Willow replied, pointing at the newspapers on Lampeth′s desk.
″The story of the forgery in yesterday′s paper, and the terms we′re being offered in
today′s.″ He sat down and lit a slim cigar.

„Tell me anyway.″
″It was while you were in Cornwall. I got a phone call from this chap Renalle,

who said he was at the Hilton. Said he had a Picasso which we might like. I knew
we didn′t have any Picassos, of course, so I was quite keen. He came round with
the picture that afternoon.″

Lampeth interrupted: ″I thought it was a woman who took the pictures to the
galleries?“

″Not this one. It was the chap himself.″
″I wonder whether there′s a reason for that,″ Lampeth mused. ″Anyway, carry

on.″



″Well, the painting looked good. It looked like Picasso, it was signed, and there
was a provenance from Meunier′s. I thought it was worth eighty-five thousand
pounds. He asked sixty-nine thousand, so I jumped at it. He said he was from an
agency in Nancy, so it seemed quite likely he would undervalue a picture. I
assumed he was simply not used to handling high-priced works. You came back a
couple of days later and approved the purchase, and we put the work on display.″

„Thank God we didn′t sell it,″ Lampeth said fervently. ″You′ve taken it down,
now, of course.“

″First thing this morning.“
″What about this latest development?″
″The ransom, you mean? Well, we would get most of our money back. It is

humiliating, of course: but nothing compared with the embarrassment of being
duped in the first place. And this idea of theirs—low-rent studios for artists—is
really quite laudable.″

″So what do you suggest?″
„I think the first step must be to get all the dealers together for a meeting.″
″Fine.″
″Might we hold it here?″
″I don′t see why not. Only get the whole thing over with as soon as possible. The

publicity is appalling.″
″It will get worse before it improves. The police are coming around later this

morning.″
″Then we had better get some work done before they arrive.″ Lampeth reached

across his desk, lifted the telephone, and said: ″Some coffee, please, Mavis.″ He
unbuttoned his jacket and put a cigar between his teeth. ″Are we ready for the
Modigliani exhibition?″

″Yes. I think it will go well.″
„What have we got?″
″There are Lord Cardwell′s three, of course.″
″Yes. They′ll be picked up within the next few days.″
″Then we′ve got the drawings I bought right at the start. They have arrived

safely.″
„What about dealing pictures?“
″We′ve done quite well. Dixon is lending us two portraits, the Magi have some

sculptures for us, and we′ve got a couple of oil-and-crayon nudes from Deside′s.
There are more which I have to confirm.″

″What commission did Dixon want?″
″He asked for twenty-five percent but I knocked him down to twenty.″
Lampeth grunted. ″I wonder why he goes to the trouble of trying it on. Anyone

would think we were a shop front in Chelsea instead of a leading gallery.″
Willow smiled. ″We always try it on with him.″
„True.“
″You said you had something up your sleeve.″
″Ah, yes.“ Lampeth looked at his watch. ″An undiscovered one. I have to go and

see about it this morning. Still, it can wait until I′ve had my coffee.″



Lampeth thought about the forger as his taxi threaded its way through the
West End toward the City. The man was a lunatic, of course: but a lunatic with
altruistic motives. It was easy to be philanthropic with other people′s money.

Undoubtedly, the sensible thing would be to give in to his demands. Lampeth
just hated to be blackmailed.

The cab pulled into the forecourt of the agency and Lampeth entered the
building. An assistant helped him with his overcoat, which he had worn because
of the chill breezes of early September.

Lipsey was waiting for him in his office, the inevitable glass of sherry ready on
the table. Lampeth settled his bulk into a chair. He sipped the sherry to warm
him.

″So you′ve got it.″
Lipsey nodded. He turned to the wall and swung aside a section of bookcase to

reveal a safe. With a key attached by a thin chain to the waist of his trousers, he
unlocked the door.

″It′s as well I′ve a big safe,“ he said. He reached in with both hands and took out
a framed canvas about four feet by three feet. He propped it on his desk where
Lampeth could see it, and stood behind it, supporting it.

Lampeth stared for a minute. Then he put down his sherry glass, got up, and
came closer. He took a magnifier from his pocket and studied the brush-work.
Then he stood back and looked again.

″What did you have to give for it?′ he asked.
″I′m afraid I forked out fifty thousand pounds.″
″It′s worth double that.″
Lipsey moved the painting to the floor and sat down again. ″I think it′s hideous,″

he said.
″So do I. But it′s absolutely unique. Quite astonishing. There′s no doubt it′s

Modigliani—but no one knew he ever painted stuff like this.″
″I′m glad you′re pleased,″ said Lipsey. His tone said he wanted to introduce a

more businesslike note into the conversation.
″You must have put a good man on it,″ Lampeth mused.
„The best.″ Lipsey suppressed a grin. ″He went to Paris, Livorno, Rimini…″
″And he beat my niece to it.″
″Not exactly. What happened—“
″I don′t want to know the details,″ Lampeth cut in. ″Have you got a bill ready for

me? I′d like to pay it right away.″
″Certainly.″ Lipsey went to the office door and spoke to his secretary. He came

back with a sheet of paper in his hand.
Lampeth read the bill. Apart from the £50,000 for the painting, it came to

£1,904. He took out his personal checkbook and wrote the amount in.
″You′ll get an armored truck to deliver it?″
″Of course,″ Lipsey said. „That‘s in the bill. Is everything else satisfactory?″
Lampeth ripped out a check and handed it to the detective. ″I consider I′ve got a

bargain,″ he said.

The New Room was closed to the public, and a long conference table had
been brought in and set in the center. All around the walls were dark, heavy



Victorian landscapes. They seemed appropriate to the somber mood of the men in
the room.

The representatives of nine other galleries were there. They sat at the table,
while the assistants and solicitors they had brought with them sat in occasional
chairs nearby. Willow was at the head of the table with Lampeth beside him. Rain
pattered tirelessly against the high, narrow windows in the wall. The air was thick
with cigar smoke.

″Gentlemen,″ Willow began, ″we have all lost a good deal of money and been
made to look rather foolish. We cannot retrieve our pride, so we are here to
discuss getting our money back.″

„It‘s always dangerous to pay a blackmailer.“ The high Scots accent belonged to
Ramsey Crowforth. He twanged his suspenders and looked over the top of his
spectacles at Willow. ″If we cooperate with these people, they—or someone else—
could try the same stunt again.“

The mild, quiet voice of John Dixon cut in. „I don′t think so, Ramsey. We′re all
going to be a lot more careful from now on—especially about provenances. This is
the kind of trick you can′t play twice.″

″I agree with Dixon,″ a third man said. Willow looked down the table to see Paul
Roberts, the oldest man in the room, talking around the stem of a pipe. He went
on: „I don′t think the forger has anything to lose. From what I read in the press, it
seems he has covered his tracks so well that the police have little or no hope of
finding him, regardless of whether we call them off or not. If we refuse to
cooperate, all the villain does is pocket his half a million pounds.″

Willow nodded. Roberts was probably the most respected dealer in London—
something of a grand old man of the art world—and his word would carry weight.

Willow said, ″Gentlemen, I have made some contingency plans so that, if we do
decide to consent to these demands, the thing can be done quickly.“ He took a
sheaf of papers from his briefcase on the floor beside him. ″I′ve got Mr. Jankers
here, our solicitor, to draw up some papers for the setting up of a trust fund.″

He took the top folder from the pile and passed the rest down the table.
″Perhaps you would have a look at these. The important clause is on page three. It
says that the trust will do nothing until it receives approximately five hundred
thousand pounds from one Monsieur Renalle. At that time it will pay ninety
percent of the money to the ten of us, in proportion to the stated amounts we paid
for the forgeries. I think you will find those figures correct.″

Crowforth said: ″Somebody′s got to run the trust.″
″I have made some tentative arrangements on that point too,″ said Willow. ″They

are subject to your approval, quite naturally. However, the Principal of the West
London College of Art, Mr. Richard Pink-man, has agreed to be chairman of the
trustees if we so require. I think the vice-chairman should be one of us—perhaps
Mr. Roberts.

″We would each have to sign a form of agreement withdrawing any claim on the
money apart from the arrangement with the trust. And we would have to agree to
withdraw our complaint to the police against Monsieur Renalle and his
associates.″

Crowforth said: ″I want my solicitor to study all these papers before signing
anything.″



Willow nodded. ″Of course.″
Roberts said: ″I agree—but all the same, we want this business over with

quickly. Could we not agree in principle today? The rest could be done by our
solicitors over the next day or two, unless there are any snags.″

″A good idea,″ Willow approved. ″Perhaps our Mr. Jankers could coordinate the
solicitors′ activities? ʺ Jankers bowed his head in acknowledgment.

″Are we all agreed, then, gentlemen?″ Willow looked around the table for
dissenters. There were none. ″All that remains, then, is a statement to the press.
Will you be happy to leave that with me?″ He paused for dissent again. ″Very well.
In that case I will release a statement immediately. If you will excuse me, I will
leave you in Mr. Lampeth′s hands. I believe he has organized some tea.″

Willow got up and left the room. He went to his own office and sat down by the
telephone. He picked up the receiver—then paused, and smiled to himself.

″I think you′ve redeemed yourself, Willow,“ he said quietly.

Willow walked into Lampeth′s office with an evening newspaper in his hand.
″It seems it′s all over, Lampeth,″ he said. ″Jankers has told the press that all the
agreements are signed.″

Lampeth looked at his watch. „Time for a gin,″ he said. ″Have one?″
″Please.″
Lampeth opened the cabinet and poured gin into two glasses. ″As for its being

all over, I′m not sure. We haven′t got our money yet.″ He opened a bottle of tonic
and poured half into each glass.

″Oh, we‘ll get the money. The forgers would hardly have bothered to set this up
just to cause trouble. Besides, the sooner they give us the cash, the sooner the
police lay off.“

″It′s not just the money.″ Lampeth sat down heavily and swallowed half his
drink. ″It will be years before the art world recovers from a blow like this. The
public now thinks we′re all frauds who don′t know the difference between a
masterpiece and a seaside postcard.″

″I must say, er…“ Willow hesitated.
″Well?″
″I can′t help feeling they have proved a point. Quite what it is I don′t know. But

something very profound.″
″On the contrary—it‘s simple. They′ve proved that the high prices paid for great

works of art reflect snobbery rather than artistic appreciation. We all knew that
already. They′ve proved that a real Picasso is worth no more than an expert copy.
Well, it′s the public who inflate the price, not the dealers.″

Willow smiled and gazed out of the window. ″I know. Still, we make our
percentage on the inflation.″

″What do they expect? We couldn′t make a living out of fifty-pound canvases.″
″Woolworth′s do.″
″And look at the quality of their stuff. No, Willow. The forger may have his heart

in the right place, but he won′t change anything. We lose prestige for a while—a
long while, I expect—but before too long everything will be back to normal, simply
because that is the way it has to be.″



″I′ve no doubt you′re right,″ said Willow. He finished his drink. ″Well, they′re
closing up downstairs. Are you ready to go?″

″Yes.″ Lampeth stood up, and Willow helped him on with his coat. ″By the way,
what did the police say in the paper?″

„They said that since the complaints had been withdrawn, they had no option
but to suspend inquiries. But they gave the impression they would still like to get
hold of Renalle.″

Lampeth walked out of the door and Willow followed him. Lampeth said: ″I don′t
think we‘ll ever hear from Renalle again.″

The two men were silent as they walked down the stairs and through the empty
gallery. Lampeth looked out of the windows and said: ″My car′s not here yet. Look
at the rain.″

„I‘ll press on.″
″No, wait. I′ll give you a lift. We must talk about the Modigliani exhibition. We

haven′t had time these last few days.″
Willow pointed across the gallery. ″Somebody′s left their shopping,“ he said.
Lampeth looked. In a comer, underneath a rather poor charcoal drawing, were

two large Sainsbury′s tote bags. A carton of soap powder stuck out of the top of
one. Willow walked over and looked more closely.

He said: ″I suppose we ought to be careful in these days of bag bombs. Do you
think the IRA consider us a target?″

Lampeth laughed. ″I don′t think they use Fairy Snow in their bombs.″ He
crossed over the room, and hefted one of the bags.

The wet paper broke, and the contents of the bag spilled over the floor. Willow
gave a grunt of exclamation and bent down.

Beneath the soap powder and lettuce was a bundle wrapped in newspaper.
Inside the newspaper was a pile of stiff cards and sheets of heavyweight paper.
Willow sorted through and examined a few.

″They′re stocks and bonds,″ he said finally. ″Open-faced securities—certificates
of ownership, negotiable on signature. I′ve never seen so much money in all my
life.″

Lampeth smiled. ″The forger paid up,″ he said. ″The deal is done. I suppose we
ought to tell the newspapers.″ He stared at the securities for a moment. „Half a
million pounds,″ he said quietly. ″Do you realize, Willow—if you snatched those
bags and ran away now, you could live well for the rest of your life in South
America?″

Willow was about to reply when the gallery door opened.
″I′m afraid we′re closed,″ Lampeth called out.
A man came in. ″It′s all right, Mr. Lampeth,″ he said. ″My name′s Louis Broom—

we met the other day. I′ve had a call to say that the half-a-million has been paid
back. Is that true?″

Lampeth looked at Willow, and they both smiled. Lampeth said: ″Goodbye,
South America.″

Willow shook his head in awe. ″I have to hand it to our friend Renalle. He
thought of everything.″



IV

JULIAN DROVE SLOWLY THROUGH the quiet Dorset village, steering the
hired Cortina carefully along the narrow road. All he had by way of an address was
Gaston Moore, Dunroamin, Cramford. Dunroamin! It was a mystery how the most
discriminating art expert in the country could have called his retirement home
such a banal name. Perhaps it was a joke.

Moore was certainly eccentric. He refused to come to London, he had no
telephone, and he never answered letters. When the bigwigs of the art world
required his services, they had to trek down to this village and knock on his door.
And they had to pay his fees in crisp one-pound notes. Moore had no bank
account.

There never seemed to be anyone around in villages, Julian reflected. He turned
a bend and braked hard. A herd of cattle was crossing the road. He killed the
engine and got out. He would ask the cowhand.

He expected to see a young man with a pudding-basin haircut chewing a stalk
of grass. The cowhand was young; but he had a trendy haircut, a pink sweater,
and purple trousers tucked into his Wellington boots.

The man said: ″You lookin‘ for the painter man?″ The accent was a pleasantly
rich burr.

″How did you guess?″ Julian wondered aloud.
″Most furriners want ′un.″ The cowhand pointed. ″Back the way you come, turn

down the road by the white house. „‘Tis a bungalow.″
„Thank you.″ Julian got back into the car and reversed down the road until he

reached the white house. There was a rutted track beside it. He followed the track
until he reached a wide gate. Dunroamin was written in faded Gothic lettering on
the peeling white paintwork.

Julian patted his pocket to make sure the wad of notes was still there; then he
took the carefully packed painting from the backseat and maneuvered it out of the
car. He opened the gate and walked up the short path to the door.

Moore′s home was a pair of ancient thatched workingmen′s cottages which had
been knocked into one. The roof was low, the windows small and leaded, the
mortar between the stones crumbling. Julian would not have called it a bungalow.

His knock was answered, after a long wait, by a bent man with a cane. He had a
shock of white hair, thick-lensed spectacles, and a birdlike tilt to his head.

″Mr. Moore?″ Julian said.
″What if it is?″ the man replied in a Yorkshire accent.
„Julian Black, of the Black Gallery. I wonder if you would authenticate a picture

for me.″
„Did you bring cash?″ Moore was still holding the door, as if ready to slam it.
″I did.″
″Come on then.″ He led the way inside the house. ″Mind your head,″ he said

unnecessarily—julian was too short to be bothered by the low beams.



The living room seemed to occupy most of one of the cottages. It was crammed
with oldish furniture, among which a brand-new, very big color television stuck
out like a sore thumb. It smelled of cats and varnish.

″Let′s have a look at it, then.″
Julian began to unpack the painting, taking off the leather straps, the

polystyrene sheets, and the cotton wool.
″No doubt it′s another forgery,“ Moore said. ″All I see these days is fakes. There′s

so much of it going on. I see on the telly some smart-alec got them all chasing
their behinds the other week. I had to laugh.″

Julian handed him the canvas. ″I think you‘ll find this one is genuine,″ he said.
″I just want your seal of approval.″

Moore took the painting, but did not look at it. ″Now you must realize
something,“ he said. ″I can′t prove a painting is genuine. The only way to do that is
to watch the artist paint it, from start to finish, then take it away with you and
lock it in a safe. Then you can be sure. All I do is try to prove it′s a fake. There are
all sorts of ways in which a forgery might reveal itself, and I know most of them.
But if I can find nothing wrong, the artist could still turn around tomorrow and
say he never painted it, and you′d have no argument. Understood?″

″Sure,″ said Julian.
Moore continued to look at him, the painting face-down on his knees.
″Well, are you going to examine it?″
″You haven′t paid me yet.″
„Sorry.“ Julian reached into his pocket for the money.
″Two hundred pounds.″
″Right.″ Julian handed over two wads of notes. Moore began to count them.
As he watched, Julian thought how well the old man had chosen to spend his

retirement. He lived alone, in peace and quiet, conscious of a life′s work expertly
done. He cocked a snook at the pressures and snobbery of London, giving
sparingly of his great skill, forcing the art world princes to make a tiresome
pilgrimage to his home before he would grant them audience. He was dignified and
independent. Julian rather envied him.

Moore finished counting the money and tossed it casually into a drawer. At last
he looked at the painting.

Straightaway he said: ″Well, if it′s a forgery, it′s a bloody good one.″
″How can you tell so quickly?″
″The signature is exactly right—not too perfect. That′s a mistake most forgers

make—they reproduce the signature so exactly it looks contrived. This one flows
freely.″ He ran his eye over the canvas. ″Unusual. I like it. Well, would you like me
to do a chemical test?″

„Why not?″
″Because it means marking the canvas. I have to take a scraping. It can be done

in a place where the frame will normally hide the mark, but I always ask anyway.″
″Go ahead.″
Moore got up. ″Come along.″ He led Julian back through the hallway into the

second cottage. The smell of varnish became stronger. „This is the laboratory,“
Moore said.



It was a square room with a wooden workbench along one wall. The windows
had been enlarged, and the walls painted white. A fluorescent strip light hung
from the ceiling. On the bench were several old paint cans containing peculiar
fluids.

Moore took out his false teeth with a swift movement, and dropped them in a
Pyrex beaker. ″Can′t work with them in,″ he explained. He sat down at his bench
and laid the painting in front of him.

He began to dismantle the frame. ″I′ve got a feeling about you, lad,″ he said as
he worked. ″I think you′re like me. They don′t accept you as one of them, do they?″

Julian frowned in puzzlement. ″I don′t think they do.″
″You know, I always knew more about painting than the people I worked for.

They used my expertise, but they never really respected me. That′s why I′m so
bloody-minded with them nowadays. You′re like a butler, you know. Most good
butlers know more about food and wine than their masters. Yet they′re still looked
down on. It′s called class distinction I spent my life trying to be one of them. I
thought being an art expert was the way, but I was wrong. There is no way!“

″How about marrying in?″ Julian suggested.
″Is that what you did? You′re worse off than me, then. You can′t drop out of the

race. I feel sorry for you, son.″
One arm of the frame was now free, and Moore slid the glass out. He took a

sharp knife, like a scalpel, from a rack in front of him. He peered closely at the
canvas, then delicately ran the blade of the knife across a millimeter of paint.

″Oh,″ he grunted.
„What?“
″When did Modigliani die?″
„In 1920.“
„Oh.“
„Why?“
„Paint‘s a bit soft, is all. Doesn′t mean anything. Hold on.″
He took a bottle of clear liquid from a shelf, poured a little into a test tube, and

dipped the knife in. Nothing happened for a couple of minutes. To Julian it seemed
an age. Then the paint on the knife began to dissolve and seep through the liquid.

Moore looked at Julian. „That settles it.″
„What have you proved?″
„The paint is no more than three months old, young man. You′ve got a fake.

How much did you pay for it?″
julian looked at the paint dissolving in the test tube. ″It cost me just about

everything,“ he said quietly.

He drove back to London in a daze. How it had happened he had no idea. He
was trying to figure out what to do about it.

He had gone down to Moore simply with the idea of adding to the value of the
painting. It had been a sort of afterthought; there had been no doubt in his mind
about the authenticity of the work. Now he wished he had not bothered. And the
question he was turning over in his mind, playing with as a gambler rolls the dice
between his palms, was: could he pretend he had not seen Moore?



He could still put the picture up in the gallery. No one would know it was not
genuine. Moore would never see it, never know it was in circulation.

The trouble was, he might mention it casually. It could be years later. Then the
truth would come out: Julian Black had sold a painting he knew to be a fake. That
would be the end of his career.

It was unlikely. Good God, Moore would die anyway within a few years—he
must be pushing seventy. If only the old man would die soon.

Suddenly Julian realized that, for the first time in his life, he was contemplating
murder. He shook his head, as if to dear it of confusion. The idea was absurd. But
alongside such a drastic notion, the risk of showing the picture diminished. What
was there to lose? Without the Modigliani, Julian hardly had a career anyway.
There would be no more money from his father-in-law, and the gallery would
probably be a flop.

It was decided, then. He would forget about Moore. He would show the picture.
The essential thing now was to act as if nothing had happened. He was expected

for dinner at Lord Cardwell‘s. Sarah would be there, and she was planning to stay
the night. Julian would spend the night with his wife: what could be more normal?
He headed for Wimbledon.

When he arrived, a familiar dark blue Daimler was in the drive alongside his
father-in-law‘s Rolls. Julian transferred his fake Modigliani to the boot of the
Cortina before going to the door.

„Evening, Sims,″ he said as the butler opened the door. ″Is that Mr. Lampeth‘s
car in the drive?″

″Yes, sir. They are all in the gallery.″
Julian handed over his short coat and mounted the stairs. He could hear

Sarah′s voice coming from the room at the top.
He stopped short as he entered the gallery. The walls were bare.
Cardwell called: ″Come in, Julian, and join in the commiserations. Charles here

has taken all my paintings away to sell them.″
Julian walked over, shook hands, and kissed Sarah. ″It′s a bit of a shock,″ he

said. „The place looks naked.“
″Doesn′t it?″ Cardwell agreed heartily. ″We′re going to have a damn good dinner

and forget about it. Sorry, Sarah.″
″You don′t have to watch your language with me, you know that,″ his daughter

said.
″Oh, my God,“ Julian breathed. He was staring at one painting left on the wall.
″What is it?″ said Lampeth. ″You look as if you′ve seen a ghost. That′s just a

little acquisition of mine I brought along to show you all. Can′t have a gallery with
no pictures at all.″

Julian turned away and walked to the window. His mind was in a turmoil. The
picture Lampeth had brought was an exact copy of his fake Modigliani.

The bastard had the real one while Julian had a dud. He almost choked with
hatred.

Suddenly a wild, foolhardy plan was born in his mind. He turned around
quickly.

They were looking at him, expressions of slightly concerned puzzlement on their
faces.



Cardwell said: ″I was just telling Charles that you, too, have a new Modigliani,
Julian.″

Julian forced a smile. „That‘s why this is such a shock. It′s exactly like mine.″
″Good Lord!″ Lampeth said. ″Have you had it authenticated?″
″No,″ Julian lied. ″Have you?″
″Afraid not. Lord, I thought there was no doubt about this one.″
Cardwell said: „Well, one of you has a forgery. It seems there are more forgeries

than genuine works in the art world these days. Personally, I hope Julian′s is the
one—I‘ve got a stake in it.″ He laughed heartily.

″They could both be genuine,″ Sarah said. ″Lots of painters repeated
themselves.″

Julian asked Lampeth: ″Where did you get yours?″ ″I bought it from a man,
young Julian.″

Julian realized he had trespassed on the ethics of the profession. ″Sorry,″ he
mumbled.

The butler rang the bell for dinner.

Samantha was flying. Tom had given her the funny little flat tin that
evening, and she had taken six of the blue capsules. Her head was light, her
nerves tingled, and she was bursting with excitement.

She sat in the front seat of the van, squashed between Tom and Eyes Wright.
Tom was driving. There were two other men in the back.

Tom said: ″Remember, if we′re very quiet we should have it off without waxing
anybody. If someone does catch us bang to rights, pull a shooter on him, and tie
him up. No violence. Quiet now, we′re there.″

He switched the engine off and let the van coast the last few yards. He stopped
it just outside the gate of Lord Cardwell′s house. He spoke over his shoulder to the
men in the back: ″Wait for the word.″

The three in the front got out. They had stocking masks, pulled up to their
foreheads, ready to cover their faces if they were seen by the occupants of the
house.

They walked carefully up the drive. Tom stopped at a manhole and whispered to
Wright, „Burglar alarm.“

Wright bent down and inserted a tool into the manhole cover. He lifted it easily
and shone a pencil flashlight inside. ″Piece of cake,″ he said.

Samantha watched, fascinated, as he bent down and put his gloved hands into
the tangle of wires. He separated two white ones.

From his little case he took a wire with crocodile clips at either end. The white
wires emerged from one side of the manhole and disappeared on the other. Wright
clipped the extra wire from his case onto the two terminals on the side of the
manhole farthest from the house. Then he disconnected the wires at the opposite
pair of terminals. He stood up. ″Direct line to the local nick,″ he whispered.
„Shortcircuited now.″

The three of them approached the house. Wright shone his flashlight carefully
around a window frame. ʺJust the one,″ he whispered. He delved in his bag again
and came up with a glass cutter.



He cut three sides of a small rectangle in the window near the inside handle. He
pulled a strip of tape from a roll and bit it off with his teeth. He wound one end of
the tape around his thumb, and pressed the other against the glass. Then he cut
the fourth side of the rectangle and lifted the glass out on the end of the tape. He
placed it carefully on the ground.

Tom reached through the opening and undid the catch. He swung the window
wide and climbed in.

Wright took Samantha′s arm and led her to the front door. After a moment it
opened silently, and Tom appeared.

The three of them crossed the hall and climbed the stairs. Outside the gallery,
Tom took Wright′s arm and pointed at the foot of the doorpost.

Wright put down his bag and opened it. He took out an infrared lamp, turned it
on, and beamed it at the tiny photoelectric cell embedded in the woodwork. With
his free hand he took out a tripod, set it under the lamp, and adjusted its height.
Finally he put the lamp gently on the tripod. He stood up.

Tom took the key from under the vase and opened the gallery door.

Julian lay awake listening to Sarah′s breathing. They had decided to stay
the night at Lord Cardwell′s house after the dinner party. Sarah had been sound
asleep for some time. He looked at the luminous hands of his watch: it was 2:30
A.M.

Now was the time. He pulled the sheet off him and sat up slowly, swinging his
legs over the edge of the bed. His stomach felt as if someone had tied a knot in it.

It was a simple plan. He would go down to the gallery, take Lampeth′s
Modigliani, and put it in the trunk of the Cortina. Then he would put the fake
Modigliani in the gallery and come back to bed.

Lampeth would never know. The pictures were almost identical. Lampeth would
find that his was a fake, and assume that Julian had had the real one all along.

He put on the dressing gown and slippers which had been provided by Sims,
and opened the bedroom door.

Creeping around a house at the dead of night was all very well in theory: one
thought of how unconscious one would be of anyone else doing it. In reality it
seemed full of hazards. Suppose one of the old men got up for the lavatory?
Suppose one fell over something?

As he tiptoed along the landing Julian thought of what he would say if he were
caught. He was going to compare Lampeth′s Modigliani with his own—that would
do.

He reached the gallery door and froze. It was open.
He frowned. Cardwell always locked it. Tonight, Julian had watched the man

turn the key in the door and put it in its hiding place.
Therefore someone else had got up in the middle of the night to go to the gallery.
He heard a whispered: ″Damn!″
Another voice hissed: ″The bloody things must have been taken away today.″
Julian′s eyes narrowed in the darkness. Voices meant thieves. But they had

been foiled: the pictures were gone.
There was a faint creak, and he pressed himself up against the wall behind a

grandfather clock. Three figures came out of the gallery. One carried a picture.



They were taking the real Modigliani.
Julian drew in his breath to shout—then one of the figures passed through a

shaft of moonlight from a window. He recognized the famous face of Samantha
Winacre. He was too astonished to call out.

How could it possibly be Sammy? She—she must have wanted to come to
dinner to case the joint! But how had she got mixed up with crooks? Julian shook
his head. It hardly mattered. His own plan was awry now.

Julian thought fast to cope with the new situation. There was no longer any
need to stop the thieves—he knew where the Modigliani was going. But his own
plan was completely spoiled.

Suddenly he smiled in the darkness. No, it was not spoiled at all.
A faint breath of cold air told him the thieves had opened the front door. He

gave them a minute to get away.
Poor Sammy, he thought.
He went softly down the stairs and out of the open front door. He opened the

trunk of the Cortina quietly, and took the fake Modigliani out. As he turned back
to the house, he saw a rectangle cut in the glass of the dining room window. The
window was open. That was how they had got in.

He closed the car trunk and went back into the house, leaving the front door
open as the thieves had. He climbed to the gallery and hung the fake Modigliani
where the real one had been.

Then he went to bed.

He woke early in the morning, although he had slept very little. He bathed
and dressed quickly, and went to the kitchen. Sims was already there, eating his
own breakfast while the cook prepared the meal for the master of the house and
his guests.

″Don′t disturb yourself,″ Julian said to Sims as the butler rose from his seat.
″I′m off early—I′d just like to share your coffee, if I may. Cook can see to it.″

Sims piled bacon, egg and sausage onto his fork and finished the meal in one
mouthful. ″When one is up early, the rest soon follow, I find, Mr. Black,″ he said. ″I
better lay up.″

Julian sat down and sipped his coffee while the butler went away. The shout of
surprise came a minute later. Julian had been expecting it.

Sims came quickly into the kitchen. ″I think we′ve been burgled, sir,″ he said.
Julian faked surprise. ″What?″ he exclaimed. He stood up.
″A hole has been cut in the dining room window, and the window is open. I

noticed this morning that the front door was open, but I thought Cook had done it.
The gallery door was ajar, too—but Mr. Lampeth′s painting is still there.″

″Let′s have a look at this window,″ said Julian. Sims followed him across the
hall and into the dining room.

Julian looked at the hole for a moment. ″I suppose they came for the pictures,
and were disappointed. They must have decided the Modigliani was worthless. It′s
an unusual one—they might not recognize it. First thing is to phone the police,
Sims. Then rouse Lord Cardwell. Then begin checking the house to see whether
anything at all is missing.″

″Very good, sir.″



Julian looked at his watch. ″I feel I ought to stay, but I′ve an important
appointment. I think I′ll go, as it seems nothing has been taken. Tell Mrs. Black I
will telephone later.″

Sims nodded and Julian went out.
He drove very fast across London in the early morning. It was windy, but the

roads were dry. He was guessing that Sammy and her accomplices—who
presumably included the boyfriend he had met—would keep the painting at least
until today.

He stopped outside the Islington house and jumped out of the car, leaving the
ignition keys in. There were too many assumptions and guesses in this plan. He
was impatient.

He banged hard on the knocker and waited. When there was no reply for a
couple of minutes, he banged hard again.

Eventually Samantha came to the door. There was ill-concealed fear in her eyes.
″Thank God,″ Julian said, and pushed past her into the house.
Tom stood in the hall, a towel around his waist. ″What the hell do you think

you′re doing, banging—“
″Shut up,“ Julian said crisply. „Let′s talk downstairs, shall we?″
Tom and Samantha looked at one another. Samantha gave a slight nod, and

Tom opened the door to the basement stairs. Julian went down.
He sat on the couch and said: ″I want my painting back.″
Samantha said: ″I haven′t the faintest idea—“
″Forget it, Sammy,″ Julian interrupted. ″I know. You broke into Lord Cardwell′s

house last night to steal his pictures. They were gone, so you stole the one that
was there. Unfortunately, it wasn′t his. It was mine. If you give it back to me I
won′t go to the police.″

Silently, Samantha got up and went to a cupboard. She opened the door and
took out the painting. She handed it to Julian.

He looked at her face. It was almost haggard: cheeks drawn, eyes wide with
something which was neither anxiety nor surprise, hair uncared-for. He took the
picture from her.

A sense of relief overwhelmed him. He felt quite weak.

Tom would not speak to Samantha. He had been sitting in the chair for
three or four hours, smoking, gazing at nothing. She had taken him the cup of
coffee Anita made, but it lay cold, untouched, on the low table.

She tried again. ″Tom, what does it matter? We shan′t be caught—he promised
not to go to the police. We′ve lost nothing. It was just a lark, anyway.″

There was no reply.
Samantha laid her head back and closed her eyes. She felt drained, exhausted

with a nervous kind of tiredness which would not let her relax. She wanted some
pills, but they were all gone. Tom could go out and get her more, if only he would
come out of his trance.

There was a knock at the front door. At last Tom moved. He looked at the
doorway, warily, like a trapped animal. Samantha heard Anita′s footsteps along
the hall. There was a muted conversation.

Suddenly several pairs of feet were coming down the stairs. Tom stood up.



The three men did not look at Samantha.
Two of them were heavily built, and carried themselves gracefully like athletes.

The third was short. He wore a coat with a velvet collar.
It was the short one who spoke. ″You′ve let the governor down, Tom. He′s less

than pleased. He wants words with you.″
Tom moved fast, but the two big men were faster. As he went for the door, one

of them stuck out a foot and the other pushed Tom over it.
They picked him up, each holding an arm. There was a curious, almost sexual

smile on the short man′s face. He punched Tom′s stomach with both fists, many
times. He carried on long after Tom had slumped, eyes closed, in the grip of the
other two.

Samantha opened her mouth wide, but she could not scream.
The little man slapped Tom′s face until his eyes opened. The four of them left

the room.
Samantha heard the front door slam. Her phone rang. She picked it up

automatically, and listened.
„Oh, Joe,″ she said. „Joe, thank God you′re there.″ Then she began to cry.
 

For the second time in two days, Julian knocked on the door of Dunroamin.
Moore looked surprised when he opened up.

″This time I′ve got the original,“ Julian said.
Moore smiled. ″I hope you have,″ he said. ″Come in, lad.″
This time he led the way to the laboratory without preamble. ″Give it here,

then.″
Julian handed the picture over. ″I had a stroke of luck.“
″I′ll bet you did. I think you′d better not tell me the details.″ Moore took out his

teeth and dismantled the frame of the painting. ″It looks exactly like yesterday′s.″
″Yesterday′s was a copy.″
″And now you want the Gaston Moore seal of approval.″ Moore picked up his

knife and scraped a minuscule quantity of paint off the edge of the canvas. He
poured the liquid into the test tube and dipped the knife in.

They both waited in silence.
″Looks as though it′s all right,“ said Julian after a couple of minutes.
″Don′t rush.″
They watched again.
″No!″ Julian shouted.
The paint was dissolving in the fluid, just like yesterday.
″Another disappointment. I′m sorry, lad.″
Julian banged his fist on the bench in fury. ″How?″ he hissed. „I can′t see how!″
Moore put his teeth in again. ″Look here, lad. A forgery is a forgery. But no one

copies it. Someone′s gone to the trouble of making two of these. There′s almost
certain to be an original somewhere, I reckon. Maybe you could find it. Could you
look for it?′

Julian stood up straight. The emotion had washed out of his face now, and he
looked defeated, yet dignified—as if the battle no longer mattered, because he had
worked out how it had been lost.



″I know exactly where it is,″ he said. ″And there′s absolutely nothing I can do
about it.″

V

DEE WAS LYING IN a sack chair, naked, when Mike walked into the
Regent′s Park flat and shrugged off his coat.

″I think it′s sexy,″ she said.
″It′s just a coat,″ he replied.
″Mike Arnaz, you are insufferably narcissistic,″ she laughed. ″I meant the

picture.″
He dropped his coat on the carpet and came to sit on the floor beside her. They

both gazed at the painting on the wall.
The women were unmistakably Modigliani′s women: they had long, narrow

faces, the characteristic noses, the inscrutable expressions. But that was where
the similarity to the rest of his work ended.

They were thrown together in a jumble of limbs and torsos, distorted and
tangled, and mixed up with bits of background: towels, flowers, tables. So far, it
prefigured the work Picasso was doing—but keeping secret—in the last years of
Modigliani′s life. What was different again was the coloring. It was psychedelic:
startling pinks, oranges, purples, and greens, painted hard and dear, quite out of
period. The color bore no relation to the objects colored: a leg could be green, an
apple blue, a woman′s hair turquoise.

″It doesn′t turn me on,″ Mike said finally. ″Not that-away, anyhow.″ He turned
away from the picture and laid his head on Dee′s thigh. ″This, however, does.″

She touched his curly hair with her hand. ″Mike, do you think much about it?″
″Nope.″
″I do. I think what a terrible, loathsome, brilliant pair of crooks you and I are.

Look what we′ve got: this beautiful painting, for practically nothing; material for
my thesis; and fifty thousand pounds each.″ She giggled.

Mike closed his eyes. ″Sure, honey.″
Dee shut her eyes, and they both remembered a peasant bar in an Italian

village.

Dee entered the bar first, and saw with a shock that the short, dark-haired,
dapper man they had sent on a wild-goose chase that morning was already there.

Mike thought faster. He hissed in her ear: ″If I leave, keep him talking.″
Dee recovered her composure quickly and walked up to the dapper man′s table.

″I′m surprised you′re still here,″ she said pleasantly.
The man stood up. ″So am I,″ he said. ″Will you join me?″
The three of them sat around the table. ″What will it be?″ the man asked.
″My turn, I think,″ Mike said. He turned to the back of the bar. ″Two whiskies, one

beer,″ he called.
″My name is Lipsey, by the way.″



″I am Michael Arnaz and this is Dee Sleign.″
″How do you do?″ There was a flicker of surprise in Lipsey′s eyes at the name

Arnaz.
Another man had come into the bar. He looked over at their table.
He hesitated, then said: ″I saw the English number plates. May I join you?
″I′m Julian Black,″ the third man said, and they all introduced themselves.
″It′s strange to find so many English people in a little out-of the-way place like

this,″ Black said.
Lipsey smiled. ″These two are looking for a lost masterpiece,″ he said indulgently.
Black said: ″Then you must be Dee Sleign. I′m looking for the same picture.″
Mike cut in quickly. ″And Mr. Lipsey is also looking for the picture, although he′s

the only one who hasn′t been candid about it.″ Lipsey opened his mouth to speak,
but Mike forestalled him. ″However, you′re both too late. I have the picture already.
It′s in the trunk of my car. Would you like to see it?″

Without waiting for a reply he got up and left the bar. Dee covered up her
astonishment and remembered her instructions.

Lipsey said: ″Well, well, well.″
″Tell me,″ Dee said. ″It was only chance that led me to this picture. How did you

two get on to it?″
″I′m going to be honest with you,″ Black said. ″You wrote a postcard to a mutual

friend of ours—Sammy Winacre—and I saw it. I′m setting up my own gallery right
now, and I couldn′t resist the temptation to have a go.″

Dee turned to Lipsey. ″So you were sent by my uncle.″
″No,″ he said. ″You′re quite wrong. I happened to meet an old man in Paris who

told me about it. I think he also told you about it.″
There was a shout from the house, and the barman went back to see what it was

his wife wanted.
Dee wondered what on earth Mike was up to. She tried to keep the conversation

going. ″But the old man sent me to Livorno,″ she said.
″Me too,″ Lipsey acknowledged. ″But by that time all I had to do was follow your

trail and hope I might overtake you. I see I failed.“
″Indeed.″
The door opened, and Mike came back in. Dee was flabbergasted to see that he

had a canvas under his arm.
He propped it on the table. ″There it is, gentlemen,″ he said. ″The painting you

came all this way to see.″
They all stared at it.
Eventually Lipsey said: ″What are you planning to do with it, Mr. Arnaz?“
″I′m going to sell it to one of you two,″ Mike replied. ″Since you so nearly beat me

to the punch, I will offer you a special deal.″
″Go on,″ Black said.
″The point is, this has to be smuggled out of the country. The Italian laws do not

permit export of works of art without permission, and if we asked for permission
they would try to take it from us. I propose to take the painting to London. This
means I have to break the laws of two countries—since I shall have to smuggle it
into Britain. In order to cover myself, I will require whichever of you bids highest to



sign a piece of paper saying that the money was paid to me to cancel a gambling
debt.″

″Why won′t you sell here?“ Black said.
″The painting is worth more in London,″ Mike replied with a wide smile. He lifted

the painting off the table. ″I′m in the phone book,″ he said. ″See you in London.″
As the blue Mercedes pulled away from the bar and headed for Rimini, Dee said:

″How on earth did you do it?″
″Well, I went around to the back of the bar and spoke to the wife,″ Mike said. ″I

simply asked her if this was where Danielli stayed, and she said yes. I asked if he
had left any paintings behind, and she showed me this. So I said: ′How much do
you want for it?′ That was when she called her husband. He asked for the
equivalent of one hundred pounds.″

″My God!″ Dee exclaimed.
″Don′t worry,″ Mike said. ″I beat him down to eighty.″

Dee opened her eyes. ″After that it was easy,″ she said. ″No trouble at
Customs. The forgers knocked off a quick couple of copies of the picture for us,
and both Lipsey and Black paid fifty-thousand-pound gambling debts to us. I
haven′t got the slightest twinge of conscience about defrauding those two slimy
creatures. They would have done the same to us. Especially Lipsey—I′m still sure
he was employed by Uncle Charles.″

″Mmmm.″ Mike nuzzled Dee. ″Done any thesis today?″
″No. Do you know, I don′t think I will do any, ever.″
He raised his head to look at her. ″Why not?″
″After all this, it seems so unreal.″
″What will you do?″
″Well, you once offered me a job.″
″You turned it down.″
″It′s different now. I′ve proved I′m as good as you. And we know we make a

team, in business as well as in bed.″
″Is this the moment for me to ask you to marry me?″
″No. But there′s something else you could do for me.″
Mike smiled. ″I know.″ He got up on his knees and kissed her belly, flicking his

tongue in and out of her navel.
″Hey, there′s one thing I haven′t figured out.″
″Oh, Jesus. Can′t you concentrate on sex for a while?″
″Not yet. Listen. You financed those forgers, right? Usher and Mitchell?″
″Yes.″
″When?″
″When I came to London.″
″And the idea was to put them in a position where they had to do the copies for

us.″
″Right. Can we screw yet?″
″In a minute.″ She pushed his head away from her breasts. ″But when you came

to London, you didn′t even know I was on the track of the picture.″
″Right.″
″So why did you set the forgers up?″



″I had faith in you, baby.″
The room was silent for a while as dusk fell outside.


